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Introduction
The First Global Era
In May 1513, Portuguese explorer Jorge Álvares landed on the shores of
Nei Lingding Island in the Pearl River estuary of the south-eastern Chinese province of Guangdong. This event signified the first interaction with
China by sea.1 In this so-called First Global Age, travellers and missionaries
continued to arrive on the shores of Ming-dynasty China, setting off an often precarious, yet enduring, system of communication. Many Europeans
followed in this pursuit of commerce and conversion; slowly, the eyewitness stories they brought back home revealed China to western scrutiny.
Published reports by these travellers appeared from the early sixteenth
century onwards: a ‘trickle [that] gradually swelled into a deluge of published materials from presses all over Europe’.2
1 J. M. Braga, China landfall. Jorge Alvares’ voyage to China: A compilation of some relevant materials, Hong
Kong, K. Weiss, 1956 p.10; J.E. Wills, ‘Maritime Europe and the Ming’, in J.E. Wills (ed.),
China and maritime Europe, 1500-1800. Trade, settlement, diplomacy, and missions, Cambridge, Cambridge
University Press, 2011, p. 25.
2 D. Lach, Asia in the making of Europe: Sixteenth through eighteenth centuries, Chicago, University of
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At first, these accounts were published in southern Europe, as most
early travellers hailed from the Iberian peninsula. The principal theme
in these stories was the expansion of Portugal and authors discussed the
Middle Kingdom mainly in terms of trade and conquest.1 For instance,
accounts by João de Barros, Fernão Lopes de Castanheda, Damiao de
Gois, and Bernardino de Escalante revealed little of Chinese religion and
philosophy.2 Even the most detailed accounts – by the Spanish Augustinian Martín de Rada (1585) and the Portuguese Dominican Gaspar da
Cruz (1569) – touched only momentarily on the beliefs held by the Chinese. Da Cruz, for example, briefly summarised the prospects for Christianity in China, observing that the Chinese did not have a religion. Furthermore, he wrote, they seemed to lack a notion of the Mosaic law.3 Da
Cruz did note, however, that they worshipped and made large sacrifices
to the devil as well as the sun and moon. 4
The First Global Age intensified Europe’s relationships with countries and populations all over the world. When the centre of economic
and political gravity shifted to the north-west of Europe in the early decades of the seventeenth century, travelogues, which documented these
relationships, were frequently published in the Low Countries. Such
books on exotic subjects, written in the vernacular, became popular –
partly due to an increased literacy rate – making this genre an attractive commodity for publishers.5 Particularly, we witness an ever-growing
Chicago Library Society, 1991, p. 9.
1 T. Zhang, Sino-Portuguese trade from 1514 to 1644: A synthesis of Portuguese and Chinese sources, Leiden,
Brill, 1969, pp. 109-128.
2 J. de Barros, Terceira decada da Asia de Ioam de Barros, Lisbon, Joam de Barreira, 1563; F. Lopes
de Castanheda, Historia do Descobrimento e Conquista da India pelos Portugueses, Lisbon, Iohão da
Barreyra & Iohão Aluarez, 1551-1563; D. de Gois, Crónica do Felicissimo Rei D. Emanuel, Lisbon,
Françisco Correa, 1566-1567; B. de Escalante, Discurso de la navegacion que los Portugueses hacen a los
Reinos y Provincias de Oriente, Sevilla, 1577; R. R. Ellis, ‘The Middle Kingdom through Spanish
eyes: Depictions of China in the writings of Juan González de Mendoza and Domingo
Fernández Navarerete’, Bulletin of Hispanic studies vol. 83, no. 6, 2006, pp. 469-480.
3 This is believed to be the first European travelogue specifically dedicated to China. Shorter
accounts on the Middle Kingdom, like chapters in João de Barros’s Terceira decada da Asia, or
letters of several Portuguese smugglers about their experiences in China had been printed in
Europe during the two decades leading up to Da Cruz’s treatise. G. da Cruz, Tractado em que
se cõtam muito por estèso ab cousas da China, Lisbon, Andre de Burgos, 1569. See also: Boxer, South
China in the sixteenth century.
4 Lach and Van Kley, Asia in the making of Europe III, vol. 3-4, p.1649.
5 R. Houston, Literacy in early modern Europe, 1500-1800, London and New York, Routledge,
2002, pp. 1-11.
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number of printed publications from the Dutch Republic. These publications reveal natural, geographical, cultural, and other phenomena –
foreign religion and philosophy being chief among them.
These descriptions of Chinese religious and philosophical practices
changed considerably over the course of the seventeenth century. However, this change was not the result of increased knowledge of China: very few
Europeans travelled to China and their accounts on the religious customs
and ceremonies of the Chinese generally served the theological polemics
of their times.1 In this regard, the Jesuit missionaries were prevalent: they
had long praised the customs of the Chinese as comparable to those of
Christianity to justify their own missionary policy. Protestant travellers,
too, were not without their biases and often sought to undermine Catholicism by aligning supposed Chinese idolatry with papal practices.2 Add to
this a number of competing claims, and it becomes clear that the stakes
in studying the religious and philosophical ideas of China first-hand were
considerable. As this chapter will reveal, the influence of these competing
claims made the study of religious and philosophical ideas in China a potentially hazardous one: the threat of idolatry was a constant obstacle that
needed to be negotiated.
Publishing Books on China
How China was shown in print, was a different matter altogether. When
first-hand accounts were published as books, economic and cultural considerations began to play an important role as well. However, authors,
readers, printers and publishers seldom reached consensus on the way in
which Chinese religion and philosophy should be described and interpreted. Consequently, the form and content of the resulting books often
reflected these competing viewpoints. A variety of factors affected the
representation and explanation of these subjects in Dutch-made works
of print. Significantly, we find that the motives differed according to both
type and aim of the respective book: we also see a variety of concerns
1 G. Abbattista, ‘European encounters in the Age of Expansion’, European History Online
[European History Online] http://ieg-ego.eu/en/threads/europe-and-the-world/europeanencounters, (accessed 28 May 2018).
2 L. Hunt, M. Jacob, and W. Mijnhardt, The book that changed Europe: Picart & Bernard’s ‘Religious
ceremonies of the world’, Cambridge, The Belknap Press of Harvard University, 2010, pp. 211246.
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related to the cultural, political, religious, or economic background of the
author, printer and/or publisher.
Ever since Elizabeth Eisenstein’s claims about the impact of print, it
has been generally acknowledged that books and their producers function
as agents of change and that the production and circulation of print profoundly influences intellectual, cultural, and social history. As such, the
careful study of particular books and their makers greatly contributes to
a broader historiography of early modern intercultural contacts. Concepts
conceived to study the presentation and dissemination of texts in book
form, including Gérard Genette’s transtextuality, the older concept of
intertextuality, Robert Darnton’s circuit of communication, and Donald
McKenzie’s sociology of texts, are also vital to this kind of investigation.
Using these concepts as a framework, this chapter thus aims to answer a
straightforward question: how were Chinese religion and philosophy represented in books printed in the Dutch Republic between 1596 and 1687,
and how did publishing strategies conceived by the producers of these
books influence their contents?
Outline
The goal of the present chapter is therefore two-fold. The first and foremost
goal is to examine the processes of textual and visual transmission that were
used to disseminate descriptions and interpretations of Chinese religion and
philosophy in Dutch-made books and how production and participation in
the circuit of communication influenced the representation and transmission of content. Scrutinising the connection between the publishing process and the resulting product allows us to probe the complexities that arose
when the traditional Dutch frame of reference encountered Chinese religion and philosophy. The second goal of this chapter, related to the first, is to
explore the actual content of Dutch interpretations of Chinese religion and
philosophy in books and how these interpretations reflected contemporary
discussions in the Dutch Republic. This chapter also delves into how the
production of print influenced the representation and possible interpretations of Chinese religion and philosophy between 1596 and 1687.
The multitude of Dutch books about China that appeared over the
course of the seventeenth century were often conceived through careful-
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ly considered publishing strategies. The books that resulted from these
strategies served, by no means, only the commercial programme of the
publisher; indeed, publishing strategies should be considered as sophisticated ideological mediations in which a variety of interventions benefited
the demands of both consumer and producer. Thus, the third goal in this
chapter is to examine three of these strategies: the mercantile approach,
the missionary perspective, and that of the publisher as cultural entrepreneur. These strategies are discussed in the order presented above, taking
chronology into account wherever this is possible and relevant to the analysis.
These chapter aims are explored in three sections. The first section,
the mercantile approach in early contacts between China and the Dutch,
examines Dutch travelogues published in the first half of the seventeenth
century. Travellers like Jan Huygen van Linschoten and Willem Lodewijcksz generally gave positive accounts of China, in which unfamiliar ideas
and images of Chinese religion and philosophy were fitted into a traditional frame of reference.1 For these writers, China was represented in this
way to justify direct trade. Likewise, their publishers (Cornelis Claesz of
Amsterdam chief among them) intended these books for a readership with
(in)direct interests in the Asiatic trade.2 The image of familiar otherness
that resulted from these considerations met the expectations of author,
producer, and potential reader; as such, this image would persist well into
the seventeenth century. This first section also discusses how book illustrations visualised theses early modern concepts of Chinese religion and philosophy. Even the earliest Dutch books on China are adorned with woodcuts or copper engravings that regularly depict deities or religious customs.
The inclusion of visual material was a smart publishing strategy as illustrations added economic and cultural value: this was a book worthy of a reader’s time and money. Yet, illustrations do not just have a supplementary
function. Rather, they direct the reader and shape his or her approach to
the surrounding text. As we shall see, the example of the so-called ‘Devil in
Calicut’ reveals how and in which context producers represented Chinese
religious practices in a way that went beyond textual content.
1 Abbattista, ‘European encounters in the Age of Expansion’.
2 J. Robertson and W. Funnell, Accounting by the first public company: The pursuit of supremacy, New
York and London, Routledge, 2014, pp. 105-135.
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The second section of this chapter concentrates on books by Jesuit and
Calvinist authors and their missionary approach towards China’s religious
and philosophical ideas. Many travellers had trading on their minds; however, Christian ambitions of conversion and evangelisation also played an
important role in opening up the Middle Kingdom to the West. Especially
missionaries of the Society of Jesus were fundamental in the transmission
of knowledge, science, and culture between China and Europe. Many of
their accounts were published in Europe and they proved increasingly popular. These books were often published in the Southern Netherlands by
Catholic publishers, aimed at readers interested in the progress of Christianity abroad as well as China in general.
Jesuit books were also published in the Protestant Dutch Republic, yet
Dutch Protestant publishers took a different approach than their southern
colleagues. By removing most references to the mission – especially in the
paratext – their editions concentrated primarily on China itself. This publishing strategy not only influenced the general presentation; more importantly, it determined how Chinese religion and philosophy as initially represented by the Jesuits were subtly altered by the Dutch book producers
through the book-making process. While these Dutch versions retained a
complex transtextual relation to the original Jesuit accounts, the omissions
and adulterations resulted in interpretations that were arguably ‘new’. As
will become clear, the Calvinist appropriation of certain Jesuit elements
in these texts – and the removal of other elements – would prove difficult. For instance, the relatively few Dutch Calvinist authors who did write
their own works about China seemingly propagated a missionary approach
similar to that of the Society of Jesus, while simultaneously arguing against
Catholicism. Furthermore, the publishing strategies employed by Dutch
publishers made these Calvinist representations of China accessible only
to a select audience of wealthy and educated readers. As such, the general
Dutch public had little to no access to Calvinist notions of Chinese religion and philosophy due to paratextual interventions by the producers.
The third and final section of this chapter concentrates on book producers as cultural entrepreneurs and on the economic rules for cultural
consumption that shaped their approaches towards China’s religious and
philosophical ideas. Over the course of the seventeenth century, a num-
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ber of innovative publishers tried their hand at the Asian topic. Theodor
de Bry, Jan Jansz Deutel, Jacob van Meurs, and Simon de Vries each developed several strategies that would contest and alter existing ideas. In
essence, they developed a mainly economic and cultural process of production and generally acted as compilers of knowledge about China, without
any primary missionary or mercantile motives. Therefore, their products
were largely determined by the wishes and demands of the book market.
This resulted in different representations of Chinese culture. De Bry,
for instance, denied similarities between Christianity and the beliefs of the
Chinese, while Deutel’s best-seller Bontekoe’s Iournael, spoke at considerable
length of China, but made no mention of its religion. Two decades later,
Van Meurs produced lavishly illustrated books with easily digestible and
broadly appealing representations of the religion and philosophy of the
Middle Kingdom. The information in these books was not new and relied
on Jesuit accounts. Van Meurs’s true innovation lay in a process of editing
and translating to make this (chiefly Jesuit) information acceptable for a
Protestant Dutch audience. The transtextual reach of the Jesuit approach
towards Chinese religion and philosophy was effectively broadened because Van Meurs’s Dutch edition made it more widely available. Authors
like Simon de Vries (who did not read Latin) took up this information,
further disseminating positive representations of China in print.
Over the course of the seventeenth century, the Dutch image of Chinese religion and philosophy in print underwent considerable change,
much of which may be attributed to economic rules governing cultural
consumption. The Dutch preoccupation with the religion and philosophy
of the Middle Kingdom proves that their interest went far beyond geography and trade alone.1 In the seventeenth century, some grappled with the
newly revealed ideas about Asian images of religion, the devil, and philosophical concepts.2 They struggled to make sense of them and incorporated them in their own worldview that was based on biblical revelation
and chronology. Some fundamental developments emerging from the new
1 A. Grafton, New worlds, ancient texts: The power of tradition and the shock of discovery, Cambridge,
Harvard University Press, 1992, pp. 1-10; S. Greenblatt, Marvellous possessions: The wonder of the
New World, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 2003, pp. 1-25.
2 J. Elliot, The old world and the new, 1492-1650, Cambridge and New York, Cambridge University
Press, 1970, pp. 1-23.
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intercultural contacts would sometimes confirm, and other times contest,
traditional notions of the Eurocentric world and the seemingly strange
communities beyond. it. Printed media, as we shall read, materialised the
manner in which the religious and philosophical ideas about China found
a place in the Dutch frame of reference.

Early Contacts between China and the Dutch Republic
The Mercantile Approach
When Dutch merchants were first confronted with Chinese religion and
philosophy during the last years of the sixteenth century, they described
these practices as ‘the most benighted kind of idolatry’.1 They also noted
the apparent worship of the devil; and yet, travellers also saw parallels
between the Asia and West, remarking that the Chinese believed in the
existence of a supreme being who had created all things. This seeming
contradiction was the result of a mercantile transtextual perspective: the
idolatry of the Chinese was not condemned outright as it served to justify
Dutch commercial activities in Asia.
By describing Chinese religion and philosophy in terms of idol-worship, early Dutch travellers and their publishers presented an ambiguous
image of the Chinese belief system until the second half of the seventeenth century: in the descriptions, we encounter merchants eager for
profit and therefore willing to turn a blind eye to local heresies, as well as
Christians searching for frameworks in which to situate newly encountered worldviews. These economic considerations of cultural consumption and production that the publishers and merchants employed often
overlapped with Jesuit missionary motives. Thus, in several textual and
visual accounts, this ambiguity came to represent the foreign religion and
philosophy of China, resulting in an image of ‘familiar otherness’, where
safe parallels and distinctions could be drawn to meet the expectations of
authors, producers, and potential readers.

1 Lach and Van Kley, Asia in the making of Europe III, vol. 3-4, p. 1648.
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Cornelis Claesz and the first Dutch Travelogues of China
One of the earliest Dutch accounts on Asia was written by Jan Huygen van
Linschoten, a Dutchman who travelled to the East Indies in the employ of
the archbishop of Goa.1 Van Linschoten’s Itinerario. Voyage ofte schipvaert was
published in 1596 in Amsterdam by Cornelis Claesz and was illustrated
with numerous maps and prints.2 Known as ‘The Key to the East’, Itinerario
provided detailed maps of routes to the East Indies for the first time: while
in Goa, Van Linschoten had meticulously copied charts acquired from the
secret archives of the Portuguese. Crucially, these maps also contained
nautical data such as the location of islands and sandbanks, currents and
depths: all of vital importance for safe navigation. At last, the greatly coveted passage to the East Indies, together with the sea routes between different Asiatic ports, were finally within reach of Europeans – other than the
Portuguese. This information proved fundamental to the establishment of
the Dutch East India Company and, consequently, to Dutch supremacy in
East Asian trading and colonisation.3
Itinerario became an immediate success with reprints in 1605, 1614, 1623,
1644 and 1663.4 Johan Wolfe of London published the first translation in
English in 1605, soon to be followed by French, Latin, and German translations.5 Itinerario consists of three separate books, each with its own title, title
page, and pagination. The first is the eponymous Itinerario, Van Linschoten’s
personal history of the journey from Lisbon to Goa, followed by a more
general overview of Asia with descriptions of China and Japan. The second
book is called Reys-gheschrift vande Navigatien der Portugalaysers in Orienten (‘Travel
writings on the navigation of the Portuguese in the Orient’). It outlines the
Portuguese sea routes to the East, Portuguese territories, and reports of areas where spices grew. The third book, Beschryvinge (‘Description’), supplies
information about the west coast of Africa and the Americas.
1 E. van den Boogaart, Civil and corrupt Asia: Image and text in the Itinerario and the Icones of Jan Huygen
van Linschoten, Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 2003; R. van Gelder and J. Parmentier
(eds), Souffrir pour parvenir: De wereld van Jan Huygen van Linschoten, Haarlem, Balans, 1998.
2 Pettegree and Der Weduwen, De boekhandel van de wereld, pp. 51-60.
3 R. Parthesius, Dutch ships in tropical waters: The development of the Dutch East India Company (VOC)
shipping network in Asia 1595-1660, Amsterdam, Amsterdam University Press, 2010, pp. 31-50.
4 Short Title Catalogue Netherlands (STCN), http://picarta.pica.nl/xslt/DB=3.11/, last accessed 14
December 2018.
5 A. Payne, ‘Hakluyt’s London. Discovery and overseas trade’, in C. Jowitt (ed.), Richard
Hakluyt and travel writing in early modern Europe, New York, Routledge, 2016, pp. 13-24.
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Title page of Jan Huygen van Linschoten’s Itinerario, Amsterdam, Cornelis Claesz,
1596 - Special Collections, University of Amsterdam.
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The title page to Itinerario proudly displays Jan Huygen van Linschoten’s
name in a large gothic typeface. Yet the book, as we know it, would never have existed with this form and content without its publisher Cornelis
Claesz. At that time he was – by far – the most important producer of
books of the Dutch Republic.1 His production consisted of at least 300
titles: almost as much as all of the surviving production of his contemporaries together.2 Claesz’s firm stood at the centre of an industry that had
become increasingly important during the second half of the sixteenth
century. Around 1550 in Amsterdam, on average one publisher was active in
any given year. Only 50 years later, this number had increased twenty-fold.3
Yet, within this rapidly changing landscape of entrepreneurs, Cornelis
Claesz’s long and productive career made him one of the most influential Dutch publishers of the early seventeenth century.4 Claesz managed to
reach a publication agreement with Van Linschoten; they decided to split
the costs of production between them and became associates. In this capacity, Claesz played an important role in the creation of both the content
and form of Itinerario.
Van Linschoten’s first remarks on China appear in chapter 23 of the first
book, entitled ‘On the great prosperity, richness, and power of the country of
China’.5 After a lengthy description of the country’s geographical layout, he
continues with an overview of various Chinese commodities such as silver,
gold, and porcelain: ‘This porcelain is made inland of a certain earth that is
very hard’.6 The narrative on Chinese religion and philosophy starts with the
remark that ‘their religion and ceremonies are pagan, without any influence
1 C. Rasterhoff, ‘Carrière en concurrentie in een culturele sector: De Amsterdamse boekhandel,
1580-1800’, De Zeventiende Eeuw vol. 27, no. 2, 2012, pp. 162-179.
2 Dijstelberge, ‘De cost en de baet’, pp. 217-234; C. Burger, ‘De Amsterdamsche uitgever
Cornelis Claesz (1578-1609)’, De Gulden Passer no. 9, 1931, pp. 59-68.
3 Dijstelberge, ‘De cost en de baet’, p. 221.
4 H. Meeus, ‘Jan Moretus en de Noordnederlandse boekhandel, 1590-1610’, De Gulden Passer
no. 74, 1996, pp. 343-376; B. van Selm, ‘Een menighte treffelijcke Boecken’: Nederlandse boekhandelscatalogi
in het begin van de zeventiende eeuw, Utrecht, HES Uitgevers, 1987; B. van Selm, ‘Cornelis Claesz’s
1605 stock catalogue of Chinese books’, Quaerendo no. 8, vol. 4, 1983, pp. 247-259.
5 ‘Vande groote vruchtbaerheydt, rijcdommen ende sterckte van ‘t land van China, ende
andere notabele dinghen van dien’, in J. Huygen van Linshoten, Itinerario, voyage ofte schipvaert,
van Ian Huygen van Linschoten, naer Oost ofte Portugaels Indien, vol. 1, Amsterdam, Cornelis Claesz,
1596, p. 29.
6 ‘Dese porseleynen worden ghemaeckt te landewaerts binnen van een seker aerde die seer
hert is’, in Van Linshoten, Itinerario I, p. 29.
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of the law of Mohammed, nor any other sects’.1 Van Linschoten proceeds
further with a description of the Chinese worship of idols:
In many places they pray to the devil, to avoid him hurting them.
When any man lies on his death bed, they set a picture of a devil
before him, with the sun in his left hand, and a poniard in the right
hand, and here this devil is painted, with a very fierce look, and therefore they desire the patient to look upon him well, that he may be his
friend in the world to come, and that there he may do him no harm.2
In concurrence with this passage, it seems to be the general conclusion
that the Chinese actually worshipped the devil: the passage also seems
to imply that they also recognised the existence of a supreme being who
had created all things. According to Donald Lach and Edwin van Kley,
the understanding of Dutch travellers was that the Chinese believed
that this God-creator was a benign spirit who would not harm anyone’.3
This Dutch image of a Chinese ‘devil’, described by Van Linschoten, is
probably an amalgamation of several popular Chines deities, such as the
Buddhist ‘Lord of Hell’, the Taoist ‘Stove God’, or perhaps the ‘Lord
of the Soil and the Ground’ as their visual representations may have
reminded the travellers of their familiar images of Christian devils. Indeed, the devil makes an appearance in many premodern European descriptions of overseas lands. After all, it was Satan that had purportedly
created paganism, which made him crucial in the interpretation of foreign religious practices. 4 According to travellers, the devil was venerated
1 ‘Haer religie en cerimonien zijn heydens sonder eenighe menginghe vande Wet van
Machomet noch eenighe andere secten’, in Van Linschoten, p. 30. Note how, in the early
modern period, the term ‘sect’ did not have the strong negative connotation found in
Western languages today, see: N. Standaert, ‘The Jesuits did NOT invent “Confucianism”’,
East Asian science, technology, and medicine no. 16, 1999, pp. 120-121.
2 ‘Zy aenbidden den duyvel op veel plaetsen, alleenelicken om dat hyse gheen quaet en
soude doen. Wanneer yemant leyt op zijn sterven so settense hem voor eenen geschilderden
duyvel, met die son in de linckerhandt ende een poengiaert inde rechter handt, ende desen
duyvel is afghemaelt, dat hy staet al dreyghende, waerom ghebieden den patient, dat hy hem
scherp wil aen sien, om hem vrient te hebben in d’ander werelt, om hy hem aldaer geen
quaet en soude doen’, in Van Linschoten, p. 30.
3 Lach and Van Kley, Asia in the making of Europe III, vol. 3-4, p. 1648.
4 M. Harbsmeier, ‘Towards a prehistory of ethnography: Early modern German travel writings as traditions of knowledge’, in H. Vermeulen and A. Alvarez Roldán (eds), Fieldwork and
footnotes: Studies in the history of European anthropology, London, Routledge, 1995, pp. 19-38.
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almost everywhere in Africa, Asia, and the Americas, assuming a wide
variety of names and shapes.1
In their travelogues, the Dutch often ambiguously described the Chinese religious system as misguided but not necessarily immoral: ‘the most
benighted kind of idolatry’. The Dutch were eager to slot the newly encountered worldviews into a recognisable frame of reference, in which
idolatry figured as the antithesis of Christianity. However, to justify direct trading relations with local populations, this contentious imagery had
to be mitigated. The result of this rather uneasy alliance was an alloy of
pragmatism and appreciation, in which both the similarities and the differences between China and the Dutch were represented. By the turn of the
seventeenth century, a fairly standard representation of foreign religion as
devil-worship was found in both word and image. This trope is not based
on many historical or cultural particularities of the countries described,
but rather on stock terms and conventional images taken from European
traditions. Especially the descriptions and illustrations of the devil-dragon
and its beasts found in the Apocalypse of John were an important source of
reference: ‘Then another sign appeared in heaven: an enormous red dragon with seven heads and ten horns and seven crowns on its heads.’2 This
approach had the effect of presenting foreign peoples and their religion as
a social and cultural reality that, on the one hand, is very different; yet, on
the other, recognisable.3 Thus, Dutch travellers translated the religions and
philosophies they encountered abroad according to familiar biblical apocalyptic terms of monstrosity, ensuring an image of familiar otherness.
This image of the Chinese as devil-worshippers is echoed in Verhael
vande Reyse by de Hollandtsche schepen gedaen naer Oost Indien (‘Description of a
Voyage made by Certaine Ships of Holland into the East Indies’), published in Middelburg by Barent Langenes in 1598. 4 This short account of
the Eerste schipvaart (‘the first [Dutch] expedition’) to the East Indies was
1 J. Platvoet, ‘Dutch merchants, missionaries, & academics on African religion, 1594-2000’,
in U. Berner and Ch. Bochinger (eds), European traditions in the study of religion in Africa, Wiesbaden, Horrossowitz Verlag, 2004, pp. 75-96.
2 Revelation 12:3, The Holy Bible – new international version; T. Kandler, Religion and its monsters,
New York:, Routledge, 2002, p. 75.
3 H. Bhabha, The location of culture, London and New York, Routledge, 1994, pp. 70-71.
4 Verhael vande Reyse by de Hollandtsche Schepen gedaen naer Oost Indien Middelburg, Barent
Langenes, 1597.
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based on the private journals of an anonymous crew member. Under the
command of Cornelis de Houtman, this fleet had followed the route via
the Cape of Good Hope to Asia. The expedition never reached the Middle Kingdom, yet the author may have taken note of Chinese religion and
philosophy through his contacts with the Chinese population of Bantam.
At any rate, he followed the already familiar image of the Chinese as devil-worshippers, demonstrating the influence of processes of transtextual
transmission:
They singularly have no religion, they worship the devil, that he may
not hurt them, because they have heard that the devil is evil of itself
and that God is good and hurts no man, and that is why they believe
they do not have to worship God.1
A similar passage is found in Willem Lodewijcksz’s Historie van Indien (‘History of East India’) of 1598, who was a merchant on the First Expedition:
The Chinese, even though they believe that there is a God who
created everything and all out of nothing, they nevertheless worship
the devil, which they have painted and depicted in their temples or
houses of prayer, sitting upright in darkness, wearing three crowns
on its head, with a terrifying face, claws as hands and feet, and with a
horrendous face on its stomach.2
Early Dutch travellers did not completely condemn this ‘benighted’ idolatry,
in part because they would have been familiar with certain aspects of this
type of worship that paralleled their own, such as the burning of incense
1 ‘Sy en hebben sonderlinghe gheen Religie, dan bidden den Duyvel aen, dat hy haer geen
quaet en doe: want zy weten te segghen, dat den Duyvel quaet van hem selven is, ende dat
Got goet is, die gheen menschen quaet en doet, daer om vehooren zy (so zy meenen) God
niet aen te bidden’, in Verhael vande Reyse, collation B3.
2 ‘De Chinesen, alhoewel zy ghelooven datter eenen God is die ’t al gheschapen, ende
uyt niet ghemaekt heeft, soo aenbidden zy nochtans den Duyvel, die zy gheschildert
ende afgecontseyt hebben en haren Tempel of bid-huijs sittend om hooghe int Doncker,
hebbende drie croonen boven thooft, met een vervaerlijcke tronie clauen aende handen
ende voeten met een afgryselijck backhuijs op den buijck’, in W. Lodewijcksz, D’Eerste
boeck: historie van Indien, waer inne verhaelt is de avontueren die de Hollandtsche schepen bejeghent zijn,
Amsterdam, Cornelis Claesz, 1598, fl. 43v.
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and candles and the practice of bowing before an image. Yet, in religiously
divided Europe, these were the most harshly criticised elements of worship.
In this period, idolatry was a loosely defined but, nevertheless, loaded term
that could cover anything from Catholic liturgy to the ritual beliefs of the
Americas. Such diversity in the meaning of ‘idolatry’ made it a term that
could be applied to a diverse range of peoples and beliefs.1
The apparent practice of devil-worship touches upon a recurring theme
in the early Dutch descriptions of Chinese religion and philosophy: the adoration and ritual glorification of idols by the Chinese. The existence of such
an early trope indicates that the narrative on Chinese religion and philosophy was as much the result of processes of transtextuality as it was the result
of any original observation of Chinese rituals. Arguably, transtextuality is
the dominant process here: many of these authors had never been to China.
Moreover, it cannot be a coincidence that the first expedition carried a copy
of Van Linschoten’s Reysgheschrift (‘Travel Discourse’) in manuscript and that
Lodewijcksz’s Historie van Indien was published by Cornelis Claesz.
In subsequent textual and visual accounts, the same images of idolatry
and devil-worship came not only to represent the ‘foreign’ religion and
philosophy of China, but also the manner in which the Dutch related to
this notion. Idolatry was both familiar and foreign and, by mitigating this
dual perspective, the Dutch found a way to make contact with the Chinese
from a mercantile perspective while simultaneously keeping their distance
through repeatedly presenting them in the light of unenlightened idolatry.
In this period of first contact, works by merchant-travellers like Van Linschoten symbolised and solidified the ambivalence that often accompanied
these encounters.
Illustrating the Foreign Idol: The Devil in Calicut
Early modern concepts of Chinese religion and philosophy in print came
about not only through textual content, but also by way of visual materials.
Book illustrations are important as they surround the main text, forming
a frame that is able to change the reception or interpretation of a text.
According to Genette, they consequently function as ‘a zone between text
1 M. Dimmock, ‘Hakluyt’s multiple faiths’, in C. Jowitt and Daniel Carey (eds), Richard
Hakluyt and travel writing in early modern Europe, London and New York, Routledge, 2016, pp.
224-226.
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and off-text, a zone not only of transition but also a transaction’.1 These
illustrations are part of the book’s paratext; in fact, they may be considered
the most conspicuous form of it, rightly called an ‘immense continent’ of
paratextual relevance.2 More simply put, paratexts should be considered as
‘a fringe of the printed text which in reality controls one’s whole reading of
it’.3 Hester Lees-Jeffries has also convincingly argued for a reading of illustrations as nodal points, which draw in and direct the readers, shaping and
supplementing their approach to the surrounding text. Following this line
of reasoning, visual materials adorning a book must therefore go beyond a
purely supplementary function.4 It may be no surprise, therefore, to learn
that modern concepts of Chinese religion and philosophy in print came
about not only through textual content, but also by way of visual materials.
Even the earliest Dutch books on China were adorned with woodcuts or
copper engravings that regularly depict deities or religious customs.
The ‘Devil in Calicut’ is among the most persistent illustrations of Chinese religion and philosophy of the early seventeenth century.5 In 1510,
the Devil in Calicut was first visualised by the Italian traveller Ludovico di
Varthema.6 In his Itinerario, Varthema presented the figure as ‘the devil they
call deumo (dêvan, godling or local deity), […] with a very large mouth, nose,
and most terrible eyes.’7 The figure was associated with Calicut, or modern-day Kozhikode in the Indian state of Kerala. This city was especially
important during the early years of the First Global Era, but was superseded
at the end of the sixteenth century by ports such as Goa. Calicut developed
a distinctive ‘imaginative presence in northern European print culture’,
1 Genette, Paratexts, pp. 1-2.
2 Genette, p. 406.
3 Genette, p. 2; P. Lejeune, Le pacte autobiographique, Paris, Seuil, 1975, p. 45; W. Benjamin, The
work of art in the age of mechanical reproduction, Lexington, Prism Key Press, 2010.
4 H. Lees-Jeffries, ‘Pictures, places, and spaces: Sidney, Wroth, Wilton House, and the
“Songe de Poliphile”’, in H. Smith and L. Wilson, Renaissance paratexts, Cambridge, Cambridge
University Press, 2011, pp. 185-203; E. Hodnett, Image and text: Studies in the illustration of English
literature, London, Scolar Press, 1986; R. Schmidt, Critical images: The canonisation of Don Quixote
through illustrated editions of the eighteenth century, Montreal, McGill-Queen’s University Press,
2014.
5 J. Spinks, ‘The Southern Indian “Devil in Calicut” in early modern Northern Europe:
images, texts and objects in motion’, Journal of early modern history no. 18, 2014, p. 16.
6 S. Miller, A strange kind of paradise: India through foreign eyes, London, Vintage Books, 2014, p. 153.
7 L. di Varthema, The travels of Ludovico di Varthema, trans. J. Winter Jones and G. P. Badger,
London, Hakluyt Society, 1863, pp. 136-138.
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Woodcut of a statue of a temple deity near Calicut by Jörg Breu, in Lodovico di
Varthema, Die Ritterlich and lobwirdig rayß des gestrengen und über all ander weyt erfarnen
ritters und Lantfarers herren Ludowico vartomans von Bolonia, Augsburg, Hans Miller, 1515,
fol. m i, recto - Bayerische Staatsbibliothek München.

Woodcut of the ‘Devil in Calicut’ by Jörg Breu, in Lodovico di Varthema, Die
Ritterlich and lobwirdig rayß des gestrengen und über all ander weyt erfarnen ritters und Lantfarers
herren Ludowico vartomans von Bolonia, Augsburg, Hans Miller, 1515, fol. i iij, recto Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, München.
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which can be traced through images of the devil called Deumo.1 The iconography of this devil was conceived after the earliest contacts with the hitherto unknown religion of Asia. Because it is at least partly an invention, the
‘Devil’ provides insight into how both visual and textual representations of
Chinese religion and philosophy came into being within a Dutch context.
The creation of book illustrations generally follows the same intertextual trajectory as the text it accompanies. Considering the Devil in Calicut,
its illustrations primarily represent an interpretation and representation
of other textual and visual narratives. Its iconographic elements can be
linked to textual and visual narratives from its earliest inception, and over
the course of the seventeenth century, various actors would ‘reinvent’ the
devil to suit their own publishing strategies. As such, the image of the devil
stands in juxtaposition to other texts and images, in which each text or
image influences the interpretation of the other. The relationship between
images and ‘the modi of their transformation from one into another’ is
generally known among scholars as ‘intervisuality’, ‘interpictorality’, ‘intericonicity’ or simply as ‘intertextuality of images’.2 For the purpose of
this thesis, the term intervisuality has been chosen because it alludes to
a comparable transtextual process in which an illustration represents an
interpretation and representation of other textual or visual narratives.
Production was essential in this process of intervisuality and transtextuality as elements of context and reference were generally provided by the
producers of text and image in print. Regarding the narrative on religion
and philosophy, the illustrators, engravers, printers, and publishers involved
in the decoration of books on China were the ones who made interpretative
and allusive decisions.3 These decisions had an impact (either intentional or
accidental) on the reception of text and image. In this process, the intentions of the publisher were often decisive. We have seen how Cornelis Claesz
1 Spinks, ‘The Southern Indian “Devil in Calicut”’, p. 16.
2 E.Ch. Gamer, ‘Configurations of emptiness: Intericonic blanks in Louis Lawler’s “A
movie without the picture” and Hiroshi Sugimoto’s “Theaters”’, in C. Taban (ed.), Meta- and
inter-images in contemporary visual art and culture, Leuven, Leuven University Press, 2013, pp. 114131; V. von Rosen, ‘Interpiktuaralität’, in Metzler Lexikon Kunstwissenschat: Ideen, Methoden, Begriffe,
Stuttgart and Weimar, J.B. Metzler, 2011, pp. 208b-211-a; W. Werner, ‘“What does the
picture say?” Reading the intertextuality of visual images’, International journal of social education
vol. 19, no. 1, 2004, pp. 64-77.
3 S. Drimmer, The art of allusion: illuminators and the making of English literature, 1403-1476,
Philadelphia, University of Pennsylvania Press, 2019, pp. 1-20.
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greatly influenced the overall content and form of Van Linschoten’s Itinerario.
This same applied for the illustrations. The Itinerario is adorned with a
great number of engravings, illustrating everything from landscapes and cities, to animals, plants, and cultural practices of the peoples of Asia. Interestingly, Claesz chose not to include any specific illustration of the religious
practices of the Chinese. However, a visualisation of a supposed Chinese
deity is found in Willem Lodewijcksz’s Historie van Indien, which was also published by Claesz. This illustration is relatively simple and depicts two figures
kneeling before a devilish god wearing a crown and with a face on its stomach. Surprisingly, the iconography of the deity described by Van Linschoten
and depicted in Lodewijcksz is almost exactly the same – triple-crown and
face on stomach – and harks back to the earliest years of the sixteenth century when it was conceived as Devil in Calicut.
In Itinerario, the idol is not Chinese but forms part of an illustration of
the ‘fearsome image of Indian idols found on every corner in the road to
which they sacrifice’.1 A complex outdoor scene shows a Hindu temple and
a mosque. A devilish idol (comparable to the one described by Lodewijcksz) is depicted on the left. In Much maligned monsters (1977), Partha Mitter
connects the image of this devil with Van Linschoten’s visit to the island of
Salsette on the west coast of India. There in a village, he came upon:
A big church of stone, wherein we entered, and found nothing in it
but a great table that hung in the middle of the church, with the image
[of a pagoda], painted therein so misshaped and deformed, that more
monstrous could not have been fashioned, for it had many horns, and
long teeth that hung out of his mouth down to his chin, and beneath
his navel and belly, it had another such like face, with many horns and
intestines. Upon the head thereof stood a triple-crowned mitre, not
much unlike the Pope’s triple crown, so that in effect it seemed to be a
monster, such as are described in the apocalypse.2
1 ‘Scrickelicke beldenise der Indiaensche affgoden gestelt of alle hoecken van de weegen
welcke sij haer offerhande doen en seer de voetelicken aenbidden van haer papen
“Bramenes”’, in Van Linschoten, Itinerario, p. 66a.
2 ‘In’t eynde quamen in een dorp, daer stont een groote steene kerck, al waer wy in ginghen,
daer wy anders niet en saghen dan een geschildert tafereel, ’t welc hinck in’t midden
vande kercke, van soo leelijcken figuere, datment niet leelijcker noch mismaecter en konst
versieren, want hadde veel hoornen ende langhe tanden, die hem uyt de mont over de kin
heen quamen, ende onder den navel aenden buijc een dierglijcke aensicht met veel hoornen
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Chinese temple in Bantam, in Willem Lodewijcksz, Historie van Indien, Amsterdam,
Cornelis Claesz, 1598, fol. 40, verso - Special Collections, University of Amsterdam.

Printmakers Johannes van Doetecum and his sons Baptista and Joannes
were responsible for the Itinerario’s engravings, which were based on Van
Linschoten’s own drawings.1 The Van Doetecums were also asked by
Claesz to produce the illustrations for Historie van Indien, which may explain
the similar depictions of idols as mentioned above. The Devil in Calicut
is in this text present as ‘the devil’, who was worshipped in ‘the Temple or
Chapel of the Chinese’.2 The image of an originally Asian idol was consequently shown as an Indian as well as a Chinese God. While Claesz’s intervisual decision may seem innocuous enough, the meaning of the illustration
changes when we consider the decades-long trajectory of the iconography.
Until the 1640s, other printers and publishers also used the illustration of
‘the Devil in Calicut’ to depict a Chinese deity; significantly, this intervention had the effect of changing the meaning of the former and distorting
the written descriptions of the latter.
ende darmen, ende hadde eenen myter op’t hooft, die niet seer ongelijck en was eenen drie
ghecroonden pausen hoedt; in somma scheen een monster uyt den Apoclipse te wesen’, in
Van Linschoten, Itinerario, vol. 2, p. 194.
1 Van den Boogaart, Civil and corrupt Asia, p. 25.
2 ‘Den Duyvel in den Tempel oft Capelle der Chineser’, in Lodewijcksz, Historie van Indien, fl.
40v.
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Temple and mosque in India, in Jan Huygen van Linschoten, Itinerario, Amsterdam, Cornelis Claesz, 1596, pp. 66-67 - Maritime Museum Rotterdam.

In Europe, this devil had, by the end of the sixteenth century, already enjoyed a long history. Considering this long and persistent history in the
iconography of Indian religion and idolatry, it is therefore surprising that
the same figure is found in Historie van Indien to depict a god worshipped in
a Chinese (and not Indian) temple. In fact, Lodewijcksz dedicated two
chapters to the Chinese way of living, which included their religion and
domestic life.1 In particular, the description of Chinese religion explicitly
addresses ‘the devil’ and how the Chinese venerated this figure in a temple
‘or house of prayer’:
The devil, which they have painted and depicted in their temple or
praying-house, sitting upright in darkness, wearing three crowns on
its head, with a terrifying face, claws for hands and feet and with an
horrendous face on its stomach.2
1 ‘Vande Chinesen, hare handelinghe ende leven’ and ‘Van de Religie der Chinesen ende
hare huijshoudinghe’, in Lodewijcksz, Historie van Indien, fl. 43-46 (wrongly numbered).
2 ‘Den Duyvel, die zy gheschildert ende afgeconterfeyt hebben in haren Tempel oft
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Both image and description can be compared to the image of the devil
in Van Linschoten’s Itinerario. Here, the main elements of iconography –
the three-tiered crown and the monstrous face at the devil’s groin – are
(again) easily recognisable.
The incorporation of two identical illustrations and descriptions in
two different contexts – Itinerario and Historie van Indien – demonstrates that
the inclusion of the Devil in Calicut was a deliberate decision made by the
publisher.1 Cornelis Claesz’s mitigation of the image of the Devil in Calicut probably happened in cooperation with the engravers Van Doetecum,
since they worked on both publications. The devil even makes an additional appearance on the final plate of the book, on one of the ‘non-European
coins’, together with a coin portraying an elephant and carriage.
Cornelis Claesz and the Van Doetecums may have been introduced to

Woodcut of the ‘Devil in Calicut’, in Pierre Boaistuau, Het wonderlijcke schadt-boeck
der historien, Dordrecht, 1592, fol. 1 - Special Collections, University of Amsterdam.

bid-huijs, sittende om hooghe int doncker, hebbende drie croonen boven thooft, met een
vervaerlijcke tronie, clauwen aende handen ende voeten, met een afgryselijck backhuijs op
den buijck’, in Lodewijcksz, fl. 43a.
1 A real identification of the ‘Devil of Calicut’ cannot be made, but it is likely based in some
respects upon Narasimha, the ‘man-lion avatar of Vishnu’, or perhaps Kali ‘the exacter
of justice and punishment, with protruding teeth and flaming hair’ or even other Indian
deities.
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Woodcut of the ‘Devil in Calicut’, in Pierre Boaistuau, Histoires prodigieuses, Paris,
Vincent Sertenas, 1560, fol. 1, recto - Bibliothèque Nationale de France.
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the Devil in Calicut in a translation of Pierre Boaistuau’s Histoires prodigieuses
(1560). This work was published in a Dutch translation under the title Het
wonderlijcke Schadt-Boeck in Dordrecht in 1592.1 Claesz must have known this
text, as he published an unillustrated edition himself in 1596.2 The French
humanist Boaistuau had brought the devil to new audiences in the second
half of the sixteenth century. A woodcut illustrating the first chapter of his
Histoires shows a dramatic image of an enthroned Devil in Calicut, along with
a lament about the ‘tyrannous reign’ of the devil.3 Boaistuau was responsible
for adding certain iconographic elements, such as the monstrous face at the
devil’s groin. According to Jennifer Spinks, this addition can be traced to
the rise in humanist debates about pagan oracles around the middle of the
sixteenth century, ‘and their (contested) demonic qualities, which included
a capacity to speak from the lower half of the body’.4 The now fully-formed
image of the Devil in Calicut was subsequently used by Cornelis Claesz to
illustrate an Indian deity, after which the same iconography was duplicated
to depict a god venerated by the Chinese.
Cornelis Claesz was not the only publisher to employ the Devil in Calicut to illustrate a Chinese God. The image also appears in De Bry’s iconic
India Orientalis. Although, this book is discussed in more detail below, here it
is useful to consider its engraving of idolatry as supposedly practised by the
Chinese, especially as accompanying text echoes the earliest descriptions
found in Van Linschoten and Lodewijcksz.5 The devil appears on various
plates of De Bry’s India Orientalis. He takes part in a religious procession
there: ‘In the kingdom of Narsingha there is a great pagoda or idol, which
is held in very great honour and on all holy days is paraded around on a
large carriage pulled by three or four elephants.’6 The devil is also found in
De Bry’s reproduction of Van Linschoten’s Hindu temple/mosque scene.
1 P. Boaistuau, Het wonderlijcke Schadt-Boeck der historien, Dordrecht, Jasper Troyen and Peeter
Verhaghen, 1592.
2 P. Boaistuau, Het wonderlijcke schadt-boeck der historien, Amsterdam, Cornelis Claesz, 1596.
3 Spinks, ‘The Southern Indian “Devil in Calicut”’, p. 27-28.
4 Spinks, p. 29.
5 Th. De Bry and J.I. de Bry, India Orientalis (12 vols), Frankfurt: De Bry, 1597-1630, vol. 2, pl.
18.
6 ‘In regno Narsingae ad littus Choromandel Pagodes longe preciosissimus diuitiisque
auctissimus est, quem populi deuotissime venerantur susceptis peregrinationibus pene
infinitis, siunt ibi annuatim processiones, dedicationes & festa innumera. Habent currum
tantae molis, ut à quatuor Elephantis vix trahutur’, in De Bry, India Orienalis, vol. 2, pl. 22.
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Engraving of a Juggernaut and ‘Devil in Calicut’, in Johann Theodor de
Bry, Icones vivae, verae et genvinae nationvm, Frankfurt, Theodor de Bry and
Johann Israel de Bry, 1599, plate XXII - Special Collections, University
of Amsterdam.

Here, it offers a more detailed narrative, describing many of the visual elements long present in the devil’s iconography.1
This image of the devil reappeared in different art forms. According
to Barbara Uppenkamp, it was – among others – this engraving from India
Orientalis that inspired Peter Paul Rubens when he painted his The Miracles
of Saint Francis Xavier of 1617/1618.2 And, indeed, a horned bust in the niche
on the left side of the painting bears a striking resemblance to the Devil
in Calicut, with its three-tiered crown. In regards to iconography, Rubens
employed the devil to emphasise ‘true faith’s’ victory over foreign idolatry.
1 De Bry, p. 132
2 B. Uppenkamp, ‘“Indian” motifs in Peter Paul Rubens’s The martyrdom of Saint Thomas and
The miracles of Saint Francis Xavier’, in T. Weststeijn, E. Jorkink and F. Scholten (eds), Netherlands
yearbook of History of Art no. 66, 2016, pp. 111-139. Uppenkamp argues that the journals of the
Officina Plantiniana in Antwerp contain a list of Rubens’s book purchases. Among others,
he can be presumed to have owned many cartographic works, and he bought De Bry’s India
Occidentialis and India Orientalis in October 1613.
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Francis Xavier raises his left hand to the personification of Fides Catholica,
who is seated on a bank of clouds. The position of Xavier’s right hand
guides the eye towards an effigy of the Devil in Calicut, which is in the
process of being destroyed by God’s intervention.
In 1665, Gillis Joosten Saeghman of Amsterdam issued a rearranged
reprint of Van Linschoten’s Itinerario entitled, Journael van de derthien-jarighe
reyse (‘Journal of the Thirteen year Journey’).1 Among the revised illustrations, the familiar figure of the Devil in Calicut remained, proving the
longevity of this representation of a Chinese deity from its first appearance in a Dutch publication at the end of the sixteenth century onwards.
The creature is depicted in a woodcut, illustrating the religious practices of
the Chinese; not surprisingly, the accompanying text closely resembles the
original description of China by Van Linschoten: ‘Their religion and ceremonies are heathen […] they worship the devil in this way in many places,
so that he would do them no harm’.2

Woodcut of a Chinese temple, in Jan Huygen van Linschoten, Journael van de
derthien-jarighe reyse, Amsterdam, Gillis Joosten Saeghman, 1665, p. 32 - Special
Collections, University of Amsterdam.
1 J. Huygen van Linschoten, Journael van de derthien-jarighe reyse, te water en te lande, gedaen door Jan
Huygen van Linschooten, na Oost-Indien, Amsterdam, Gillis Joosten Saeghman, 1664.
2 ‘Hare religie en Ceremonien sijn Heydens […] Sy aenbidden op veel plaetsen aldus den
Duyvel, omdat hyse geen quaet soude doen’, in Van Linschoten, Journael van de derthien-jarighe
reyse, p. 32.
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Horned bust resembling the ‘Devil in Calicut’ on Peter Paul Rubens, The miracles
of Saint Francis Xavier, oil on canvas, c. 1617-1618 - Kunsthistorisches Museum,
Vienna.
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It is interesting to note here that, in Saeghman’s edition of Van Linschoten’s travelogue – published 73 years after the first Dutch illustration
of the Devil in Calicut – the iconography of the Devil remained essentially
unchanged.1 The visual and textual trajectory of the Devil in Calicut from
Indian deity to Chinese idol demonstrates that ( just as in intertextuality)
the producer developed and changed the interpretation of the image according to the presumed wishes of his intended audience. Subsequently,
image and text are in dialogue with one another, while the publisher acts
as intermediary. By visually quoting the Devil in Calicut, publishers of the
Dutch Republic incorporated borrowed themes, symbols, and compositional elements from other images and texts. For example, the face on the
belly and the three-tiered crown were ‘paraphrased’ in a novel way: this
produced a new visual meaning of the devil as a Chinese deity.
Such visual quoting could only be recognised by readers and viewers
– and by those who produced later copies of the image – if they brought
sufficient previous knowledge to the image or text. However, during the
last decades of the sixteenth and the early decades of the seventeenth century, very little knowledge about China had reached Europe. This meant that
the available information could hardly be verified, thus explaining the prevalence of the (originally Indian) devil as a Chinese deity. As this section has
revealed, tracing the images and texts to their origins illuminates how these
trajectories and their outcomes were affected by the individual decisions of
merchants and missionaries. Moreover, the pervasive processes of intervisuality adopted by the publishers also affected representations of Chinese
religion and philosophy, as we saw with the transformations of the Devil in
Calicut.

1 Illustrations of the Devil in Calicut are also found in: S. de Vries, d’Uytgelesende wonderen,
en bysonderste seldsaemheden eeniger landen en volckeren in Amerika, Asia, en Africa, Utrecht, Simon de
Vries, 1670; J. de Acosta, Historie naturael en morael van de Westersche Indien, Amsterdam, Jan
Evertsz Cloppenburgh, 1624; L. van den Bosch, ’t Oude nieuws der ontdeckte weereld, Amsterdam,
Cornelis Jansz Swoll, 1667; G. Carolinus, Het hedendaagsche heidendom, of beschrijving vanden
godtsdienst der heidenen, so als die […] in […] Asia, Africa en enige gewesten van Europa bevonden is,
Amsterdam, Johannes van Ravesteyn, 1661.
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Jesuits and Calvinists on Chinese Religion and Philosophy
The Missionary Perspective
In the closing decades of the sixteenth century, many travellers to Asia had
trading on their minds. However, Christian ambitions of conversion and
evangelisation were of equal importance in opening up China to the West.
In their descriptions and interpretations of Chinese religion and philosophy, both Catholic Jesuits and Protestant Calvinists maintained a perspective that could largely be characterised as ‘missionary’. Nevertheless, this
attitude, like that of the Dutch merchants, also contained much ambiguity.
Closer examination reveals that this missionary view echoed the Dutch mercantile perspective in that it exhibited a curious interplay between the allure
of potential gain (be it in the form of money or converts) and a religiously
motivated distaste for many aspects of Chinese religion and philosophy.
It was especially the missionary efforts of the Society of Jesus that proved
fundamental in the transmission of knowledge between China and Europe.
Their interpretation of Chinese religion all but dominated the European debates on this subject – mainly through a large number of published
books. Many of these were issued in the Catholic Southern Netherlands,
yet Dutch publishers soon recognised their commercial appeal. Yet again,
Dutch publishing strategies influenced not only the form of the book, they
also determined how the religion and philosophy of China (as presented by
the Society of Jesus) was carried over from one book to another by way of
transtextual processes. These are most visible in the paratext and make clear
that, while Dutch publishers were not openly hostile towards the Jesuits and
their accounts of China, they seldom acknowledged Jesuit origins and interpretations of information.
The Society of Jesus in the Middle Kingdom
Early travellers to China made little distinction between the different religions and schools of philosophy practised there. While the religious and
philosophical landscape of the Middle Kingdom was made up of various
beliefs and denominations, early modern descriptions tended to throw
everything they presumed ‘religious’ together under one umbrella term.
This created a relatively positive, but nevertheless simplistic and distort-
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ed, image. This changed during the first decades of the seventeenth century, when missionaries of the Society of Jesus began to supply Europe
with more detailed knowledge about China. These Jesuit interpretations
of Chinese religion and philosophy would all but dominate the European
image of the same. Their first-hand accounts of the Middle Kingdom
were published in Europe and almost completely superseded the travelogues that had come before: it is no coincidence that Jan Huygen van
Linschoten was hardly reprinted after 1644 or that Willem Lodewijcksz’s
Historie van Indien saw its last print run in 1617.1
Due to their broad public circulation and popularity, the Jesuit accounts – and those by non-Jesuit authors that appeared in their wake –
are essential for our understanding of early modern perceptions of China.
These reports not only (re)constructed the image of Chinese religion and
philosophy during the seventeenth century, they also had such an impact
that they called into question the very nature of the concept of religion.2
During this period, the groundwork was laid for a radically different attitude towards China as a foreign country and towards Christian interaction
with a different religion.
In his ground-breaking article on China’s impact on European notions
of religion, Nicolas Standaert has argued that intercultural contacts with
China contributed to the birth of the modern notion of ‘religion’. This
idea is specifically relevant to this thesis since it demonstrates how the Jesuits transformed European notions about religion through contact with
China. More significantly, the materialisation of this transformation came
about through printwork that was often produced in the Dutch Republic.
The Jesuit approach, as such, provided a framework into which the newly discovered cultural and religious practices of foreign peoples could be
placed.
Founding member of the society Saint Francis Xavier was the first to
try to reach China in 1552.3 This Navarrese priest led an extensive mission
in the Portuguese holdings in Asia and greatly influenced the missionary
works in India. He was also the first Christian missionary to travel to Ja1 Short Title Catalogue Netherlands, last accessed 8 June 2017.
2 Standaert, ‘Early Sino-European contacts, pp. 3-27.
3 H. Venn (ed.), The missionary life and labours of Francis Xavier: Taken from his own correspondence,
London, Longman, Green, Longman, Roberts, & Green, 1862.
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pan, Borneo, and the Moluccas – to name but a few destinations.1 From
the outset, Dutch readers showed interest in the missionary developments
abroad. Maarten Donk’s Die vruchten der Ecclesie Christi (‘Fruits of the Communion of Christ’) of 1567 included a letter from Francis Xavier, in which
he expressed his wish to travel to China: ‘Within six days, six of us wish to
travel from Goa to the royal city of Sinardes in China’.2 According to this
letter, the inhabitants of China were ‘mighty and sensible people, well-educated and diligent in search of knowledge. Their nobility they consider
to come from erudition: he who is wiser and more erudite is all the more
noble’.3 Xavier hoped – by God’s grace – ‘that this nation will receive the
Christian faith well’ and that God would make his journey successful.4
Xavier’s long-held desire to extend his mission into China was never
realised: he died from a fever in December 1552 on the islet of Sancian
(now Shangchuan) just before reaching the mainland. With his death,
he left behind a complex legacy as his efforts left a significant impression
upon the first mission (1552-1773). For instance, Xavier is credited for the
idea that missionaries should adopt the customs and language of the people they wished to convert and for his recommendation that native clergy
needed education. Although much of Xavier’s objectives were expanded
upon and transformed, this basic premise of Jesuit missionary policy in
China remained the same for almost a century.5
Reports on foreign countries, their culture, politics and religion, came to
the West primarily through the circulation of the so-called Jesuit ‘letters and
relations’.6 Recent studies have highlighted the importance of missionaries
in making new knowledge on China available to Europe; in particular, the
ways in which the Jesuit origin and missionary objectives influenced European perspectives on the Middle Kingdom. During this period, the founda1 A. Clark, China’s saints: Catholic martyrdom during the Qing (1644-1911), Bethlehem and Langham,
Lehigh University Press, 2011, pp. 27-58.
2 ‘Binnen ses dagen drie van ons luyden willen reysen van Goa nae die coninclijcke stad
Sindardes lants China’, in M. Donk, Die vruchten der Ecclesie Christi, Leiden, Diederick Gerridt
Horst, 1567.
3 ‘Cloecke en verstandige menschen, seer geleert en neerstich tot aller geleertheydt. Haer
eedeldom achte sy van geleertheydt die alder wijste en geleertste is dieder edelste’, in Donk,
Die Vruchten, p. 12.
4 ‘Dat dit volck het Christen geloof wel ontfangen sal’, in Donk, p. 12.
5 Vermander, Jesuits and China, last accessed 14 December 2018.
6 See also: Relations des jésuites: contenant ce qui s’est passé de plus remarquables dans les missions des pères de la
Compagnie de Jésus dans la Nouvelle-France, 3 vol., Québec, Augustin Coté, 1858.
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tions were also laid for what would later become one of the major ideological
problems of Europe: the Chinese Rites Controversy and the Jesuit position
on foreign religion. The controversy mainly stemmed from the Jesuits’ notion of accommodation, in which they argued that certain Chinese rituals
were (to a degree) compatible with Christianity. However, not everyone
agreed. The Jesuit interpretation of Chinese religious practices would have
such a fundamental impact on the European perspective that it would illicit
fierce discussions and debates about the concept of religion.
Nicolas Standaert has recently argued that China and early modern
European reports about China have greatly contributed to current notions of ‘religion’.1 Our modern understanding of this phenomenon and
the seventeenth century concept of religion differ significantly. As we saw
in the introduction, generally speaking, no distinction was made between
‘religion’ and ‘non-religion’ as Christian theology held that all people had
an inborn knowledge of God. However, a distinction was made between
‘true religion’ and ‘false religion’ in the form of idolatry.2 The Jesuits (and
for that matter all Christians) considered their own belief to be the true
one: they worshipped the one true god while others were misled by demonic forces.
When the Jesuits of the late sixteenth century first entered China, their
encounters had drastic consequences for this belief and would eventually re-shape the concept of religion entirely.3 In this process, the Southern Netherlandish Jesuit, Nicolas Trigault, took a leading role through his
translation and editing of Matteo Ricci’s accommodationist policy (discussed in more detail below). This policy blurred the dividing line between
true and false religion: in effect, ‘accommodating’ other forms of religious
observance. With only some minor changes, this policy continued to guide
Jesuit missionaries for the next century. Indeed, the Italian-born Matteo
Ricci proved to be a worthy successor after Xavier’s death in 1552. He was
among the initiators of the second attempt to establish missionary work
1 Standaert, ‘Early Sino-European contacts’, p. 791.
2 J. Pau Rubiés, ‘Theology, ethnography, and the historicization of idolatry’, Journal of the history of ideas vol. 67, no. 4, 2006, pp. 571-596; J. Sheehan, ‘Thinking about idols in early modern
Europe’, Journal of the history of ideas vol. 67, no. 4, 2006, pp. 561-569.
3 S. Mortimer and J. Robertson, ‘Nature, revelation, history: The intellectual consequences
of religious heterodoxy 1600-1750’, in S. Mortimer and J. Robertson (eds), The intellectual
consequences of religious heterodoxy 1600-1750, Leiden and Boston, Brill, 2012, pp. 1-46.
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in China, three decades after Xavier’s failed effort. He was the first known
European to gain access to the Forbidden City in Beijing, where he introduced European sciences and arts to the imperial court. Ricci engaged
in intercultural conversation with Chinese scholars, who often adhered to
the teachings of Confucius. At the peak of their influence, the Jesuits had
become some of the emperor’s most trusted and valued advisors.1
The visitor (or regional manager) of the order, Alessandro Valignano,
realised that access to the imperial court would have little chance without
grounding in both the language and culture of China. In 1579, Michele
Ruggieri (assistant to the regional manager) was appointed the task of
learning the Chinese language: he was later accompanied in this endeavour by Matteo Ricci in 1582.2 Together, they adopted a missionary method based on accommodation. Thus, the Jesuits learned to speak, read, and
write classical Chinese, and they were appreciative of the culture in general. The missionaries were also determined to adapt to the religious characteristics of the Chinese. Ruggieri summed it up succinctly: ‘In short, we
have become Chinese in order to win China for Christ’.3
Unlike the earliest European travellers, the Jesuit missionaries in China
probed deeper into Chinese religion and soon identified three ‘sects’: the
Confucians, the Buddhists, and the Taoists. 4 However, despite Ruggieri’s
initial efforts to adapt Christianity to the common people by focusing on
elements of Buddhism and Taoism, the Jesuits quickly and unanimously preferred the teachings of Confucius or, as they called them, ‘the sect
of the Literati’.5 Since the values contained in the teachings of Confucius
1 According to David Mungello, from 1552 to 1800, a total of 920 Jesuits participated in
the China mission, of whom 314 were Portuguese, and 130 came from France. This number
probably only concerns European Jesuits, as the mission also included Italians, Spaniards,
Poles, Belgians, and Germans, see: D. Mungello, The great encounter of China and the West, 15001800, Lanham, Rowman & Littlefield, 2005, p. 37.
2 R. Po-chia Hsia, A Jesuit in the Forbidden City: Matteo Ricci, 1552-1610, New York, Oxford University Press, 2010; M. Laven, Mission to China: Matteo Ricci and the Jesuit encounter with the East,
London, Faber & Faber, 2010; Fontana, Matteo Ricci; Spence, The memory palace of Matteo Ricci.
3 Letter of 7 February 1587, in: P. Tacchi Venturi, Opere Storiche de P. Matteo Ricci S.J., vol. 2,
Rome, Macerata, 1913, p. 416.
4 T. Brook, ‘Rethinking syncretism: The unity of the three teachings and their joint worship
in late imperial China’, Journal of Chinese religion vol. 21, no.1, 1993, pp. 13-44; C. Hong, ‘On
Matteo Ricci’s interpretations of Chinese culture’, Coolabah vol. 16, 2015, pp. 87-100; J.
Young, Confucianism and Christianity: The first encounter, Hong Kong, Hong Kong University
Press, 1983, pp. 41-58.
5 Today, scholars have not come to a consensus on the meaning and the extent of the terms
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were strongly intertwined with Chinese culture, Ricci chose to use existing
concepts to explain Christianity. According to the Italian Jesuit, the Chinese had always believed in the one true God and a (re)acquaintance with
Christianity was simply completing their faith. Great effort was made to
study Confucian literature and other aspects of Chinese culture. Indeed, a
year after arriving in China, Ricci had finished his annotation of the Four
Books (Sishu 四書) into Latin.1 As part of his accommodation method,
Ricci also started to wear the silk garments of the literati, as he was convinced that, to gain converts, the preaching of Christianity should be fitted
into a broader spectrum of Confucian rites. However, Ricci believed that
these sacraments and ceremonies were only part of Chinese culture and, as
such, did not carry any religious significance, nor were they in conflict with
Christian doctrine.
Jesuit Publications on Chinese Religion and Philosophy
Ricci set out these notions in perhaps the single most important work of
the early Jesuit mission in China: Tianzhu Shiyi 天主實義, or ‘True Meaning of the Lord of Heaven’ of 1603.2 In this work, Ricci advanced a simple
‘Confucianism’ and ‘Confucian’. Strictly speaking, no Chinese equivalent of these terms
exists, which are sixteenth-century neologisms by the Jesuits to refer to the ‘venerable, allencompassing tradition of socio-ethical precepts and philosophical norms governing human
conduct and social relations in Chinese antiquity’, which are presumed to be first expressed
by the historical ‘Confucius’ or Kong Fuzi 孔子. In canonising Confucius and his teachings,
Ricci and his companions relied more on missionary requirements than on providing an
accurate description of the Confucian Ru tradition in its own socio-historical setting. The
Chinese never coined a single term to describe the broad spectrum of diversity within
the Chinese tenets. They referred to ruji (literati family), rujiao (literati teachings), ruxue
(literati learning), or simply to ru (literati). The tradition of ru existed before Confucius,
but the ethical vision of Confucius and his followers have defined and enriched this earlier
tradition. Therefore, Confucius is honoured within the Chinese tradition as ‘master’ (zi),
‘ancestral teacher’ (zongshi), ‘first teacher’ (zongshi), and ‘great sage’ (zhisgheng). In the absence
of more appropriate terms, this thesis will refer to ‘Confucianism’ and ‘Confucian’ as
convenient appellations for the literati tradition of ru which encompasses a broad spectrum
of socio-ethical doctrine which is conventionally traced to the teachings of Kongzi.
1 A.C. Hosne, ‘From catechisms to prayer books in the early Jesuit China mission: Tracing
the images the Chinese “should and should not venerate” (16th-17th centuries)’, in A.
Flüchter, Translating catechisms, translating cultures: The expansion of Catholicism in the early modern world,
Leiden and Boston, Brill, 2017, pp. 311-330.
2 The Tianzhu shiyi天主實義 [True Meaning of the Lord of Heaven], first edition 1603,
Biblioteca Casanatense, ms 2136. Second and more widely circulated edition 1607, Hangzhou,
found in Japonica-Sinica I, 44. Modern edition Taipei, Xuesheng shuju, 1965. For a modern
French-Chinese bilingual edition see: T. Meynard, Le sens réel de “Seigneur du Ciel”, Paris, Les
Belles Lettres, 2013. See also: N. Standaert, The fascinating God: A challenge to modern Chinese
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but radical argument: Confucius knew and worshipped the true god, but
this knowledge and its accompanying practices had been subverted by
the literati of subsequent ages, especially after the introduction of Buddhist teachings in China.1 He then set out to demonstrate the existence
of an omnipotent God, called the Lord of Heaven in Chinese, or Tianzhu 天主 in the rhetoric of the Jesuits.2 The work was not written for a
Western audience but for an intended readership of Confucian scholars
in China.3 The ‘catechism’ was published in 1603 by Ricci’s friend and
esteemed scholar Feng Yingjing. 4 During his lifetime, Ricci’s work and
policy would not reach Europe. In the last years of his residency in China,
the general of the Society, Claudio Acquaviva, asked him to write a history of Christianity in China. However, in May 1611, Ricci died in Beijing
before the document could be finished.
Ricci’s methods and motivation were taken up by Nicolas Trigault.
In 1612, he was sent back to Europe to accomplish a number of tasks for
the Jesuits in China.5 These tasks included raising material support for
theology presented by a text on the name of God written by a 17th century Chinese student of theology, Rome,
Editrice Pontificia Università Gregoriana, 1995.
1 Y. Li, ‘Adapting Catholicism to Confucianism: Matteo Ricci’s Tianzhu Shiyi’, The European
legacy vol. 19, no.1 ,2014, pp. 43-59.
2 R. Hart, ‘Translating the untranslatable: From Cupola to incommensurable worlds’, in L.
Liu (ed.), Tokens of exchange: The problem of translation in global circulations, Durham and London,
Duke University Press, 1999, pp. 45-73; Q. Zhang, ‘Demystifying Qi: The politics of cultural
translation and interpretation in the early Jesuit mission to China’, in L. Liu (ed.), Tokens
of exchange: The problem of translation in global circulations, Durham and London, Duke University
Press, 1999, pp. 74-106.
3 H. Goodman and A. Grafton, ‘Ricci, the Chinese, and the toolkits of textualists’, Asia Major
vol. 3, no.2 ,1991, pp. 95-148; A.C. Hosne, ‘Friendships among Literati: Matteo Ricci in Late
Ming China’, Transcultural studies vol. 1, 2014, pp. 190-214.
4 J. Ji, ‘Encounters between Chinese culture and Christianity’, PhD thesis, Protestant Theological University Kampen, 2007, pp. 85-108. See also: M. Ricci, On friendship: One hundred
maxims for a Chinese prince, trans. T. Billings, New York: Columbia University Press, 2009.
Feng Yingjin wrote the preface to the Chinese edition of 1601, which was Ricci’s first work
in Chinese.
5 As delegate of the China Jesuits, Trigault’s journey to Europe was also to secure financial
backing for the mission, proving that the missionary perspective of the Jesuit also had a
distinctly financial component. In recent years, more research has been devoted to the
subject of Jesuit finances, yet scholars struggle to reconstruct this important aspect of the
missionary efforts in Asia during the early modern period due to the lack of a ‘paper trail’.
However, the most important sources of income for the Jesuit mission as a whole were state
patronage, private benefactors, trade, and land/properties. In the case of China, Portuguese
royal and state patronage was one of the most important sources of financial support.
Missionaries serving in Beijing received 72 taels, or 2.6856 kilograms of silver. Jesuits in
the provinces received less: 50 taels, which was later raised to 60 taels. From 1685 onwards,
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the Jesuit China mission, recruiting missionaries, and procuring certain
books that would assist the Jesuits in their intellectual mission among the
Chinese literati. Trigault was very successful: he recruited 20 missionaries, gathered a rich library (part of which is still held in the National Library of China in Beijing), and publicised the Jesuit intellectual and missionary endeavour on China. His tour of various cities and his custom of
wearing Chinese scholarly clothing was so effective that it attracted the
attention of Peter Paul Rubens, who painted and drew Trigault a number
of times. Trigault’s greatest achievement, however, was the publication
of Ricci’s history of Christianity in China. De Christiana expeditione apud Sinas was issued by Christopher Mangius of Augsburg in 1615.1 The book
was hugely popular and became a major source of information on China
during the declining Ming dynasty. The number of reprints, editions, and
translations confirms the importance of the book in shaping European
conceptions of China during the seventeenth century. Within ten years
of its initial publication, De Christiana expeditione apud Sinas was available in
six languages and had enjoyed six print runs. Consequently, in terms of
Jesuits in China received 100 taels from the French state. Yet, Jesuit procurators complained
that this stipend covered a mere one-fourth of their expenses. As such, those responsible for
Jesuit finances did look for alternatives in the form of patronage from private benefactors.
Incentives such as dedications in books, or the naming of a benefactor in the title of a Jesuit
college were used to attract big donors. In China, no single private benefactor matched the
support of Candida Xu. When in Europe, Philippe Couplet published Histoire d’une dame
chrétienne de la China in Paris in 1688 to praise her continuous contributions to the mission.
The Jesuits also entered the silk trade between Macau and Japan to secure further monetary
income. This type of trade was not completely forbidden by canon law, in part because the
Jesuits argued that this trade was necessary to continue their pious undertakings. However,
due to the unstable nature of these three categories of income, the Jesuits also looked at
investments in land and properties as a more reliable and long-term strategy. The Jesuit
mission in China was forced to use a wide range of tools to finance themselves, especially
since Rome’s initial provisions did not suffice. Therefore, the publication of books like De
Christiane expeditone apud Sinas were a means of historical communication and a tool to garner
(financial) support for the China mission. See: F. Vermote, ‘Financing Jesuit missions’; R.
Po-chia Hsia, Noble patronage and Jesuit missions: Maria Theresia Von Fugger-Wellenburg (1690-1672) and
Jesuit missionaries in China and Vietnam, Rome, Institutum historicum Societatis Iesu, 2006; M.
Cooper, ‘The mechanics of the Macao-Nagasaki silk trade’, Monumenta Nipponica, vol. 27, no.
4, 1972, pp. 426-430; K. Eiichi, ‘The Japanse-Dutch trade in the formative period of the
seclusion policy: Particularly on the raw silk trade by the Dutch factory at Hirado, 16201640’, Acta Asiatica, vol. 30, 1976, pp. 34-84; N. Golvers, François de Rougemont, S.J. missionary
in Ch’ang Shu (Chiangnan): A study of the account book (1674-1676) and the Elogium, Leuven, Leuven
University Press, 1999.
1 M. Ricci and N. Trigault, De Christiana expeditione apud Sinas, Augsburg, Christopher Mangius,
1615. For the English translation see: L. Gallagher, China in the sixteenth century: The journals of
Matteo Ricci, New York, Random House, 1953.
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number of readers, the work was probably the most influential book on
China published in the early seventeenth century.1
Trigault was more than the editor of Ricci’s book, however. Rather, he
was critically involved, not just by bringing the work to a printer, but also by
transforming Ricci’s manuscript into a finished product. Trigault translated the original into Latin, which was (of course) the language of European
scholarship. He also chose to delete and alter the texts that might discredit
the Jesuit mission in China and he made additions and changes to construct a clearer narrative. Given these important contributions, Trigault
signed himself as ‘author’ on the title page: auctore P. Nicolao Trigavtio Belga, ex
eadem Societate (‘authored by Fr. Nicolas Trigault, Belgian, of the same society’). By publicising his own role on the title page, Trigault brought further
fame to the publication; certainly, by the time of later editions and translations, he had become a well-known figure in Europe.
It is remarkable that no edition of De Christiane expeditione apud Sinas was
made in Dutch, though the Dutch public could have been served by the
editions in French and Latin.2 China was not a subject with considerable
presence in Dutch print during the first decades of the seventeenth century. If we recall, the last edition of Willem Lodewijcksz was printed in Amsterdam in 1617 and, although Van Linschoten was steadily reprinted until
1644, no other publications in Dutch would take China as a major subject
until well into the fourth decade of the century.3 However, this does not
necessarily mean there was no Dutch interest in China during these years,
1 Mungello, Curious lands, p. 47-48. For a discussion of the impact of De Christiana expeditione
apud Sinas in Asia see: J. McDermott and P. Burke, ‘Introduction’, and ‘East Asian and
European book history. A short bibliographical essay’, in J. McDermott and P. Burke (eds),
The books worlds of East Asia and Europe, 1450-1850: Connections and comparisons, Hong Kong, Hong
Kong University Press, 2015, pp. 1-64, pp. 327-334.
2 A Dutch translation of one of Nicolas Trigault’s reports on China was published in ’s-Hertogenbosch in 1615: [N. Trigault], Waerachtich verhael van eenige merckelycke saecken des vermaerts
coninckrijck van Syna, ’s-Hertogenbosch, Anthoni Scheffer, 1615. Its short notice on religion
generally follows the Jesuit interpretation of Confucian liteari versus Buddhist and Daoist
idolatry.
3 Between 1615 and 1644, one book in Dutch on China was printed in Antwerp: Het leven van
den H. Franciscvs Xaverivs by Orazio Torsellino in 1622. A few more books in Latin (printed
both in the Southern and the Northern Netherlands) were published in these years: Rervm
memorabilivm in regno Sinae gestarvm litteroe annuoe societatis Iesv by Niclas Trigault (1625), Le grand
cathayo, ov Royavmes de Tibet by Antonio de Andrade (1627), Nova Zembla, sive descriptio contracta
navigationvm trium admirandarum, à Belgis, per mare Hyperboreum in Chinam by Daniel Schemeringius
(1631), and R.P. Marcelli Mastrilli e societate Iesv et XXXII. sociorvm, ac XVI. aliorvm religiosorvm. Iter in
Indiam S.P. Francisci Xaverii patrocinio feliciter peractvm by Marcello Mastrilli (1637).
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perhaps just no interest in texts in the Dutch language. In 1639, the famous printing house of Bonaventura and Abraham Elzevier used parts of
De Christiana expeditione for their successful Respublica series, in which small
(24mo) books offered readers knowledge on foreign countries at relatively
low costs.1 In fact, Regni Chinensis descriptio – an account of the kingdom of
China – was the first in the Respublica series on Asia.2
While the transtextual relationship between the two books is obvious,
Elzevier’s Regni Chinensis descriptio differs in many respects from Trigault’s De
Christiana expeditone. This is true in terms of both content and in paratext.
These variations are in part explained by a difference in intended audience.
Trigault’s writings were aimed at a general audience of readers interested
in both the Jesuit missionary activities abroad and the country of China
in general. In contrast, readers of Regni Chinensis descriptio were most likely
buying the book exclusively for its description of China. This difference in
intention most certainly influenced the form of the book. More specifically, the divergent intentions determined how the religion and philosophy
of China (as presented by Ricci) would be carried over from one book to
another by way of processes of transtextuality. Here again, the publisher is
at work to present a publication on China to an intended audience of buyers, whereby the actual content and form of the works concerned is highly
influenced by the economic rules of cultural production.
The differences in publication strategy is made directly visible when
juxtaposing the respective title pages. As Genette and others in the field
of literary theory and book history have clarified, title pages are integral in
conveying messages to their potential readers.3 During the late fifteenth
and early sixteenth centuries, the title page emerged as an independent
part of the printed book and this feature reached ‘the extremes of [its]
1 D.W. Davies, The world of the Elseviers, 1580-1712, Dordrecht, Springer, 1954, pp. 1-15.
2 H. Gruys, ‘De reeks “Republieken” van de Elzeviers en Joannes de Laet’, in P. Hoftijzer
(ed.), Boekverkopers van Europa: Het zeventiende-eeuwse Nederlandse uitgevershuis Elzevier, Zutpher,
Walburg Pers, 2000, pp. 77-106.
3 Genette, Paratexts, pp. 23-36, 55-103; N. Yáñez-Bouza,‘Paratext, title-pages and grammar
books’, Studia Neophilologica, vol. 89, no.1, 2017, pp. 41-66; R. McConchie, ‘Some reflections
on early modern printed title-pages’, Studies in Variation. Contacts and change in English vol. 14,
2014; J. McLaverty, ‘Questions of entitlement: some eighteenth-century title pages’, in D.
Greetham, The margins of the text, Ann Arbor, University of Michigan Press, 1997, pp. 173-198;
M. Smith, The title-page: its early development 1460-1510, London and New Castle, Oak Knoll Press
& The British Library, 2000.
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complexity’ later in the seventeenth.1 Perhaps more than any other part
of the book, the title page remained the responsibility of the printer and
publisher. The appearance and layout of the title were determined by the
demands of knowledge and marketing. Linguistic function, aesthetic consideration, and commercial appeal needed to work together for the title
page to function optimally.2
A comparison between the title pages of editions by Trigault and Elzevier demonstrates the complexities of combining text and image mentioned
above. The engraved title of De Christiane expeditione immediately communicates to the reader that this is a Jesuit publication.3 The historiated engraving
represents an overwhelming visual surfeit, where almost every element can
be found to contain some reference to the Jesuits or their missionary activities in China. The text in the middle is surrounded by a substantial area of
graphic representations, from the map of China on the bottom to the statues
of Francis Xavier and Matteo Ricci on either side of the cartouche. Many of
the visual elements have a specific linguistic and graphic meaning, the interpretation of which has been left to the discretion of the reader.
The title page offers a plethora of visual elements that have to be navigated by the reader. The Society of Jesus is exemplified by variations on
the IHS Christogram, which became the fixed emblem of the Jesuits after
Ignatius of Loyala chose it as his personal seal. The emblem presenting the
name of Jesus in this way is displayed by two cherubs on the upper part
of the page. China is signified by the inclusion of a part of Ricci’s map on
the bottom of the page, emphasising the importance of cartography to the
conception of the Middle Kingdom. This map also hints at Ricci’s efforts
in describing a seemingly impenetrable empire.
This map of China is bestowed upon the viewer by the two founding
fathers of the Jesuit mission to China; Xavier and Ricci stand on either
1 Smith, The title-page, p. 11.
2 A. Fowler, The mind of the book: pictorial title-pages, Oxford: OUP, 2017, pp. 1-10.
3 The title pages concerned are ‘engraved title pages’ rather than frontispieces. The
difference lies primarily in the fact that the frontispiece consists solely of a prelim
illustration that characterises the work as a whole and that at most contains a title or
elements of the title. As soon as such an illustration contains more textual information such
as the name of the author or information from the imprint it is considered an engraved
title page. This title page is completely engraved, meaning that is contains no elements of
typography or moveable type. The title page of De Christiana expeditione apud Sinas was made by
Wolfgang Kilian of Augsburg.
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Title page of Nicolas Trigault and Matteo Ricci, De Christiane expeditione apud Sinas,
Augsburg, Christopher Mangius, 1615 - Special Collections, University of Amsterdam.
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Title page of Nicolas Trigault and Matteo Ricci, Regni Chinensis descriptio,
Leiden, Bonaventura Elzevier and Abraham I Elzevier, 1639 - Special
Collections, University of Amsterdam.
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side of it, framed by monumental classical columns and porticos. The
type and layout of the text is almost overwhelming in its detail, especially the elaborate cartouche, which encompasses the title and authorship of the work as well as its contents: ‘Customs, laws, and principles of
the Chinese Kingdom and the most difficult first beginnings of the new
Church there are accurately and with great fidelity described’.1 It contains a great amount of swash letters, italics, descending point size, small
capitals, and so on. The text along the base of the pediment is taken from
Acts of the Apostles, where God speaks of Saul as chosen to ‘bear my
name before the gentiles and kings’.2 Everything in the title page of De
Christiana expeditione states that the book is firmly embedded in the Jesuit
narrative on China.
In contrast, the title page of Regni Chinensis descriptio immediately
makes clear that this is a book only about China. Again, this disparity is
likely the result of considerations made by the publisher with regard to
the intended readership. The first feature one notices is that much less
space is available for visual communication, as this book measures 109
by 58mm (24mo) compared to Trigault’s more expansive 195 by 155mm
(4mo). This is a very important factor: Genette has noted that the choice
of format is perhaps the most all-embracing aspect of the production of a
book, and thus ‘of the materialisation of a text for public use’.3 Paper was
the most cost-prohibiting element in the production of print, and the
format used would therefore communicate the value of the book to the
potential buyer. In the classical period of print until ca. 1800, large formats – folio (2mo) or quarto (4mo) – were reserved for ‘serious’ works,
that is to say, works on religion or philosophy. From this, it follows that
smaller sizes – octavo (8mo), duodecimo (12mo), sextodecimo (16mo),
1 Full title: De Christiana expeditione apud Sinas suscepta ab Societate Jesu. Ex P. Matthaei Riccii eiusdem
Societatis commentariis Libri V: Ad S.D.N. Paulum V. In Quibus Sinensis Regni mores, leges, atque instituta,
& novae illius Ecclesiae difficillima primordia accurate & summa fide describuntur or ‘The Christian
expedition among the Chinese undertaken by the Society of Jesus from the commentaries
of Fr. Matteo Ricci of the same society... in which the customs, laws, and principles of the
Chinese Kingdom and the most difficult first beginnings of the new Church there are
accurately and with great fidelity described / authored by Fr. Nicolas Trigault, Flemish, of
the same society’.
2 But the Lord said to Ananias, ‘Go! This man is my chosen instrument to proclaim my
name to the Gentiles and their kings and to the people of Israel’. Acts 9:15, The Holy Bible New international version.
3 Genette, Paratexts, p. 17-22.
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up to a potential sexagesimo quarto (64mo) – were used for more ‘frivolous’ works of literature.1
In this regard, the printing house of the Elzeviers was instrumental in
the publication of works in smaller formats with narrow margins, focusing
on portability and availability rather than elegance. As such, the long history
of popular livres de poche goes back (at least) to the small ‘Elzeviers’ in duodecimo.2 Elzeviers also made works in series to appeal to popular masses. Indeed, the use of series is a relatively modern development, employed by large
publishers to ‘demonstrate and control the diversification of their activities’.3
The appellation of a series amplifies the publisher’s emblem, indicating to
the potential reader the type of work and genre he or she is dealing with. As
part of the Respublica series, Regni Chinensis descriptio was first and foremost a
work of history and geography. Elements of paratext – such as a recognisable
title page – were also incorporated to serve the series as a whole.
On the Elzeviers title page, the textual elements are concise, simply
informing the viewer this is ‘a description of the kingdom of China’. Perhaps surprisingly, the book’s writers are mentioned only under the moniker, ‘various authors’, without the specification of either their names or
Jesuit vocation. 4 Including the name of the author on the title page seems
both necessary and obvious, yet the practice was only incorporated after
the invention of print and even then this element of paratext was not as
readily imposed as other elements.5 In the early decades of the seventeenth century, the presentation of the author on the title page aimed to
evoke a certain attitude towards the book in general.6 Accordingly, the
inclusion or exclusion of the names of Matteo Ricci and Nicolas Trigault
1 Gaskell, A new introduction to bibliography, p. 25.
2 H. Schmoller, ‘The paperback revolution’, in A. Briggs (ed.), Essays in the history of publishing,
London, Longman, 1974, pp. 283-318.
3 Genette, Paratexts, pp. 22-23.
4 The book was not solely based on the writings of Matteo Ricci and Nicolas Trigault.
Bovaventura and Abraham Elzevier also used some materials from the Jesuit Bento de
Géois, the Englishman Samuel Purchase, and Marco Polo. However, most of the text (the
first 287 of a total of 365 pages) was taken from Ricci and Trigault. See: P. Begheyn, ‘De
Elzeviers en de jesuïten’, in P. Hoftijzer (ed.), Boekverkopers van Europe: het zeventiende-eeuwse
Nederlandse uitgevershuis Elzevier, Zutphen, Walburg Pers, 2000, pp. 59-76; Gruys, ‘De reeks
“Republieken”’, p. 95.
5 Genette, Paratexts, pp. 37-39.
6 A. Moreva, ‘Communicative potential of the title as a paratextual element (based on German travel literature of the 18th century)’, Procedia. Social and behavioral sciences vol. 154, 2014,
pp. 417- 419.
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– and their occupation as Jesuit missionaries – illustrate the intentions
and allegiances of the publisher.
Like all books in the Elzevier Respublica series, the title page of Regni Chinensis descriptio is illustrated in such a manner as to capture the essence of the
country it describes. On the right of the vignette, Chinese characters are incorporated as element of decoration. They can be translated as ‘Wild geese
descending on the sandbank’ Pingsha luo yan 平 沙落雁, a musical arrangement for the guqin instrument. This piece appeared first in Gu Yin Zheng
Zhong 古音正宗 – a music book by Li Xiang Ting published in 1634 – just
ten years before the collapse of the Ming Dynasty. The score is famous for its
relaxing melody, which is said to be immune to the unstable political climate
of the times.1 How the musical piece and its illustration came to be known in
Europe remains unclear, but an indication is given by the seal below the title
of the music.2 Such a seal usually refers to the name of the author or calligrapher. Here it probably states Wu Shi Shenzhong 吳氏申仲, or Shenzhong
of the Wu family.3
On the left side of the title, an illustration of this musical piece is incorporated, in which a flock of birds (presumably geese) are flying through a
landscape of water, dunes, and thatches of reed. The engraving follows the
usual Chinese iconography, which may indicate that the example of Chinese
script available to the Elzeviers may have been accompanied by an illustration. The subject of geese flying over low banks and water has a long history
in Chinese art. It is one of the Eight views of the Xiao Xiang (Xiao Xiang ba jing
瀟湘八景) which was renowned as early as the Song dynasty (960-1279).
Dawn Odell has demonstrated that the title page of Regni Chinensis descriptio
may be the earliest European representation of a Chinese landscape painting, which sheds light on the acceptance of Chinese art ‘via the globalized
language of print’, in the sense that the cross-cultural dissemination of art
and images may have been more nuanced than conventionally described.4
1 A. Thrasher, Sizhu instrumental music of south China. Ethos, theory, and practice, Leiden and Boston,
Brill, 2008, p. 8.
2 Dawn Odell believes that painting manuals are the most likely source for the engraving,
see: D. Odell, ‘Chinese painting and Dutch book arts: the challenges of cross-cultural
interpretation’, in: D. Cashion, H. Luttikhuizen, and A. West, The primacy of the image in
Northern European art, 1400-1700, Leiden and Boston, Brill, 2017, pp. 164-177.
3 With thanks to Lennert Gesterkamp for his translations.
4 Odell, ‘Chinese painting and Dutch book arts, pp. 173-174.
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An additional element of illustration is found at the top of the page in
the form of an old man engulfed in elaborate robes. We may be tempted to
assume this to be Confucius, yet it may simply be a more general illustration of a sage.1 The final element of visual communication is a map, albeit
a rather stylised one. When comparing this small map with Ricci’s more
elaborate ones, it is unclear whether the engraver followed the example
faithfully, especially since the shape of Korea is different. However, it does
include the Great Wall: one of the most important and striking elements in
any geographical description of China.2 Interestingly, Regni Chinensis descriptio is the only volume in the Respublica series to include a foreign script or a
map on the title page.3
The most important work on China of the early seventeenth century
– Ricci and Trigault’s De Christiana expeditione apud Sinas – was neither translated into Dutch nor printed in the Dutch Republic. The needs of readers
interested in China could be satisfied, however, by Regni Chinensis descriptio.
If we recall, the Elzeviers – not necessarily known as Jesuit-friendly publishers – chose to focus on the information about China and less on its
Jesuit authors.4 However, when comparing the actual text of Regni Chinensis
descriptio to De Christiana expeditione, it immediately becomes clear that the
two texts are actually in close intertextual relationship with each other. For
example, we see that the editor of Regni Chinensis has adopted the linguistic
idiosyncrasies of De Christiana but not the paratextual vocabulary. Indeed,
the Jesuit argument is clearly visible in the Elzevier edition. In this context, the author (or editor) of Regni Chinensis became (in)voluntarily ‘a multidimensional space through which the utterances of others speak’.5 This
rather poetic description of the role of the author in the process of textual
transmission comes from Douglas Hartman who, building on Kristeva,
has argued that the author may also be considered a reader who borrows,
adapts, appropriates, and transforms textual resources. Here, this author
performs a dual function for he works as (or in direct service of ) the pub-

1 See chapter 2 for a more elaborate explanation of images of Confucius in European print.
2 B. Szczésniak, ‘Matteo Ricci’s maps of China’, Imago mundi, vol. 11, 1954, pp. 127-136.
3 Gruys, ‘De reeks “Republieken”’, p. 101-106.
4 Begheyn, ‘De Elzeviers en de jezuïten’, pp. 60-62.
5 D. Hartman, ‘Intertextuality and reading: the text, the reader, the author, and the context’,
Linguistics and Education, vol. 4, 1992, pp. 295-311, p. 300.
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lisher as well.1 A closer examination of Regni Chinensis descriptio demonstrates
how similar it is to De Christiana expeditione. In Elzevier’s description of China, three chapters are specifically dedicated to religious and philosophical
ceremonies: chapter 9 ‘On the superstitious rites of China and other errors’, chapter 10 ‘Of the false religious sects of China’, and chapter 11 ‘In
the footsteps of the Muslims, Jews, and finally the Christian faith in China’.2 Much from these chapters is taken directly from Ricci and Trigault.
This Dutch approach towards knowledge from Jesuit sources would
be common until the end of the century. While no obvious aversion nor
hostility towards the Jesuits can be gleaned from the book, it was a rare
occasion when the origin of information was advertised as coming from
the Jesuits, especially on the title page. One example of this custom of removing Jesuit connotations is revealed when we trace Martino Martini’s
account of the fall of the Mindy dynasty, De bello Tartarico, which was first
published in Antwerp by Balthasar Moretus of the Officina Plantiniana in
1654. At first, the Jesuit origin of the work was boldly declared. Martini’s
name and rank ‘Societatis Iesu in Urbem missio Procuratore’ were stated
on the title page, which was decorated with a small woodcut of the IHS
emblem.3 However, when the work was translated into Dutch and published by Gerard Nieuwenhuysen of Utrecht, all references to the Jesuits
was removed.4 Instead, the engraved title page uses Chinese iconography,
displaying a Chinese archer and a writer above a somewhat generic and
seemingly European cityscape. Most telling is the fact that even though
Martini’s name is mentioned, his appellation has been secularised to ‘sir’
Martini. Any reference to the Jesuits has also been omitted from the dedication to the reader. In its place, the author emphasises that the work is
indeed meant for the general public: ‘This work (dear reader) is presented
1 Hartman, ‘Intertextuality and reading’, p. 300.
2 De ritibus apud Sinas superstitiosis, & aliis erroribus; Varia apud Sinas falsa Religionis
secta; De Saracenis ac Iudais, ac fidei demum Christiana apud Sinas vestigiis, in Regni
Chinensis descriptio, p. 206, p. 232.
3 M. Martini, De bello Tartarico historia. In qua, quo pacto Tartari hac nostra aetate Sinicum Imperium
invaserint, ac fere totum occuparint, narratur; eorumque mores breviter describuntur, Antwerp, Balthasar
Moretus, 1654.
4 M. Martini, Historie van den Tartarschen oorloch, Utrecht, Gerard Nieuwenhuysen, 1655. In
1654 and 1655, Martini’s work was reprinted four times in the Dutch Republic, twice in
Dutch, once in German, and once in Latin. All these editions bear the same image on the
title page, even though different publishers were responsible for the respective prints.
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Title page of Martino Martini, De bello Tartarico historia, Urecht,
Gerard Nieuwenhuysen, 1655 - Bayerische Staatsbibliothek,
München.
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to you as a herald of the excellences that the author has brought, not only
for his friends, but also for the whole good.’1
This same dedication also declared that De bello Tartarico was not the
only work Martini published. During his long journey from China to
Rome in 1651, he prepared a variety of historical and cartographic data,
which was published in Antwerp, Vienna, Amsterdam and Munich.2 In a
nice example of early modern marketing of print, the dedication to De bello
Tartarico already hinted at ‘dear works’ to come, among them ‘for the first
time the very ancient history of China, and calendars from the times of
Noë up until now, [and] maps of the whole empire adn from every province’. Martini also brought with him ‘Chinese year-books of approximately
four thousand consecutive years’, ‘a new atlas of the Orient, with a legend
of all countries and cities’, and ‘the Chinese chronology or time-measurement brought in accordance with Holy Scripture’.3
Unlike previous books by Jesuit authors, Martini’s works saw their first
publication in the Dutch Republic, where they were published by none
other than Joan Blaeu of the famous Blaeu publishing house. Willem Jans
Blaeu, forefather of the printing house, had already printed many Jesuit
books, and his son Joan continued the practice. Perhaps prudently, because
of their involvement with Jesuits and other Catholics, they often hid their
identities behind the names of editors in Cologne.4 Joan Blaeu and Martini
met in Amsterdam in 1654 and Blaeu used Martini’s cartographical data to
produce – as the sixth part of his Theatrum orbis terrarum sive novus atlas (better
known as the Atlas Maior) – a general map of China, a set of 15 maps of in1 ‘Dit werck (goede leser) sy u een voorbode vande kostelijckheydt die den Autheur niet
alleen voor zijn vrienden, maer oock voor de geheele goede Werelt heeft mee gebracht’, in
Martini, Historie, voorreden.
2 N. Golvers, ‘De recruteringstocht van M. Martini, S.J. door de Lage Landen in 1654: over
gemantische kompassen, Chinese verzamelingen, lichtbeelden en R.P. Wilhelm van Aelst,
S.J.’, De zeventiende eeuw, vol. 10, no. 1, 1994, pp. 331-344.
3 ‘Voor eerst de alder outste Historien van Sina, ende Kalendrieren van den tijdt van Noë
af tot desen toe’, ‘de kaerten soo van het gehele Rijck, als van yeder Provinci; de Sineesche
Iaer-tijd-boecken van omtrent vier-duysendt achter-een-volghende jaren; een nieuwen
Atlas van Orienten, met een by-gevoeghde verklaringh van alle Landen ende Steden; de
Sineesche Chronologi ofte tijd-rekenigh veraccordeert met die van de heylige Schrift’, in
Martini, Historie, pp. 2-3.
4 P. Begheyn, ‘Jesuit book production in the Netherlands, 1601-1650’, in T. Lucas (ed.),
Spirit, style, story: essays honoring John W. Padberg, S.J., Chicago, Loyola University Press, 2002, pp.
303-326.
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Frontispiece of Martino Martini, Novus Atlas Sinensis, Joan Blaeu, 1655 - Lilly Library, Indiana University.
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dividual Chinese provinces, and a general map of Japan.1 These maps were
accompanied by a detailed description of the Middle Kingdom written by
Martini.
Although not as popular as De bello Tartarico, the atlas that resulted from
the collaboration between Blaeu and Martini nonetheless sparked considerable interest. Specifically, it catered to ‘proto-sinological interest in
China’.2 Through its maps and text by Jacob Golius, it introduced readers to a thorough examination and analysis of China, based on knowledge
compiled by someone with a comprehensive – and first-hand – knowledge
of the country. At the time, it was the most complete description of China available in Europe. The public acted accordingly: in a letter to Peter
Heimback dated 8 November 1656, famed English poet John Milton expressed an eagerness to see the maps for himself. After instructing his correspondent ‘to find out the lowest price of the book’, he requested: ‘I beg
you to do me the further favour to find out […] how many volumes there
are in the whole work’. Milton proved to be just one of the many who were
interested in China, actively seeking out books, maps, journals, and other
types of printed material on the subject.3 As we have seen, the Jesuit books
produced over the course of the seventeenth century – Ricci and Trigault
and Martini – were fundamental in supplying this much sought-after
knowledge on China. And yet, despite their importance as sources of this
information, their Jesuit origins were entirely removed, thus making them
suitable for a more general audience. Over the course of the seventeenth
century, people looking for knowledge on China would increasingly find
themselves buying books produced in the Dutch Republic.
Calvinist Considerations of China
The 1660s saw the publication of a wealth of Dutch books on China. Jesuit reports opened the country to Western scrutiny, not only with their
own Jesuit publications, but also through the various non-Jesuits offshoots
that were published in the wake of Ricci, Trigault, and Martini. Such was
1 M. Martini, Novus atlas Sinensis, Amsterdam, Joan Blaeu, 1655. The atlas was also published
in French, Dutch (1656), and Spanish (1659). J. Keuning and M. Donkersloot-De Vrij,
Blaeu’s Atlas, Amsterdam, Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1973, p. 87.
2 Mungello, Curious lands, p. 116.
3 M. Lu, The Chinese impact upon english Renaissance literature: a globalisation and liberal cosmopolitan
approach to Donne and Milton, London and New York, Routledge, 2016.
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Map of Beijing in Martino Martini Novus Atlas Sinensis, Joan Blaeu, 1655 - Lilly
Library, Indiana University.

the interest in China that Amsterdam publisher Abraham Wolfgang even
though it profitable to issue a reprint of Marco Polo’s travels in 1664, the
first Dutch edition in almost 200 years.1 Usually, Dutch publishers relied
on Jesuit sources; alternately, they issued reprints or compilations of earlier works. This approach made for a strangely equivocal attitude towards
the religion and philosophy of China. On the one hand, Dutch authors
and publishers were not eager to adhere to the Catholic perspective of the
Jesuits; on the other hand, they had also moved away from the (by then)
out-dated views of Van Linschoten and his contemporaries.2
1 The first (and only) edition of Marco Polo printed in the Netherlands appeared
somewhere around 1485 in Gouda, courtesy of Gheraert Leeu. As attested by an extant copy
in the Biblioteca Colombina in Seville, which contains extensive notations in the margins
to the text, this edition was taken by Christopher Columbus on his journey to what he
supposed was China, see: L. Hellinga, Texts in transit: manuscript to proof and print in the fifteenth
century, Leiden, Brill, 2014, p. 278.
2 Much has been written on the anti-Jesuit sentiment, which originated primarily in
Western Europe during the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. Contemporary
opponents have linked the Jesuits to the Gunpowder Plot, the French Catholic League,
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Franciscus Ridderus’s Historisch A,B,C or ‘Historical A,B,C’ (1664) contained ‘five hundred objects, each with its own history from holy, ecclesiastical, and worldly authors, old and new’.1 The collection of curiosities by
this Rotterdam minister also included a short entry on China, entitled:
‘On Monasteries’.2 It describes how the early Christians lived together in
‘forests and lonely places’.3 However, ‘superstition can spoil everything’,
and monasteries established by the papacy bore no resemblance to the earnest seclusion of early Christians. In this anti-Catholic context, Ridderus
mentioned the religious customs of China:
There are many heathen monasteries in China, but the monks are not
held in much esteem by the politicians, since they do not live as decently as the general population. The politicians travel to the monasteries
for their enjoyment and will return drunk. This is why esteemed people
among the Chinese do not believe in heaven or hell. How much offence
and contempt bad life by clerics inflicts on religion is well known. As
everybody can note for themselves!4
According to the notes in the margins, Ridderus obtained this information from José de Acosta’s Historie naturael en morael van de Westersche Indien of
the assassinations of William of Orange and Henry IV, and the plot against Elizabeth
I of England. In the context of this thesis, it is noteworthy to mention that it was said
that in their efforts to advance the (missionary) cause of Catholicism, the Jesuits became
exceedingly involved in political affairs. Some Protestant pamphleteers asserted that
the Jesuits took their inspiration from the Machiavellian maxim that ‘in the actions of
men […] the end justifies the means’, which allegedly also applied to the Jesuit policy of
accommodation. For more information see: A. Lynn Martin, Henry III and the Jesuit politicians,
Genève, Librairie Droz, 1973, pp. 13-27; K. Winston and M.J. Bane, ‘Reflections on the
Jesuit mission to China’, HKS Faculty research working paper series, vol. 10, no. 4, 2010.; B. Duhr,
Jesuiten-Fabeln: ein Beitrag zur Culturgeschichte, Freiburg im Breisgau, Herdersche Verlaghandlung,
1892; A. Brou, Les Jésuites de la légende, Paris, Victor Retaux, 1906-1907.
1 F. Ridderus, Historisch A,B,C, Rotterdam, Henricus and Johannes Borstitus, 1664.
2 On other writings by Ridderus on China see: Kley, ‘Qing dynasty China in seventeenth-century Dutch literature’, pp. 217-234.
3 Ridderus, Historische A,B,C, p. 82.
4 ‘In China zijn veel Heidensche cloosteren, doch de Monnicken zijn by de politike niet
veel geacht, om datze erger leven dan de gemeine lieden: De politike gaen om haer vermaek
na die Cloosteren toe, en komen dan dronken daer uit, hier door gelovoen de groote lieden
onder de Chinesen niet, datter Hemel en Helle is. Hoeveel aenstoots en verachtinge der
religie het quaed leven der geestelijke in alle religie geeft, is genoeg bekend. Yder zie voor zig
zelven toe!’ in Ridderus, p. 82.
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1624.1 There, on folio 110, De Acosta criticised the followers of Buddha,
while being rather positive about the ‘mandarins or magistrates’.2 Ridderus
upheld De Acosta’s distinction (although less explicitly) by separating the
Chinese monks or Buddhists from the ‘esteemed people’ or mandarins who
adhered to the teachings of Confucius. He remained decidedly negative
about the practices of Buddhist monks, yet generally appreciative of the
followers of Confucius, who were dissuaded from having contact with the
‘heathen’ monks and were, as such, not necessarily heathens themselves.
However, how these ‘esteemed people’ should be characterised remains
unclear, since they did not believe in either ‘heaven or hell’; hence, they
certainly were not Christian.
By attacking the Buddhist monks, while praising those adhering to
the teachings of Confucius, Ridderus may have been alluding to the similarly contentious situation in the Dutch Republic, in which enlightened
Protestants (such as himself ) were able to see through the idolatrous
practices of the Catholics. Indeed, this debate on idolatry had been one
of the defining differences between Catholicism and Protestantism,
where the latter often accused the former not only of idolatry, but worse,
iconolatry – the worship or adoration of icons. Even paganism was suspected of the Catholics, thus accused for their failing to ‘cleanse’ the faith
of the use of images.3 Like much of his writings, Ridderus’s A,B,C was first
and foremost intended to argue against Catholicism and China provides
convenient ammunition for this purpose.
The same approach is found in various other Dutch works, like Het hedendaagsche heidendom (Contemporary heathendom) by Barneveldt minister Carolinus Godefrius of 1661. 4 According to the minister, the peoples
of Asia and America may have been released from their heathen beliefs
1 J. de Acosta, Historie naturael en morael van de Westersche Indien, Amsterdam: Broer Jansz and Jan
Evertsz Cloppenburgh, 1624.
2 Acosta, Historie, fl. 110a.
3 C. Eire, War against idols: the reformation of worship from Erasmus to Calvin, Cambridge, Cambridge
University Press, 1989, pp. 1-6; A. Milton, Catholic and reformed, the Roman and Protestant churches
in English Protestant throught, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2002, pp. 186-195; J.
Noyes, The politics of iconoclasm, religion, violence and the culture of image-breaking in Christianity and Islam,
London and New York, I.B. Tauris, 2013, pp. 23-58.
4 C. Godefrius, Het hedendaagsche heidendom, of beschrijving vanden godtsdienst der heidenen, so als die […]
in […] Asia, Africa en enige gewesten van Europa bevonden is, Amsterdam, Johannes van Ravesteyn,
1661.
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by the Jesuits and other Catholic missionaries; however, they nonetheless
belonged to the ‘Roman superstitions and idolatries’.1
That the religious background of the author could influence the transmission of knowledge can also be gleaned from a comparison between
Ridderus’s work with that of French historian Pierre d’Avity. D’Avity’s geographical account was translated from French into Dutch under the title,
De beschrijvinge der Rijcken staten, ende vorstendommen des gantsen aerd bodems (‘Les
etats, empires et principautes du monde’), in 1621.2 In sharp contrast to
Ridderus, the Catholic author displays no grievance against the Jesuits and
therefore has no need to attack them via a critique on the religion and philosophy of China; he even credits the society with converting some of the
‘idolaters’.3 Moreover, although D’Avity’s description of China’s religion
and philosophy was still very much based on those early descriptions of
idolatry and devil-worship, it was without the negative comparison with
Catholic monks.
The Further Reformation: Gijsbrecht Voetius and Johannes Hoornbeeck
Clearly, there were elements in the Dutch Republic that used China to argue
against Catholicism. In reality, however, the Reformed modus of conversion
did not differ all that much from the approach employed by the Society of
Jesus.4 Recently, the interactions between Catholics and Protestants in Protestant countries such as the Dutch Republic have been studied. Scholars
such as Willem Frijhoff, Benjamin Kaplan, and Judith Pollmann have argued
that, alongside the various denominational subcultures, there existed a social
reality in which ‘confessional borders were easily crossed to facilitate collaboration in work and private’.5 Focusing on the division between private and
public displays of faith, both Frijhoff and Kaplan have concluded that these
cooperative approaches are best described as ‘toleration’ omgangsoecumene or

1 Godefrius, Het hedendaagsche heidendom, p. 93.
2 D.T.V.Y. [=P. d’Avity], Wereld spiegel waar in vertoont word de beschrijvinge der rijken staten, ende
vorstendommen des gantsen aerdbodems, Amsterdam and Leiden, Jan Evertsz Cloppenburgh and
Jan Claesz van Dorp, 1621.
3 Wereld spiegel, p. 493.
4 Ch. Parker, ‘Converting souls across cultural borders: Dutch Calvinism and early modern
missionary enterprises’, Journal of Global History, vol. 8, 2013, pp. 50-71.
5 F. Dietz, Literaire levensaders: internationale uitwisseling van woord, beeld en religie in de Republiek, Hilversum, Uitgeverij Verloren, 2012, pp. 14-15.
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‘interconfessional conviviality’.1 It is well known that the multi-confessional
nature of the Dutch Republic was beneficial to its production of culture.2 Indeed, Dutch book production on China (as we have seen) was little hindered
by deterring notions of interconfessional consumption and collaboration.3
Even though many Dutch authors and publishers took up China as a
topic , only few Calvinists made the Middle Kingdom part of their missionary doctrine. Like the Jesuits, Orthodox Calvinists (in Dutch: Contra-remonstrantse) scholars were aware that, to successfully convert the peoples in
Asia, knowledge of the local language, culture, history, and religious ceremonies was required.4 In 1620, it was decided to establish a ‘deputatio ad
Res Indicas’, which would be responsible for providing clerical attendance
in the overseas possessions of the Dutch Republic.5 In 1622, the ‘deputatio’
led to the formation of the ‘Seminarium Indicum’ at Leiden University. In
its ten years of operation, this seminary would produce some of the besttrained Dutch missionaries.
The establishment of such institutions geared towards missionary policy was propelled forward by the Nadere Reformatie or ‘Further Reformation’.6
1 W. Frijhoff, ‘Katholieke toekomstverwachting ten tijde van de Republiek: structuur, en
grondlijnen tot een interpretatie’, Bijdragen en mededelingen betreffende de geschiedenis der Nederlanden,
vol. 98, no. 3, 1983, pp. 430-459; J. Pollmann, ‘From coexistence to confessional segregation?
Religious choice and toleration in the Dutch Republic’, in R. Bonney and D.J.B. Trim (eds),
Persecution and Pluralism Calvinists and religious minorities in early modern Europe, 1500-1700, Oxford and
Bern, Peter Lang, 2006, pp. 123-148; W. Frijhoff, Embodied belief: ten essays on religious culture in
Dutch history, Hilversum, Uitgeverij Verloren, 2010; B. Kaplan, Divided by faith: religious conflict
and the practice of toleration in early modern Europe, Oxford, Belknap Press, 2010.
2 See for instance: Dietz, Literaire levensaders, pp. 15-18; V. Manuth, ‘Denomination and
iconography: the choice of subject matter in the biblical painting of the Rembrandt circle’,
Simiolus. Netherlands quarterly for the history of art, vol. 22, no. 4, 1993-1994, pp. 235-252; R.
Falkenburg, ‘Calvinism and the emergence of a Dutch seventeenth-century landscape art:
a critical evaluation’, in P. Finney (ed.), Seeing beyond the world: visual arts and the Calvinist tradition,
Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1999, pp. 343-368; U. Lotz-Heumann and M.
Pohlig, ‘Confessionalization and literature in the Empire, 1555-1700’, Central European history,
vol. 40, no.1, 2007, pp. 35-61.
3 K. Porteman and M. Smits-Veldt, Een nieuw vaderland voor de muzen: geschiedenis van de Nederlandse
literatuur, 1560-1700, Amsterdam, Bert Bakker, 2008, p. 307, pp. 466-479; E. Stronks, Negotiating
differences: word, image and religion in the Dutch Republic, Leiden and Boston, Brill, 2011, pp. 3-32.
4 R. Maryks, ‘Protestantism and early Jesuits’, in R. Maryks and Festo Mkenda (eds), Encounters between Jesuits and Protestants in Africa, Leiden and Boston, Brill, 2018, pp. 1-10.
5 O. Schuhmann, ‘Christianity and colonialism in the Malay world’, in S. Schröter, Christianity
in Indonesia: perspectives of power, Berlin, Lit Verlag, pp. 31-82.
6 F. van Lieburg, ‘Dynamics of Dutch Calvinism: Early Modern programs for Further Reformation’, in G. van den Brink and H. M. Höpfl, Calvinism and the making of the European mind,
Leiden and Boston, Brill, 2014, pp. 43-66.
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The Further Reformation proposed that the thorough reformation in the
Dutch Republic should be accompanied by active progress of the rest of
the world. One of its most notable representatives was Gijsbrecht Voetius,
who was professor of theology and Semitic languages at the University of
Utrecht from 1634 onwards.1 During the synod of Dordrecht (1618-1619),
Voetius was already occupied with mission issues, such as whether baptism
could be administered to children from non-Christian backgrounds living
with Dutch families in the East Indies. In his treatises on religious freedom such as Selectae disputationes theologicae (1648-1669) and Politica ecclesiastica
(1663-1676), Voetius expounded the idea that the objective of the Calvinist mission was the conversion of non-believers, heretics, and schismatics,
as well as the planting, gathering, and establishing of churches, and the
glorification and manifestation of divine grace.2
Regarding China, Voetius advocated for the adoption of the Jesuit policy of accommodation, suggesting cultural association with leading
elements in Chinese society. In 1669, his disciple Johannes Hoornbeeck
published a systematic treatise on mission theology entitled De conversione
Indorum et Gentilium (‘About the conversion of the Indians and Heathens’),
describing as well as reflecting on heathendom, paganism, and idolatry.3
Perhaps guided by his mentor’s own notions of accommodation, Hoornbeeck carefully distinguished between different types of non-believers
in which the educated and cultured peoples like the Japanese, Indians,
Brahmans and Chinese were elevated above other uncivilised ‘uneducated
peoples’.4 Consequently, his discussion of Chinese beliefs was embedded
in a rather appreciative exposition on Chinese culture and politics. One
striking example has Hoornbeeck referring to the Jesuit Martini in his as1 J. Gommans and I. Loots, ‘Arguing with the heathens: the Further Reformation and the
ethnohistory of Johannes Hoornbeeck’, Itinerario, vol. 39, no.1, 2015, pp. 45-68.
2 J. Jongeneel, ‘The missiology of Gisbertus Voetius, the first comprehensive Protestant
theology of missions’, Calvin theological journal, vol. 26, 1991, pp. 47-79.
3 J. Hoornbeeck, De conversione Indorum et Gentilium, Amsterdam, Johannes Janssonius van
Waesberge and the widow Elizaeus Weyerstraten, 1669. Hoornbeeck’s De conversione has
recently been translated with annotations in English: I. Loots and J. Spaans, Johannes
Hoornbeeck (1617-1666) ‘On the conversion of Indians and Heathens’: an annotated translation of De conversione
Indorum et Gentilium (1669), Leiden and Boston, Brill, 2018.
4 W. van Asselt, ‘Scholasticism revisited, methodological reflections on the study of
seventeenth-century Reformed thought’, in A. Chapman, J. Coffey, and B. Gregory (eds),
Seeing things their way: intellectual history and the return of religion, Notre Dame, University of Notre
Dame Press, 2009, pp. 154-174, in: Loots and Spaans, Johannes Hoornbeeck, p. 10.
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sertion that everyone in China over the age of 15 could write: ‘I ask the Europeans, Christians, and Protestant urgently to remember this and indeed
to try to catch up with them’.1
The work was published in Amsterdam by Johannes Janssonius van
Waesberge, with the Latin text printed in quarto, and a two-toned title page in red and black. Van Waesberge moved the type, even from
word to word and from line to line, to emphasise the most important
lexical terms of the authorial name and the main subject of the books:
the CONVERSION of the Indians and heathens. Colour too was an
important symbolic feature in this title page. Rubrications, or the use
of the colour red, derives from the traditional rubrics of manuscript and
was established to indicate importance: a custom that persisted well into
the early modern period.2 The use of smaller red type also hints at a decorative use of rubrication, which often coexisted alongside a more lexical
function. This form (together with the specialised content) signified that
the work was meant for a select audience of international scholars who
formed part of a ‘discourse community’. This community shared an understanding of this particular kind of communication by way of the linguistic and aesthetic conventions employed by the publisher, which made
clear that this was a scholarly work for an informed audience.
While Latin restricted the distribution of De conversione Indorum et Gentilium’s content to an intellectual elite, it also allowed for more freedom
in expressing controversial ideas than a book published in Dutch. In the
preface, Hoornbeeck set out his motivations for writing a book on foreign
heresies, noting how his interest in this topic originated from the many
discussions and conflicts in the Dutch Republic on this subject.3 He then
appealed to his readers not only to consider the salvation of their fellow
Europeans, but also of foreign people: ‘I have noticed that many people
think it sufficient for a theologian to be able to hold discussions with Roman Catholics, with Socinians, Anabaptists, Remonstrants and the kind of
1 Loots and Spaans, Johannes Hoornbeeck, pp. 97-98.
2 McConchie, ‘Some reflections on early modern printed title-pages’.
3 In their translation of Hoornbeeck’s work, Ineke Loots and Joke Spaans argue that this
remark may refer to ‘the problematic theological discussions with Hoornbeeck’s colleague,
Coccejus, on the merits of predestination versus convenant’, which took up a great deal
of Hoornbeeck’s time and energy while professor at Leiden University: Loots and Spaans,
Johannes Hoornbeeck, p. 5.
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Title page of Johannes Hoornbeeck, De conversione Indorum et Gentilium, Amsterdam,
Johannes Janssonius van Waesberge, 1669 - Special Collections, University of
Amsterdam.
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people, safe from most people except those mentioned here and safe from
the parts of their task with respect to others, which is to teach, convert and
save, as much as we can, panta ta ethna (all the nations).’1
When it came to discussing the best way to convert the peoples of
Asia and the Americas, Hoornbeeck realised that a working definition
of heathen was necessary. As such, the notion of idolatry occupies an
important place in Hoornbeeck’s discussion of heathendom or gentilismus.
Heathendom, he wrote, is ‘the total defection from God and his true
worship towards idolatry and every kind of irreverence and injustice’.
Hoornbeeck refers here to the total defection from God to the devil
and to any type of idolatry.2 This attitude towards idolatry bears a close
resemblance to the Jesuit narrative on Chinese religion and philosophy, in
that he urged to emulate the Jesuit conversion methods of among other
things learning the local language.3
Hoornbeeck supplied a decent amount of information about China
and the Chinese. Much of this content comes from Jesuit sources, as the
disputations on which De conversione was based were primarily held between
in 1662 and 1663: at that time most of the Dutch sources on China had yet
to be published. Hoornbeeck not only borrowed content from Jesuit publications but some of their interpretations as well, which are especially noticeable in his discussion of China.4 When describing the beliefs of China,
Hoornbeeck not only followed the familiar trope of ‘among them are three
sects’, he also directly repeated the Jesuit admiration for the teachings of
Confucius while rejecting ‘another sect [that is] devoted to idol-worship’,
and ‘the third sect […] of the Epicureans’.5
As Hoornbeeck reiterated what the Society of Jesus had related about
China and the Chinese, it is natural that his conclusions on how to convert the people of the Middle Kingdom resemble those of the Jesuits as
well. Contrary to Voetius, he does not emphasise the establishment of
churches but ‘seems more interested in giving people some knowledge

1 Loots and Spaans, pp. 36-36.
2 Loots and Spaans, p. 16.
3 J.-P. Rubiés, ‘Theology, ethnography, and the historicization of idolatry’, Journal of the history
of ideas, vol. 67, no.4, 2006, pp. 571-596.
4 Loots and Spaans, Johannes Hoornbeeck, p. 17.
5 Loots and Spaans, pp. 100-103.
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of the true God’.1 This knowledge is best conveyed by a specific way of
teaching, since instructions should be given in the local language. In general, Hoornbeeck’s discussion of China and the missionary opportunities
is very favourable: the country presented excellent opportunities for conversion, since the Chinese were a civilised, and well-educated people with
high moral standing and moral codes. Furthermore, Hoornbeeck emphasised that they do not have a religion, although it seems that, in times past,
they worshipped a single god.
Willem Teellinck and Godefridus Udemans: the Heathens Explained
Even before Voetius and Hoornbeeck, other participants of the Further
Reformation were already concerned with the missionary effort, most
notable among them Justus Heurnius, Willem Teellinck, and Godefridus
Udemans. Heurnius and his effort at compiling a Dutch-Latin-Chinese
dictionary are discussed in the following chapter; here, I briefly examine
Teellinck and Udemans to understand how Protestant ideas about the
mission in China were not uniform. Furthermore, calls for conversion remained but isolated occurrences.2 Both Willem Teellinck and Godefridus
Udemans were ministers (predikant) in Zeeland (the Dutch province most
active in the dispatching of ships to the East and West Indies), and the
readership they aimed at probably consisted of like-minded merchants
from that province.
In his Ecce homo, ofte oogen-salve (‘Behold the man or eye salve’) of 1646
and Davids danckbaerheyt voor Gods weldadicheyt (‘David’s gratitude for God’s
kindness’) Teellinck argued that profuse sermonising was the most effective instrument for converting the peoples of Asia and America.3 He dedicated his works to the representatives of the East India Company and the
West India Company and urged the latter to donate the first year’s profits
to the propagation of the Gospel.4 Teellinck gave little to no ethnograph1 Loots and Spaans, p. 29.
2 J. Tanis, ‘Reformed pietism and Protestant missions’, The Harvard theological review, vol. 67,
no.1, 1974, pp. 65-73.
3 W. Teellinck, Ecce homo, ofte oogen-salve: voor die noch sitten in blintheyt des ghemoedts, Dordrecht,
Abraham Andriessz, [1622=1646]; W. Teellinck, Davids danckbaerheyt voor Gods weldadicheyt,
Dodrecht, [1624=ca. 1646]; see also: W. J. op ’t Hof, Willem Teellinck (1579-1629): leven, geschriften
en invloed, De Groot, Goudriaan, 2008, pp. 252-255; E. Stronks, Negotiating differences, word,
image, and religion in the Dutch Republic, Leiden and Boston, Brill, 2011, pp. 41-49.
4 Loots and Spaans, Johannes Hoornbeeck, p. 14; Tanis, ‘Reformed pietism and Protestant
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ical information in his book and, unlike Hoornbeeck and Voetius, he saw
little to praise in the heathen peoples of Asia and the Americas. Nevertheless, he made use of them: cautioning his readers to look upon the heathens
as a mirror to reflect their own defects as Christians: ‘They are in the habit
of staring at their own face in a mirror every morning in order to see how
it is doing’.1
In 1638, Godefridus Udemans published ’t Geestelijck roer van het coopmans
schip (‘The spiritual helm of the merchant vessel’).2 The work was meant for
Dutchmen in the maritime trade, including those sailing to the East and
West Indies. To interact effectively with the heathens, Udemans provided some information about Chinese culture, politics, and religion, which
was most likely taken from earlier Dutch publications. He was not entirely
negative in his descriptions: he recognised that especially the Chinese may
be very skilled in cultural and governmental matters.3 Even so, the people
of Asia and America remain ‘stupid and unknowing […] in godly matters’. 4
Like Teellinck, Udemans also used the heathens as a mirror to motivate
his readers ‘to critical inspection of their own moral behaviour and their
own love of God’.5 For instance, Udemans compared the politically accomplished ‘Indians’ with freethinkers or Libertijnen ‘and other lukewarm
Christians’ in the Dutch Republic to encourage his readers.6
That both Teellinck and Udemans urged their readers to self-reflection by comparing them with the heathens of Asia and America may have
led to publication in the Dutch language. As their books aimed at a readership of merchants (primarily from Zeeland), this would be a logical move,
extending their readership beyond those who could read Latin. In addition
to their religious concerns as members of the wider Protestant community,
these readers – like those of Van Linschoten and Nieuhof – had commercial ambitions. After all, Zeeland was the Dutch province most active
in the dispatch of voc ships. The paratext of Teellinck’s and Udemans’s
missions’, p. 72.
1 Dese hebben die gewoonte dat sy alle mogen haer aengesicht plegen, t’aenschouwen in een
spiegel om te sien hoe het daer mede staet, in Teellinck, Ecce homo, p. 74.
2 G. Udemans, ’t Geestelyck roer van’t coopmans schip, Dordrecht, François Boels, 1638.
3 Loots and Spaans, Johannes Hoornbeeck, p. 15.
4 Udemans, ’t Geestelyck roer, f. 53v.
5 Loots and Spaans, Johannes Hoornbeeck, p. 15.
6 Udemans, ’t Geestelyck roer, p. 114.
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books reflect this dual missionary and mercantile aim. Publication in
Dutch, without illustrations and in smaller sizes made these books broadly
accessible, relatively cheap and convenient: perfectly aimed at merchants
on their way to the heathen regions of Asia or America. In their books,
religious conviction and calls to conversion are thus joined in content and
form with the mercantile considerations of both author and reader.
By the third quarter of the seventeenth century, readers in the Dutch
Republic could access a number of Calvinist works on China. However,
compared to publications by Catholic and less explicit Protestant authors,
this number was still small.1 Those most active in arguing for a Protestant
mission in China were representatives of the Dutch Further Reformation.
Yet, despite belonging to the same religious movement, authors like Voetius, Hoornbeeck, and Teellinck and Udemans differed in their approach
to China and its religion and philosophy, which is reflected in the form
and content of their publications. We have seen, for instance, that Voetius
and Hoornbeeck argued for the adoption of the Jesuit policy of accommodation: Hoornbeeck’s discussion of China is especially favourable in that
regard. Moreover, both the form and content of their books aimed at a select group of international scholars, who shared an understanding that the
work was intended for an informed audience. In contrast, Teellinck and
Udemans’s publications in Dutch transformed representations of Chinese
religion and philosophy into instructional religious treatises: China had
effectively become a mirror of self-reflection. This new direction was indicative of a more diverse readership that also had mercantile stakes in the
mission in China.

1 Parker, ‘Missionary enterprises in Dutch Calvinism, p. 50-52; Boxer, The Dutch seaborne
empire, pp. 149-150; J. Gelman Taylor, The social world of Batavia: European and Eurasian in Dutch
Asia, Madison, University of Wisconsin Press, 1983, pp. 21-23; H. Furber, Rival empires of trade
in the orient, 1600-1800, Minneapolis, University of Minnesota Press, 1976, pp. 325-327; L. J.
Joosse, ‘Scoone dingen sijn sware dingen’: Een onderzoek naar de motieven en activiteiten in de Nederlanden tot
verbreiding van de Gereformeerde religie gedurende de eerste helft van de zeventiende eeuw, Leiden, Groen en
Zoon, 1992, pp. 58-59. G. Laman, ‘The origin of the Protestant missions’, Reformed review, vol.
43, no. 4, 1989, pp. 52-67.
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Title page of Godefridus Cornelisz Udemans, ’t Geestelyck roer van’t coopmans schip, Dordrecht, François Boels, 1655 - Special Collections, University of Amsterdam.
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The Dutch Commodification of China
The Perspective of the Dutch Cultural Entrepreneur
In the second half of the seventeenth century, the Dutch Republic became
the indisputable centre of European book production.1 It has been said
– perhaps not without exaggeration – that, in the seventeenth century,
more books were printed in the Netherlands than in all other European
countries together.2 This ‘Dutch miracle’ obviously also included the production, distribution, and trade in books and other printed materials. The
remarkable political structure of the Dutch Republic, as well as the absence
of an absolute state religion were fundamental for this economic potential.
Religious and economic immigrants combined with native skill to provide
the necessary manpower, professional skills, and (equally important) creativity to give the industry its defining boost.3 The relatively stable economic situation presented printers and publishers with the opportunity to
sell their books ‘wherever there was a demand for them’. 4
Dutch cultural and economic growth was an important impetus for innovation on the book market, and a number of business-savvy publishers
saw the commercial potential of books on China. In addition to the mercantile and missionary perspective in reproducing and reassembling information, these Dutch publishers displayed a new strategy towards Chinese
religion and philosophy : that of ‘cultural entrepreneur’. This term has recently been identified especially in economics and the social sciences, yet it
has also been employed in the study on culture in the Dutch Golden Age.
A widely used definition of the term is given by Thomas Aageson:
Cultural entrepreneurs are cultural change agents and resourceful visionaries who organise cultural, financial, social, and human capital, to
1 P. Hoftijzer, The Dutch Republic, centre of the European book trade in the 17th century, [European
History Online] http://ieg-ego.eu/en/threads/backgrounds/the-book-market/paul-ghoftijzer-the-dutch-republic-centre-of-the-european-book-trade-in-the-17th-century,
accessed 14 December 2018.
2 H. de la Fontaine Verwey, ‘Het Hollandse wonder’, in H. de la Fontaine Verwey, Uit de
wereld van het boek: boeken, banden, en bibliofielen, Leiden, Brill, 1997, pp. 27-68.
3 G. Gibbs, ‘The role of the Dutch Republic as the intellectual entrepôt of Europe in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries’, Bijdragen en mededelingen betreffende de geschiedenis der Nederlanden, vol. 86, 1971, pp. 155-168.
4 Hoftijzer, The Dutch Republic, p. 1.
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generate revenue from a cultural activity. Their innovative solutions
result in economically sustainable cultural enterprises that enhance
livelihoods and create cultural value and wealth for both creative producers and consumers of cultural services and products.1
Economic historian Joel Mokyr has demonstrated that cultural entrepreneurs also played a crucial role in the development of innovative economies, such as the production of print, in the early modern period.2 In this
regard, Mokyr has examined why Europe became increasingly open to
new ideas, theories, and concepts between 1500 and 1800 and why such a
‘culture of growth’ did not develop elsewhere. How economies of culture
functioned in the Dutch Republic is also discussed by Claartje Rasterhoff
in her work, Painting and publishing as cultural industries of 2017, which explains
how technology and institutions such as publishing houses played a crucial
role in the growth and formation of cultural industries.3 Frans Blom does
the same for Dutch theatre and its publishers in the seventeenth-century
Dutch Republic.4
Notions of cultural industries and entrepreneurship are useful, not
only for demonstrating how economically motivated individuals developed
new arguments and theories, but also for explaining how these innovations
were successfully advanced in the early modern market of ideas. Entrepreneurs like Theodor De Bry, Jacob van Meurs, Jan Jansz Deutel, and Simon
de Vries acted as focal points around which new ideas coalesced, and their
activities as printers and publishers allowed for a rapid dissemination of
these new ideas in print.5 In the market of ideas, publishers tried to persuade their intended audience of the ‘correctness of their beliefs and the
merit of their values and to provide information to others who do not have

1 T. Aageson, ‘Cultural entrepreneurs: producing cultural value and wealth’, in H. Ankheier
and Yudhishthir Raj Isar, Cultures and globalization series: the cultural economy, London, Sage Publications, 2008, pp. 92-107.
2 J. Mokyr, A culture of growth: the origins of the modern economy, Princeton and Oxford, Princeton
University Press, 2017.
3 C. Rasterhoff, Painting and publishing as cultural industries: the fabric of creativity in the Dutch Republic,
1580-1800, Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 2017.
4 F. Blom and O. van Marion, ‘Lope de Vega and the conquest of Spanish theater in the
Netherlands’, Anuario Lope de Vega, vol. 23, 2017, pp. 155-177.
5 Mokyr, A culture of growth, pp. 59-69.
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it’.1 It should be noted that the impetus to influence the market of ideas did
not solely depend on economic motives. Both supply and demand for cultural goods (such as books) are linked to complex interactions of economic
growth and cultural capital.2 It has long been established that economic
analysis of the production and consumption of culture is multidimensional
and dependent on a variety of factors.3
In the formation of Dutch perceptions of Chinese religion and philosophy in print, many factors were influential. Here, economic motives
were part of larger considerations about religion, politics, and society. To
explore these factors, four producers and their books on China are discussed in the following paragraphs: Theodor De Bry’s India Occidentalis and
Orientalis, Jan Jansz Deutel and his widely popular Bontekoe’s Iournael, Jacob
van Meurs’s publications of Johan Nieuhof and Olfert Dapper, and Simon
de Vries’s Curieuse aenmerckingen der Oost en West-Indische dingen.
De Bry was one of the first to recognise the commercial potential of
travel collections. As he was not bound by any mercantile or missionary
constraints, his descriptions of Chinese religion and philosophy had the
effect of emphasizing the differences between China and Europe. As the
following paragraphs demonstrate, this distant perspective was akin to the
attitude in Deutel’s Bontekoe’s Iournael. One of the few true best-sellers of
the seventeenth century, Deutel’s account of shipwreck in Asia shows a
‘functionally indifferent’ approach towards the Chinese. Another strategy
was taken by Jacob van Meurs, who applied considerable effort in making
his two monumental books on China a commercial success. Van Meurs
still relied on Jesuit accounts but cleverly adapted them to fit the wants
and needs of a newly emerging Dutch elite. This strategy made his books
on China innovative, as he hit upon a formula that gave an easily digestible
and broadly appealing image of Chinese religion and philosophy.
Theodor De Bry’s India Orientalis
During the first half of the seventeenth century, travellers and missionaries
were the first to provide Europe with knowledge about Chinese religion
1 Mokyr, p. 62.
2 D. Throsby, ‘The production and consumption of the arts: a view of cultural economics’,
Journal of Economic Literature, vol. 32, no.1, 1994, pp. 1-29.
3 W. Bowen, Performing arts: the economic dilemma, Cambridge, The MIT Press, 1966.
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and philosophy. Their books proved popular and made the genre of travel
books and descriptions of foreign countries an attractive new commodity
for printers and publishers.
One of the first to see the potential of travel collections was Theodor
De Bry of Frankfurt.1 As a Lutheran fleeing his native Liège in the Southern Netherlands, De Bry moved around Europe before settling in the
German city of Frankfurt on the river Main. Assisted by his sons, Johann
Theodor and Johann Israel, he set up a publishing house, which produced
the famed compilations of travel accounts. Twenty-five volumes of travel
narratives were published from about 1590 onwards, incorporating over
50 accounts of Africa, Asia, and the Americas divided into two series: 13
volumes on the New World, or India Occidentalis, and 12 books on Africa and
Asia, or India Orientalis.2
The reputation of the famous collection is in no small part due to the
addition of around 600 copper engravings.3 This new method of reproduction of images on paper only came into existence at the end of the sixteenth century, initially intended to replace the less-detailed woodcut in
scientific and technical books.4 By making excellent use of this new technique, De Bry’s Collection of Voyages furnished startling visual representations
of how other countries and continents – China among them – appeared
before the eyes of those who had travelled there.
In both India Orientalis and India Occidentalis, religion and philosophy
were well represented. As De Bry was neither merchant nor missionary, the ambiguity that hitherto was normally found in the relationship
between foreign religion and the ‘encountering traveller’ is perceptibly
lacking. Indeed, the printer, publisher, or bookseller had no interest in
winning souls for Christianity; likewise, their economic interests were,
generally, not determined by trade and commerce on the ground in China. As we will see, in the act of compiling knowledge about China, De
Bry’s books were characterised more by outlining the differences between the subject and reader than observing any similarities. This dis1 Groesen, The representation of the overseas world in the De Bry Collection of Voyages, p. 2.
2 Th. De Bry, J. T. De Bry, and J.I. De Bry, India Occidentalis (13 vols), Frankfurt and Oppenheim, De Bry, 1590-1634; De Bry, India Orientalis.
3 M. Gaudio, Engraving the savage: the New World and techniques of civilization, Minneapolis and
London, University of Minnesota Press, 2008, pp. 45-86.
4 W. Mills Ivins, Prints and visual communication, Cambridge, The MIT Press, 1990, p. 69.
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tancing often led to an alienation between European viewer and Chinese
subject in both text and illustration.
De Bry’s ‘distant’ interpretation of Chinese religion and philosophy is
most strikingly visible in the paratexts of India Orientalis: in this case, in the
margins. Marginalia (or apostils) are also part of the paratext of the book,
where they function as physical boundary between the main text and the
border of the page. They are the marks made in this transitional space, the
production of which was often the prerogative of the printer or publisher.1 In the marginalia, the publisher is thus able to guide the perception
of the readers towards a certain reading of the accompanying content. As
publisher, De Bry exploited this opportunity and used the margins to construct a novel perspective on the subject by combining different reports in
a single image. For example, in Itinerario, Cornelis Claesz opted for a business-like summary of Van Linschoten’s observations: this margin simply
reads ‘on the religion of the Chinese’. In comparison, De Bry introduced
this content by stating that ‘the devils are venerated by the Chinese’. This
clearly demonstrates how the actions of the publisher could shape the way
readers were urged to interpret a specific passage: in this example, explicitly connecting the content to Chinese idolatry. The second part of India
Orientalis incorporates a partial translation of Van Linschoten’s Itinerario.2
De Bry seemingly reproduced this account on the religious practices of the
Chinese straight from Itinerario; but, as Michiel van Groesen has shown,
the ‘different attitudes of the publishers were obvious in the margins to
the text’.3 Through their publishing strategies they offer a much stronger
interpretation of the original text by changing the wording in the margins
and the description of the illustrations.
The same principle of significant conjunction applies to the accompanying illustration. As we have noted in the aforementioned discussion of
the Devil in Calicut, Cornelis Claesz did not include any engraving that
explicitly depicted Chinese religion or philosophy. However, De Bry did
provide his description of Chinese religion with an illustration. Appar1 B. Mak, How the page matters, Toronto, Toronto University Press, 2011, pp. 34-46; Genette,
Paratexts, pp. 16-36; W. Slights, ‘The cosmopolitics of reading, navigating the margins of
John Dee’s General and rare memorials’, in D. Greetham (ed.), The margins of the text, Ann Arbor,
University of Michigan Press, 1997, pp. 199-228.
2 De Bry, India Orientalis, vol. 2.
3 Van Groesen, The representations of the overseas world, p. 231.
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Engraving of a Chinese deity in Johann Theodor de Bry, Icones vivae, verae
et genvinae nationvm, Frankfurt, Theodor de Bry and Johann Israel de Bry,
1599, plate XXVIII - Special Collections, University of Amsterdam.
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ently, he decided that the text was not captivating enough and used and
image derived from an event not described by Van Linschoten.1 In fact, the
image can be traced to Juan González de Mendoza’s Historia de las cosas más
notables, ritos y costumbres del gran reyno de la China (‘The history of the great and
mighty kingdom of China and the situation thereof ’) of 1586.2 De Bry’s
illustration takes a step back from Van Linschoten’s relatively appreciative
account: rather, we see an emphasis on the pagan practices of the Chinese.3
To create this image, De Bry combined two disparate passages from De
Mendoza’s Historia. The first passage is an extensive description of the casting of lots (a form of sortition, in which the will of the gods is determined
by random means, such as the rolling of dice): this comes from Mendoza’s
chapter on the superstitions of the Chinese. The second passage can be
traced to an earlier chapter, in which Mendoza focused on the connection
between Chinese idolatry and Christianity.4 Here, we also find an image of
the three-headed idol, which alludes to Christianity’s global dissemination:
it was Thomas the Apostle, who had allegedly first preached the Gospel in
China, including ‘the mystery […] of the Holy Trinity’.5 According to Mendoza, the Chinese represented the Trinity in the shape of the three-headed
idol, even though they ‘do not perfectly know what that figure with three
heads represents or signifies’.6 Although the Chinese had lost the true light
of Christianity faith after Saint Thomas, they nevertheless exhibited the
‘sign and token that they had some notion of the true God, whose shadows
they do represent’.7 The figure of the idol returns on the frontispiece to the
second volume of India Orientalis. Here, it even more obviously represents the
‘otherness’ that distinguished Europe from China: ‘Arms akimbo, it almost
insolently flaunts its alterity from those for whom the book is intended’.8
The two illustrations that depicted the idol in De Bry’s India Orientalis
present a potential paradox when compared to Van Linschoten’s written
1 S. Raman, ‘Learning from De Bry: lessons in seeing and writing the heathen’, Journal of
medieval and early modern studies, vol. 41, no.1, 2011, pp. 13-66, p. 27.
2 Mendoza, Historia, p. 32.
3 M. van Groesen, ‘Interchanging representations: Dutch publishers and the De Bry
Collection of Voyages (1596-1610), Dutch Crossing, vol. 30, no .2, 2016, pp. 229-242.
4 Spinks, ‘The Southern Indian “Devil in Calicut”’, pp. 15-48.
5 Mendoza, Historia, p. 24.
6 Mendoza, p. 24.
7 Mendoza, p. 24.
8 Raman, Renaissance literature, p. 30.
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description of Chinese religion and its visual depiction of the Indian temple scene. While Itinerario’ description of Chinese idolatry implied a sort
of ambiguous acceptance, De Bry’s illustrations seems to represent both
civilisation and otherness.1 The mercantile neutrality of Van Linschoten’s
account reproduced in De Bry has therefore been jeopardised by De Bry’s
choice of illustration. By combining in one image the superstitious casting
of lots with the worship of the idol, the illustrations not only alter the order
of episodes as related by Mendoza, they further compromise the image by
neglecting the Christian context provided him.
Theodor De Bry’s cultural entrepreneurial strategy, reflected in his
books, clearly influenced representations of the Chinese and their religion
and philosophy. Arguably, publishers are the central node in the one-tomany transmission mechanism, able to successfully contest and alter existing ideas through an economic and cultural process of production. In
India Orientalis, Theodor De Bry and his sons demonstrated that they were
very much concerned with the ‘precarious state of contemporary Christendom’: visible in the book’s paratext.2 The emphasis on difference rather
than similarity, the conflation of images to create biased imagery and the
linking of these images with (mis)leading text all play a part in this process.
Unlike Jan Huygen van Linschoten, De Bry had little interest in presenting
the religious ceremonies of China as anything other than idolatrous.
Jan Jansz Deutel and Willem IJsbrantsz Bontekoe’s Iournael ofte gedenckwaerdige beschryvinghe
When, in 1618, skipper Willem IJsbrantsz Bontekoe started his voyage
from the Dutch island of Texel to Bantam on Java and, from there, on
to the coast of China, he could hardly have guessed that his exploits in
‘the East’ would form the basis for his best-seller: Iournael ofte gedenckwaerdige
beschrijvinghe vande Oost-Indische reyse (in full: ‘Journal or memorable description of the East Indian voyage of Willem Bontekoe from Hoorn, including many remarkable and dangerous things that happened to him there’).3
The work was published in 1646, no less than 21 years after Bontekoe had
returned from Asia in 1625. Regardless, its success was enormous: in large
1 Raman, p. 33.
2 Van Groesen, The representations of the overseas world, p. 219.
3 W. IJsbrantsz Bontekoe, Iournael ofte gedenckwaerdige beschrijvinge vande Oost-Indische reyse van
Willem Ysbrantsz Bontekoe, Hoorn, Jan Deutel, 1646.
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part due to the combined efforts of the skipper and his publisher Jan Deutel. As a member of Hoorn’s Chamber of Rhetorics, Deutel knew how to
use language to its fullest rhetorical potential. He heavily edited the text of
the journal and moulded it into a story of adventure, disaster and religion
to produce a book that had a tremendous popular appeal, with over seventy
editions published before 1800.1
Het Iournael is not a book about China. However, Bontekoe’s descriptions can certainly provide further insight into representations of the Middle Kingdom in popular printwork. These books were relatively cheap and,
consequently, within reach of a larger public. Those readers, the majority
of which had little knowledge of China, were presented with a rather ambiguous representation of the Chinese. On the one hand, Bontekoe proved
appreciative of individual encounters with local Chinese. On the other,
he was quite disdainful of the Chinese people in general. Furthermore,
even though he and his men encounter many Chinese, he pays little to no
attention to their religion and philosophy. This perspective of functionally
indifferent indicates that the beliefs of China were of such little significance
to Bontekoe that he simply had no ideological attitude towards them. He
was primarily there to fulfil his duties as merchant employed by the voc.
Bontekoe set sail for Asia in the service of the Dutch East India Company in 1618. On the Indian Ocean, his ship De Nieuwe Hoorn ran into trouble after a gunpowder magazine exploded. The ship sank, leaving only 72
out of a crew of 119 to service in two little boats. After a miserable journey
of 13 days, assuaged by great hunger and thirst (to such a degree they even
contemplated eating one of the shipping boys), they finally reached Sumatra and then Bantam: saved by a fleet under the command of fellow Dutchman Frederik de Houtman. In Batavia, Jan Pietersz Coen, the Governor
General of the Indies, commanded Bontekoe to harass the Chinese coast:
‘Then they decided, that I should go with the same ship [that brought him
from Bantam to Batavia] to China, together with seven other ships, under
the command of Cornelis Reyertsz van der Gou, if possible to occupy Macao, or to go to the Pescadores and use every tool at our disposal to advance
the trade with China.’2
1 K. Bostoen et al., (eds), Bontekoe. De schipper, het journaal, de scheepsjongens, Zutphen, Walburg
Pers, 1996.
2 ‘Toen besloot men, dat ik met hetzelfde schip naar China zou gaan, samen met nog zeven
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Title page of Willem IJsbrantsz Bontekoe, Iournael ofte gedenkwaerdige beschrijvinghe, Hoorn, Jan Jansz Deutel, 1646 - Special Collections, University of
Amsterdam.
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This voyage is described in the second part of the journal. This narrative is considerably less exiting than the first part, yet it offers valuable
insights into the Dutch perspective on China and its inhabitants. More
interesting, however, is the editorial process of this second part of the
journal: revealed when the printed edition is compared to a handwritten
report of Bontekoe’s journey that is kept at the National Archives of the
Netherlands in The Hague.1 It is the only contemporary transcript of the
journey, although it was not made by Bontekoe himself.
The manuscript contains a great deal of nautical information, such
as wind directions and the location of anchor grounds. Deutel also made
many additions; namely anecdotes and descriptions (perhaps disclosed to
him by Bontekoe) to make the story more dramatic. For instance, on 24
June 1622, Bontekoe and his men tried to take Macao from the Portuguese.
The manuscripts accounts for the loss of 130 men; yet, it is the printed
book and not the transcript that explains how this came about: when the
gunpowder of the Dutch accidentally ignited, some Japanese traitors notified the Portuguese enemy, who immediately attacked. These, and other
rhetorical interventions indicate that Deutel had a heavy hand in shaping
Bontekoe’s Iournael into the best-seller it would become. He removed much
of the official and perhaps tedious nautical and geographical information
and emphasised the spectacular nature of the journey through anecdotes.
In that way, he appealed to readers interested rather in adventurous stories
than in documentation of trade missions.
Deutel’s edition of Bontekoe brings us to the field popular literature.
Since the 1960s, scholars have studied reading among the ‘classes populaires’.2 They have analysed the cultural habits of the ‘lower classes’ with
schepen, onder bevel van commandeur Cornelis Reyertsz van der Gou, om zo mogelijk
Macao te bezetten, of naar de Pescadores te gaan en met alle ten dienste staande middelen
de handel met China te bevorderen’, in Bontekoe, Iournael, p. 65.
1 It is the only contemporary transcript of the journey, although it was not made by Bontekoe himself; Nationaal Archief, Den Haag, Verenigde Oost -ndische Compagnie (VOC),
nr. 1.04.02, inventory 5049; V. Roeper and D. Wildeman, ‘Schipper Bontekoe’, in K.
Bostoen et al., (eds), Bontekoe. De schipper, het journaal, de scheepsjongens, Zutphen: Walburg Press,
1997, p. 35.
2 R. Mandrou, De culture populaire aux 17e et 18e siècles: la Bibliothèque bleue de Troyes, Paris, Stock,
1964; V. Neuburg, Popular literature: a history and guide from the beginning of printing to the year 1897,
London, The Woburn Press, 1977; J. Raymond (ed.), The Oxford history of popular print culture:
cheap prints in Britain and Ireland to 1660, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2011; E. Thompson,
‘History from below’, Times literary supplement, 7 April 1966; R. Harms, J. Raymond, and J.
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an emphasis on the French littérature populaire, the English popular literature,
and the German Volkslektüre.1 Popular and often cheap works of print are
indicative of wide and continued acceptance, measured by sales, imitation,
adaptation to other cultural forms, and general commercial success.2 Furthermore, it has become clear that ‘popular’ should be considered a synonym of ‘successful’, not as an antonym for ‘value’.
Various issues arise when examining ‘popular literature’. How to define these concepts that seem to focus on something that has often been
described as ‘folk culture’? To begin, the concept presumes that there is
such a thing as printwork solely aimed at the lower classes, who were often only marginally literate, and would not have been able to spend much
money on books. In practice, this situation was complicated by a much
more fluid reality of consumption, in which different types of audiences
read and bought a variety of books.3 Indeed, regarding the Dutch situation,
it has been established that there never existed such a thing as a separate
corpus of volkslectuur or popular literature with any specific or demarcated
characteristics.4 Moreover, there has been little consensus over which social classes should be counted among the readership of popular literature.5
The most workable definition should not exclude any type of reader beforehand and popular literature must be viewed within its broad ‘literary
and social context’.6
Despite all these precautions, studying early modern printwork through
concepts such as ‘popular’ versus ‘elite’ remains an important heuristic tool
in determining how readers could perceive the content and form of books
Salman (eds), Not dead things: the dissemination of popular print in England and Wales, Italy, and the Low
Countries, 1500-1820, Leiden and Boston, Brill, 2013; J. Salman, Pedlars and the popular press: Itinerant
distribution networks in England and the Netherlands 1600-1850, Leiden and Boston, Brill, 2014.
1 Febvre and Martin, L’apparition du livre.
2 The term ‘popular print’ specifically refers to printed images of generally low artistic
quality that were sold cheaply from the 15th to the 18th centuries, often accompanied
by small amounts of text. See: A. Hyatt Mayor, Prints & people: social history of printed pictures,
Princeton N.J., Princeton University Press, 1980.
3 R. Harms, J. Raymond, and J. Salman, ‘Introduction’, in R. Harms, J. Raymond, and J.
Salman (eds), Not dead things: the dissemination of popular print in England and Wales, Italy, and the Low
Countries, 1500-1820, Leiden and Boston, Brill, 2013, pp. 1-32.
4 B. van Selm, ‘“Almanacken, lietjes, en somwijl wat wonder, wat nieuws”: volkscultuur in de
Noordelijke Nederlanden (1480-1800)’, Leidschrift, vol. 5, 1989, pp. 33-68.
5 R. Chartier, Cultural history: between practices and representations, Ithaca, Cornell University Press,
1982.
6 Salman, Populair drukwerk in de Gouden Eeuw, pp. 22-23.
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like Bontekoe’s Iournael, and how these perceptions differed from books
aimed at more elitist buyers.1 Compared to other books on China, Bontekoe was relatively cheap. In the inventory of bookseller David Ruaris, a
bound copy of ‘Bontekoes rijse’ (Bontekoe’s journey) is listed for 0.80 fl.,
which indeed put it within reach of the lower middle classes.2 The fact that
is was reprinted at least 70 times before 1800 also indicates that the work
found a new public time and again.3
As noted earlier, Bontekoe is often ambiguous in his descriptions of
the Chinese: he demonstrates appreciation for individual encounters,
while at the same time proving disdainful of the Chinese people as a whole.
He described their food, ships, buildings, and appearance; yet, he rarely
mentioned their religion. In this lack of interest and attention, Bontekoe
demonstrates a lack of awareness and care for the inner life of the Chinese
people he meets. Their religion and philosophy were of little to no significance to him, and as such he simply took no attitude towards them.
Likewise, Bontekoe’s more general attitude towards the Chinese is also
obscure. In one encounter, dated July 1622, the Dutch skipper described
the Chinese fishers as cowardly, since ‘they fled from us’, implying that the
sight of a Dutch vessel alone was enough to instil considerable fear. This
theme returns often in reports of ‘villages from which the inhabitants had
fled’, or Chinese ‘hiding’ because they did not want to get caught by the
Dutch.4 Bontekoe often hinted at reasons why the Chinese might have
been so afraid of the Dutch with descriptions like: ‘After we shot some of
them dead, they retreated and ran away’, and ‘[we] encountered two villages and set fire to them’.5 Even Bontekoe himself acknowledged the rather
1 J. Raven, H. Small, and N. Tadmor (eds), The practice and representation of reading in England,
Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2007; K. Sharpe, Reading revolutions: the politics of reading in early modern England, News Haven, Yale University Press, 2000; K. Sharpe, Reading, society,
and politics in early modern England, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2010.
2 Van Selm, ‘“… te bekomen voor een civielen prijs”’, p. 98-116.
3 M Spufford, Small books and pleasant histories, popular fiction and its readership in seventeenth century
England, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1985; G. Verhoeven, ‘Willem Bontekoe
(1587-1657): Dutch sailor and explorer’, in J. Speake (ed.), Literature of travel and exploration,
New York, Fitzroy Daerborn, 2003, pp. 114-115.
4 H. Lillehammer, ‘The nature and ethics of indifference’, The journal of ethics, vol. 21, no.1,
2016, pp. 17-35; T. Lennon, ‘Descartes and the Seven Senses of indifference in early modern
philosophy’, Studies in modern philosophy: Études de philosophie moderne, vol. 50, no. 3, 2011, pp.
577-602; T. Schmaltz, Early modern Cartesianisms: Dutch and French constructions, Oxford, Oxford
University Press, 2017, pp. 15-63.
5 ‘Kwamen twee dorpen tegen waarvan de bewoners gevlucht waren’, in Bontekoe, p. 79.
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cruel methods his men employed when, on 29 November 1622, a Chinese
fisher defected to the Dutch: the fisher ‘seemed to be half mad’ – implying
that no sane man would have defected. Although the Chinese were often
described as cowardly, Bontekoe also praises some of them for their bravery: ‘They bravely attacked us, and we did not give way’.1
A remarkable turnaround of attitude eventuates when Bontekoe refers
to the intellect of the Chinese encountered. The Dutch often emerged as
victors from their skirmishes with the Chinese, emphasising their ‘cowardly’ nature: ‘In total confusion [the Chinese] carried their weapons away
from their village’.2 However, when the locals act in accordance to Bontekoe’s wishes, he is not unwilling to praise them for their insightfulness
and good intentions. In November 1623, Bontekoe met a Chinese named
Cipzuan or Quitsuan. On behalf of the Chinese merchants, Quitsuan negotiated trade with the Dutch. According to Bontekoe, Quitsuan told of a
‘recluse or hermit’ living in the mountains, who was ‘of high birth and had
been enormously rich and, if his sources were right, also a mandarin of that
province’.3 After the death of his wife, the hermit had dedicated himself to
aiding the poor. He ‘was highly regarded by all, and was even taken for a
prophet and his words for prophecies’.4 The reason why Bontekoe speaks
in such a praising manner of the unknown hermit becomes clear soon
enough when the latter came aboard to successfully negotiate the trading
deal between the Dutch and the Chinese. The hermit and the negotiator
Quitsuan ‘promised after some talking back and forth to do their best to
bring about a successful conclusion’.5 Apparently, when the Chinese cooperated with the Dutch, they were praised for their intelligence and insightfulness; yet, when they acted contrary to Bontekoe’s wishes, they were
deemed stupid and obstinate.
1 ‘Ze vielen ons dapper aan en wij wilden niet wijken’, in Bontekoe, p. 75.
2 ‘Ze droegen in totale verwarring hun geschut een eind weg van hun dorp’, in Bontekoe,
Iournael, p. 75.
3 ‘Verder zei deze Cipzuan dat er in zijn woonplaats een kluizenaar of heremiet in de bergen
woonde, die van hoge afkomst was en geweldig rijk was geweest en naar hij meende ook
mandarijn van die provincie’, in Bontekoe, p. 88.
4 ‘Nu deed hij niet anders dan van arme mensen, die onbemiddeld waren, de zaken bepleiten bij de groten. Stond daarom bij hoog en laag in aanzien; ja werd voor een profeet
gehouden en zijn woorden voor profetieën’, in Bontekoe, p. 88.
5 ‘Hij beloofde ons na enig heen en weer praten zijn uiterste best te zullen doen om de zaak
tot een goed einde te brengen’, in Bontekoe, p. 88.
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A similar episode occurred in May 1623, when Bontekoe and his men
had found themselves in an awkward situation, having captured ‘several
hundred Chinese’ while their own ship was manned by only 50 healthy
Dutchmen.1 When two of the captured Chinese promised to return with
provisions if they were set free, Bontekoe decided to take his chances. The
following day, the former prisoners indeed returned with ‘chickens, eggs,
a pig, lemons, apples, sugar-cane, and tobacco’, Bontekoe was so surprised
that he felt inclined to write: ‘It testifies to an attitude which will shame
many Christians, who often do not remember their promises after being
out of trouble’.2
Other contacts with the Chinese were described in the same ambiguous
vein: both appreciation for individual encounters while at the same time disdainful of the Chinese people as a whole. Interactions between the Dutch
and the Chinese seemed difficult, yet Bontekoe also reported numerous occasions where interaction was positive; for instance, the many times Chinese
fishermen sold him dried fish. He even related an incident where he and his
men were stranded with damaged weapons but were still generously helped
by the locals: ‘Along the way they [Bontekoe’s men] encountered a small
house in which a man and a woman were sitting and went inside. They re-lit
their fuses and put their weapons […] in order. They also gave them food...’3
A similar encounter is related on the next page when Bontekoe’s men were
invited into a Chinese village, where they were fed, given some tobacco and
a place to stay for the night in ‘their temple’.4
The temple mentioned in this episode is the only reference to Chinese
religion or philosophy in the journal. This emphasises Bontekoe’s attitude
1 ‘We hadden toen een paar honderd Chinezen aan boord; waren bang dat ze ons zouden
overmeesteren, want zoals gezegd waren we maar met vijftig gezonde mannen sterk’, in
Bontekoe, p. 83.
2 ‘Hadden kippen meegebracht, eieren, een varken, citroenen, appels, suikerriet, en tabak
[….] Het getuigt van een houding die vele Christenen beschaamd doet staan, die immers
vaak niet meer aan hun beloften denken als ze eenmaal uit de knip zijn’, in Bontekoe, p. 82.
Also note the exchange of tobacco, which indicates that the Chinese had had contact with
other Europeans.
3 ‘Onderweg kwamen ze een huisje tegen waarin een man en een vrouw zaten en gingen
daar binnen; ze staken hun lonten weer aan en brachten hun wapens, die geheel onklaar
waren geraakt doordat ze nat waren geworden tijdens het landen met de boot, weer in orde.
Hier kregen ze ook te eten, want deze man gaf hun wat rijst’, in Bontekoe, p. 73.
4 ‘Brachten onze mannen naar hun tempel, gaven hen daar te eten en te drinken en wat
tabak’, in Bontekoe, p. 74.
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of ‘functional indifference’ as, during the 1640s, a variegated view towards
China and its systems of belief had already began to emerge. It is therefore
interesting to note that, in preparing the Iournael, Bontekoe and Deutel
would have had recourse to many of these views in print, but did not use
them. They could have followed Jan Huygen van Linschoten, as various
references within the Iournael testify that they used this work as a source on
Asia. But in the end, the Chinese figure only as a background character to
the description of Bontekoe’s own exploits.
The enormous success of the journal was, in large part, due to its sensational qualities, and it is not surprising that Bontekoe and Deutel banked
on the fact that their potential readers would be more interested in dramatic descriptions of the adventures of the Dutch in Asia than in a religious and moral exposition of the Middle Kingdom and its peoples. Their
objective was to present readers with an attractive account of travel and disaster, not a documentary or persuasive report. It is exactly this preference
for sensational descriptions that reveal their attitude towards the Chinese:
their inconsistent characterisations may be indicative of how less affluent
and not particularly intellectual Dutch readers might have perceived China. Fiction, reality, and opinion about the Middle Kingdom were thereby
amalgamated into a hazy, yet attractive, image.1
Jacob van Meurs: Johan Nieuhof and Olfert Dapper
Publisher Jacob van Meurs was responsible for some of the most enduring
images of China during the second half of the seventeenth century. He was
not a missionary or merchant, author or artist, but a publisher pur sang: he
adapted information from earlier travelogues and Jesuit reports in such a
way that his relatively neutral representation of Chinese religion and philosophy would appeal to a broad selection of wealthy buyers. According to
early modern historian Benjamin Schmidt, Van Meurs’s books ‘mark the
debut, in an important sense, of a new form of European engagement with
1 B. Ashcroft, G. Griffiths, and H. Tiffin (eds), The key concepts of post-colonial studies, London
and New York, Routledge, 2000, pp. 150-160; X. Guillaume, ‘Travelogues of difference:
international relations theory and travel literature’, Alternatives. Global, local, and political, vol.
36, no. 2, 2011, pp. 136-154; A. Moss, ‘Comparing ruins: National trauma in Dutch travel
accounts of the seventeenth century’, L. Jensen (ed.), The roots of nationalism: national identity
formation in early modern Europe, 1600-1815, Amsterdam, Amsterdam University Press, 2016, pp.
217-232.
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the non-European world’.1 Between 1650 and 1680, Van Meurs produced
dozens of works of geography, forging a new genre that was largely dependent on a grand folio size combined with an exceptionally high quality of
paratext.2 Het gezantschap contains 149 eye-catching copper engravings and
Gedenkwaerdig bedryf holds 102.3 These engravings were exceptional in the
genre of early modern travelogues. The publisher presented the images as
being made ‘after life’, giving the impression that they were eyewitness observations. In reality, they were actually manipulated and amended by the
publisher.4 In presenting Asia in such a luxurious manner, Van Meurs hit
upon a formula for presenting the foreign world in print ‘that would prove
phenomenally successful and vastly influential for years to come’.5
Van Meurs published two monumental books on China: Johan
Nieuhof ’s Het gezantschap der Neêrlandtsche Oost-Indische Compagnie, aan den grooten
Tartarischen Cham (‘An embassy from the East India Company of the United
Provinces to the Grand Tartar Cham, emperor of China’) of 1665, and
1 Schmidt, Inventing exoticism, p. 25.
2 The following books by Van Meurs may be considered to belong to this category of
illustrated travelogues and geographies in folio: Johann Ludwin Gottfried, Historische chronyck,
vervattende de gedenkwaardighste geschiedenissen voorgevallen van’t begin des werelts tot op’t jaar 1660 (1660);
Olfert Dapper, Historische beschryving der stadt Amsterdam (1663); Johan Nieuhof, Het gezantschap
der Neêrlandtsche Oost-Indische Compagnie (1665 and 1670); the same in French (1665); the
same in the Antwerp edition (1666); the same in German (1666 and 1669); the same in
Latin (1668); Athanasius Kircher, China monumentis (pirate edition, 1667); Olfert Dapper,
Naukeurige beschrijvinge der Afrikaensche eylanden (1668 and 1676); Olfert Dapper, Naukeurige
beschrijvinge der Afrikaensche gewesten (1668 and 1676); the same in German (1670); Arnoldus
Montanus, Gedenkwaerdige gesantschappen der Oost-Indische Maatschappy in’t Vereenigde Nederland, aan
de kaisaren van Japan (1669); the same in German (1670); the same in French (1680); Olfert
Dapper, Beschryving des keizerryks van Taising of Sina (1670); Olfert Dapper, Gedenkwaerdig bedryf
der Nederlandsche Oost-Indische Maetschappye, op de kuste en het keizerrijk van Taising of Sina (1670); the
same in German (1675); Arnoldus Montanus, De nieuwe en onbekende weereld, of Beschryving van
America en’t Zuid-land (1671); the same in German (1673); Olfert Dapper, Asia, of Naukeurige
beschryving van het rijk des grooten Mogols, en een groot gedeelte van Indiën (1672); Olfert Dapper,
Beschrijving des koningrycks van Persie (1672); Wouter Schouten, Ost-Indische Reyse, worin erzehlt wird
viel gedenckwürdiges, und ungemeine seltzame Sachen (1676); Frans Janz van der Heyden, Gefährlicher
Schiff-bruch, des Ost-Indischen lagdt-schifs ter Schelling (1676); Olfert Dapper, Naukeurige beschryving
van gantsch Syrie, en Palestyn of Heilige Lant (1677); Jan Jansz Struys, Sehr schwere, wiederwertige,
und denckwürdige Reysen, durch Italien, Griechenland, Lifland, Moscau, Tartarey, Meden, Persien, Türcken,
Ost-Indien, Iapan, und unterschiedliche andere Länder (1678); Olfert Dapper, Naukeurige beschryving van
Asie (1680). His widow issued a number of reprints and translations: Olfert Dapper, Asia,
oder Genaue und Gründliche Beschreibung des gantzen Syrien und Palestins, oder Gelobten Landes (1681);
Johan Nieuhof, Zee and lantreize door verscheide gewesten van Oostindien (1682); Johan Nieuhof,
Gedenkweerdige Brasiliaense zee- en lantreize (1682).
3 Schmidt, Inventing exoticism, p. 27.
4 Sun, ‘The illusion of verisimilitude’.
5 Sun, p. 80.
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Olfert Dapper’s Gedenkwaerdig bedryf der Nederlandsche Oost-Indische Maetschappye, op de kuste en in het keizerrijk van Taising of Sina of 1670. An analysis of the
publication history of both books, as well as an examination of their content will show that Van Meurs indeed ushered in a novel perspective on
the Middle Kingdom. He cleverly adapted earlier writings to fit the wants
and needs of a newly emerging elite that could afford expensive books on
foreign countries. Van Meurs’s grand books on China were not necessarily
always economically successful, yet his publishing strategy made his books
indeed innovative by focusing on an easily digestible and broadly appealing
image of the Middle Kingdom.
To insure the success of Het gezantschap and Gedenkwaerdig bedryf, Van
Meurs focused on two points: the illustrations had to appeal to potential
buyers and the text had to be engaging enough to justify the hefty price
tag of both books. By gathering, manipulating, and appropriating a variety of materials, Van Meurs amalgamated an image of China that could
appeal to a broad range of people. He then conferred authorship upon a
single name for each book – Johan Nieuhof and Olfert Dapper – ensuring a trustworthy ‘authority’ for the content. Nieuhof was indeed one of
the few Europeans who had actually been to China. Dapper, meanwhile,
had never left Amsterdam but wrote various authoritative accounts of
geography.1 However, much of the final content was decidedly influenced
by Van Meurs himself. Nieuhof had entrusted his journals to his brother,
who (together with Van Meurs) edited and amended the texts for publication. Likewise, Dapper, as professional writer, would have probably
deferred to Van Meurs’s insights into the book market.
Van Meurs inadvertently relied on Jesuit sources in his representation
of Chinese religion and philosophy for a more general audience. And since
the mercantile interest of his readers (as we will discover) often coincided with the missionary perspective of the Jesuits, Van Meurs needed to
change very little in his descriptions of Chinese religion and philosophy. In
this process, he essentially adopted the Jesuit’s justification of their accom1 Dobranski, ‘Authorship in the seventeenth century’; Ch. Jones, Shapely bodies, the image of
porcelain in eighteen-century France, Newark, University of Delaware Press, 2013, pp. 38-48; L.
Ledderose, ‘Chinese influence on European art, sixteenth to eighteenth centuries’, in T.
Lee (ed.), China and Europe: images and influences in sixteenth to eighteenth centuries, Hong Kong, The
Chinese University Press, 1991, pp. 221-250.
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Frontispiece of Olfert Dapper, Gedenkwaerdig bedryf der Nederlandsche Oost-Indische Maetschappye, op de kust en in het keizerrijk van Taising of Sina, Amsterdam, Jacob van Meurs
- Special Collections, University of Amsterdam.
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Frontispiece of Johan Nieuhof, Gezantschap der Neêrlandtsche Oost-Indische Compagnie,
Amsterdam, Jacob van Meurs, 1665 - Special Collections, University of Amsterdam.
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modation strategy, which focused on the benignity and compatibility of
the teachings of Confucius with Christianity, while Buddhism and Taoism
were rejected as idolatrous.
Johan Nieuhof ’s Het gezantschap der Neêrlandtsche Oost-Indische Compagnie, aan
den grooten Tartarischen Cham resulted from the first Dutch embassy to the
emperor of China. 1 After repeatedly failing to break the Portuguese monopoly on trade to Macau, the voc sent six embassies to Beijing between
1655 and 1685.2 Johan Nieuhof was appointed steward to the first Dutch
delegation.3 The most important of his many tasks was to illustrate and
describe all noteworthy sights, such as cities, palaces, temples, rivers, and
mountains. Nieuhof remained in China until 1657: a year after his homecoming, he entrusted his notes and annotations to his brother Hendrik
who, together with Van Meurs, published the manuscript in 1665.4
Van Meurs went to great lengths to ensure the book’s commercial
success with rapid results: a reprint was issued within the year and it
was quickly translated into French, German, and Latin.5 The first part
is primarily based on Johan Nieuhof ’s meticulous notes from his stay in
China.6 In contrast, the second part of the work was much more the invention of Van Meurs and Hendrik Nieuhof, who drew heavily on Jesuit
sources. For example, in the observation of the monks and priest of Nanjing, the book related that they have a ‘belief of superstition’; yet, if they
1 J. Nieuhof, Het gezantschap der Neêrlandtsche Oost-Indische Compagnie, aan den grooten Tartarischen
Cham, Amsterdam, Jacob van Meurs, 1665.
2 L. Blussé and R. Falkenburg, Johan Nieuhof ’s beelden van een Chinareis, 1655-1657, Middelburg,
Stichting VOC publicaties, 1987; L. Blussé and Z. Guotu (eds), A study of the first Dutch embassy
visit to China, Xiamen, Xiamen University Publishing House, 1989; H. Rahusen-de Bruyn
Kops, ‘Not such an “unpromising beginning”: the first Dutch trade embassy to China, 16551657’, Modern Asian studies, vol. 36, no. 3, 2002, pp. 535-578; D. Odell, ‘The soul of transaction:
illustration and Johan Nieuhof ’s travel in China’, in K. Bostoen and E. Kolfin (eds), “Tweelinge eener drag”: woord en beeld in de Nederlanden (1500-1750), Hilversum, Verloren, 2001, pp. 225-242;
Y. Sun, Wandlungen des europäischen Chinabildes in illustrierten Reiseberichten des 17. und 18. Jahrhunderts,
Frankfurt, Lang, 1996.
3 L. Blussé, ‘No boats to China: the Dutch East India Company and the changing pattern of
the China sea trade, 1635-1690’, Modern Asian studies, vol. 30, no. 1, 1996, pp. 51-76; L. Blussé
and R. Falkenburg, Tribuut aan China, 1601-1989, Amsterdam, Cramwinckel, 1989.
4 Blussé, ‘No boats to China’, pp. 51-79.
5 F. Ammannanti and A. Nuova, ‘Investigating book prices in early modern Europe: questions and sources’, JLIS.it, vol. 8, no. 3, 2017, pp. 1-25.
6 A contemporary manuscript of Nieuhof ’s account is held at the Bibliothèque Nationale
de France in Paris. A digitised copy may be consulted via gallica.fr: [J. Nieuhof], Journaal
van zommige voorvallen, inde voyagie vande E. Heeren Pieter de Goyer en Jacob Keyser, ambassadeurs, aande
grootmachtige keizer van Chyna en Tartaryen, inde jaaren 1655, 56, & 1657, MssSGE1.
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Water-colour illustration of the Onderkoning van Canton (‘Viceroy of
Guangzhou’) by Johan Nieuhof, in Journaal van zommige voorvallen, inde voyagie
vande E. Heeren Pieter de Goyer en Jacob Keyser, ambassadeurs, aande grootmachtige
keizer van Chyna en Tartaryen - Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Ms.in 8o/
17/1271.

Engraving of the Jonge onder-kooning (‘Viceroy’) in Johan Nieuhof,
Gezantschap der Neêrlandtsche Oost-Indische Compagnie, Amsterdam, Jacob van
Meurs, 1665, p. 49 - Special Collections, University of Amsterdam.
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would adhere to the true faith of the Christian missionaries, they could
surpass them in dedication:
In the region surrounding this chief city lay several stately and
beautiful temples; the biggest and most important are built
upon the mountains Quangliu and Iuenxiu. The nearby inhabitants worship these mountains out of great superstition, upon
which dwell a great company of hermits and friars. Each priest
and hermit has chosen a little hutch, where he flagellates and
afflicts himself by scourging and disciplining his body, such that
one wonders about this practice. They claim that they will enter another life after this one, and there will get a sacred status,
because they believe that their souls will move to another body.
If these blind and lost people did as much for the true religion
and if they were this fanatic for the true God, they would not
only equal the European hermits, who voluntarily endured
many tortures, but also surpass them.1
This statement echoes the rhetoric of the Jesuits, who argued that the Chinese did possess knowledge of the true God, but that they had lost this
wisdom through contact with Buddhism and Taoism. The same statement
also hints at the editorial influence of Van Meurs and Hendrik Nieuhof.
When compared to the manuscript of Nieuhof ’s account, we find that he
had only made some brief remarks on his stay in Nanjing during April of
1656:

1 ‘Men vind evenwel in de landstreek van deze hooftstad, vele kunstigh geboude en prachtige kerken; waar van de grootste en voornaamste op de bergen Quangliu en Iuenxiu gelegen
zijn. De rondom-leggende inwoonders aanbidden, uit een grooten waangeloof, deze bergen,
daar op ontallijke Kluizenaars en Priesters zich onthouden. Ieder Priester en Kluizenaar
heeft hier een hutje verkooren, daar in hy zich met zoodanige quellingen des lighaams
plaaght en afmat, dat men zich ten hoogste daar over te verwonderen heeft. Zy drijven,
datze na dit aardsche leven in een ander leven zullen komen, en een zaligen staat verkijgen:
want zy geloven dat de zielen van deze in een ander lighamen verhuizen zullen. Deden
deze verdoolde en blinde menschen zoo veel voor den waren Godtsdienst, en warenze zoo
yverig in het aanbidden van den waren God, zy zouden niet alleen den ouden Europische
Kluizenaars, die vrywillig uiterlijk veel hebben uitgestaan, gelijk zijn, maar hen ook verre
overtreffen’, in Nieuhof, Het gesandtschap, p. 92.
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On the 26th of the same month we sailed past the city Nankin,
on the right side of Kiam in a hilly field, 180 li [Chinese miles]
from the Liansi. She used to be very distinguished, but has been
weakened by war. Its walls are high, on the bottom carved out,
on the top made from brick, and reasonably well made, with
strongholds, going over several hills, about five hours around by
foot. To the west stand two arcs, below which one goes into the
city over a stone bridge. The first street on the right stands full
of wonderful triumphal arches, but the houses are very decrepit,
and mostly empty and uninhabited.1
In contrast to the manuscript’s 109 words, the printed book dedicates
296 words to this specific passage, nearly tripling Nieuhof ’s original account by inserting notes on religion, the cultivation of hemp, and even
a description of a mystical spring called Kien. These were significant
additions, especially where Het gezantschap stated that the Chinese could
‘surpass the European hermits’, because we, in fact, hear the voices of the
publishers – Jacob van Meurs and Hendrik Nieuhof – and not necessarily that of Johan Nieuhof.2
1 ‘Den 26 ditto voeren wij voorbij de stadt Nankin, aende rechte kant van Kiam in een
heuvelachtig veld, 180 lij vande Liansi. Zij is eentijds zeer naamhaftig geweest, maar is door
’t oorlog verminderd. Hare muren zijn hoog, onder van gehouwen, en boven van baksteen
opgetoogen, en redelik, met bolwerken verzien, lopen over verscheide heuvels, omtrent 5
uur gaans om. Na de westkant staan 2 bogen, daarmen over een steenebrug, inde stadt gaat.
D’eerste straat anderrechte hand, staat voll schone Triomfbogens, maar de Huizen zijn
zeer vervallen, en staan meest ledig, en onbewoond’, in Nieuhof, p. 67. A lee or li 里 is the
Chinese mile, a traditional Chinese unit of distance. While its length has varied considerably over time, it was usually half a kilometer and has now indeed been standardised at 500
meters or 1.690 feet.
2 Since the manuscript of the BnF is most probably a transcript made by Johan Nieuhof
during his brief stay in Amsterdam, it is also a possible that the original manuscript
was handed over to Van Meurs and Hendrik Nieuhof, which could have included the
information missing from the BnF manuscript. However, neither the English nor French
edition of Nieuhof mentions this information. Relevant to this discussion, these translations
gave very divergent accounts of the same text, emphasising the fundamental role of the
publisher and editor. Compare: ‘Yet in prospect of this city lye several stately temples,
whereof the biggest and most important are built upon the mountains Quangliu, Junxiu:
the inhabitants round about worship these mountains, upon which dwell a great company
of priests and friars; each priest and friar has a little hutch, where he daily flagellates and
afflicts himself by scourging and disciplining his body; enduring which castigation makes
him a miracle to those people of implicit faith, who fancy these their sufferings merit after
death the highest felicities in another world; for they believe that their souls are translated
after their deaths into their bodies’ with: ‘L’on trouve pourtant encore sous la jurisdiction
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Engraving of idols in Johan Nieuhof, Gezantschap der Neêrlandtsche Oost-Indische Compagnie, Amsterdam, Jacob van Meurs, 1665, p. 86 - Special Collections, University
of Amsterdam.
de cette place, plusieurs temples, échappés de la furie des Tartares, qui semblent avoir eu
ou de la veneration pour leur architecture, ou du respect pour la sainteté des sacrificateurs
qui y demeurent. Les principaux, et les plus magnifiques de ces temples se voient sur les
montagnes d’Juenxin, et de Quangliu, lesquelles sont adorées avec beaucoup de superstition
des habitants. C’est en ces lieux quo l’on void le grand monastère d’Juenxin et le convent
des plus austères Anachorètes de toute la China, voire même de tout l’Universe, puis qu’ils
traitent incessamment leurs propres corps avec plus de rigueur, et de supplices, que les cruels
d’entre les tyrans en ont sceau forger pour assouvir leur vengeance. Si nous voulons nous
arrester aux particularités de ces solitaires, pour en trouverons aucuns qui se sont aveuglés,
comme Democrite, pour fermer deux porter à l’amour, et en ouvrir mille à la Sagesse.’
[There are, however, still under the jurisdiction of this place, several temples, escaped from
the fury of the Tartars, who seem to have had a veneration for their architecture, or respect
for the sanctity of the priests who remain there. The principal and most magnificent of
these temples can be seen on the mountains of Juenxin, and Quangliu, which are adorned with
much superstition of the inhabitants. It is in these places that one sees the great monastery
of Juenxin and the convent of the most austere Anachoretes of all China, or even of the
whole Universe, then they treat incessantly their own bodies with more rigour and tortures,
which the cruelties of the tyrants have forged their siege to satisfy their vengeance. If we
wish to stop at the peculiarities of these solitaries, we will find some who have blinded
themselves, like Democritus, to close two to love, and to open a thousand to Wisdom.] J.
Nieuhof, L’ambassade de la Compagnie orientale des Provinces Unies, Leiden, Jacob van Meurs, 1665,
pp. 117-118; J. Nieuhof, An embassy from the East-India Company of the United Provinces, London,
John Macock, 1669, p. 87. The German edition by Van Meurs does contain the comparison
with ‘European hermits’, J. Nieuhof, Die gesantschaft der Ost-Indische Geselschaft, Amsterdam,
Jacob van Meurs, 1666, p. 97.
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The second part of the work is even more the invention of the publisher and editor. Entitled the ‘general description of the empire of China’, it
relies heavily on secondary sources. Pertinent to our discussion are chapters 8 and 9, which are devoted to ‘various sects in China, concerning the
philosophy and the false religion’, and ‘the pagodas or churches of the idols’
respectively. The chapters start out with the now-familiar Jesuit maxim
that ‘of all the heathen sects, which came to the knowledge of Europeans,
never has one been known, which has been in error so little as the Chinese
sects in the first centuries after the beginning of the world’.1 The chapter
continues with a description of the three sects of China and of Confucius
and his teachings. In this extensive description, Van Meurs invoked the
writings of Álvaro Semedo, Nicolas Trigault and Martino Martini.2 In
particular, Van Meurs referred to Martini’s characterisation of Confucian
devotees as not being idolatrous: ‘They make in his honour no statues,
but only write his name with golden letters on the façade of the schools’.
Thereafter, Van Meurs continued to follow the Jesuit narrative of praising
Confucius and his teachings.
The other Chinese sects are also described extensively; yet here, the
concept of idolatry or the worship of images is deployed – again in Jesuit fashion – to explain that ‘the shadow and flickering light of the evangelical truth has been suffocated and extinguished by the foulest of lies’.3
These descriptions of Taoism and Buddhism are supported by engravings,
showing, for instance, ‘the idol of immorality, ‘the idol of lechery’ and ‘the
female idol of Lincin’, whose statue was apparently witnessed by Johan
Nieuhof himself. By including illustrations of the condemned sects, Van
Meurs emphasised in illustration what was already described in text: any
religion or philosophy that worships idols in the form of statues or images
lost access to the true faith.
However, those adhering to the teachings of Confucius might be
much more receptive to Christendom for two reasons: firstly, because
they had already denounced the worship of idols; and secondly, because
1 ‘Van alle heidensche Zekten, die tot kennis der Europers zijn gekomen, heeft men tot
noch toe geene gelezen, die tot weiniger dwalingen is vervallen, als de Sineesche Zekten, in
d’eerste eeuwen of in den beginne des wereldts’, in Nieuhof, Het gezantschap, p. 67.
2 Nieuhof, p. 68.
3 ‘Maar deze schaduw en ’t flikkerlicht der Euangelische Waarheit hebbenze met de vuilste
dampen van leugenen verstikt en uitgebluscht’, in Nieuhof, p. 80.
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Christianity would not have to replace a religion because the teachings
of Confucius were considered to consist mainly of cultural and societal customs and traditions, which could very well exist alongside a pious
observance of Christianity. This view is also highlighted in Van Meurs’s
description, where he referred to Confucianism as ‘philosophy’, while
Buddhism and Taoism were described as ‘false religion’. These terms
make an important point concerning the interpretation of Chinese religion and philosophy. Van Meurs followed the Jesuit line of reasoning,
yet for a very different purpose. While the perspective of the Jesuits is
mostly ‘missionary’ (and therefore accommodating), Van Meurs’s attitude towards the religion and philosophy of China was first and foremost
determined by economic considerations of cultural consumption, which
allowed him to sell books.1
And who better to appeal to than those who invested in the Dutch
East India Company, such as the Gentlemen XVII or wealthy shareholders. Van Meurs dedicated his book to ‘the noble, greatly honourable,
strict, providential, and wise gentlemen, the gentlemen Hendrik Dirksz
Spiegel […] and Cornelis Witsen’, both doctors in law and (respectively) mayor and former mayor of the city of Amsterdam. Spiegel was also
the governor of the voc and Witsen held the same position in the West
India Company. These were the people concerned with China from (at
least) an economic perspective as their monetary interests were tied with
the success of the voc in Asia. Consequently, just like the travellers of
the late sixteenth century, these men held mercantile stakes in China,
which influenced their perspective on the country: again, this made for
an ambiguous approach. Van Meurs presumed correctly that the elite
buyers of Het gezantschap would be much more interested in a relatively
1 There is also the possibility that Van Meurs sold the illustrations separately to further
boost sales. Van Meurs was in the business of publishing engravings, which is done on a
different press than the one used to produce books made from leaden type, since the first is
intaglio printing, while the second requires the relief printing technique. Van Meurs himself
did not operate a press for relief printing, which meant that he had to outsource much
of the work necessary to produce a book. However, in his successive shops on the Singel,
Nieuwstraat, Keizersgracht, and Nieuwe Keizersgracht, he did advertise that he sold both
books and engravings – the latter probably produced by himself. See: J. Hillegers, E. Kolfin
and J. van der Veen (eds), Gedrukt tot Amsterdam: Amsterdamse prentmakers en uitgevers in de Gouden
Eeuw, Zwolle, Waanders, 2011; J. Bos, Adresboek. Nederlandse drukkers en boekverkopers tot 1700, The
Hague, Royal Library, 1999.
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forward-looking approach towards the Chinese system, especially when
it concerned the literati who would be able to facilitate Chinese trade the
Dutch Republic.
Early modern book auction catalogues indeed show that various members of the voc board of directors possessed Nieuhof’s Het gezantschap. The
book was offered for sale as part of the estates of Diederik Dicx of Haarlem
in 1724, Balthasar Boreel of the Amsterdam chamber in 1745, Albert Nicolaas Beyeren van Schagen, governor of the voc chamber of Hoorn in 1752,
and Jan Albert Sichterman from Groningen in 1764.1 These people evidently had both the means and the inclination to buy such a grand work on China
as Johan Nieuhof’s Het gezantschap, now that it had been given a nudge in the
right direction by Jacob van Meurs’s extensive editorial interference.
The decisive role played by Jacob van Meurs in the creation of Dutch
representations of China is further underlined when comparing the publishing strategy of the Amsterdam edition of 1665 with that of the Antwerp edition of 1666.2 In his article on the publishing strategy of Van
Meurs, Guido van Meersbergen has recently demonstrated that, while the
title page of the Antwerp edition stated that it was printed in Antwerp
by Michiel Knobbaert, in reality, the work was published by Van Meurs in
Amsterdam.3 He adapted the work to the presumed wishes of his intended audience by rephrasing the text to appeal to Catholic readers in the
Southern Netherlands. Subsequently, the Jesuit origin of information is
accentuated and the work was supposedly printed at ‘the declaration house
of the Society of Jesus’.4 The title page further mentioned that the book
contained ‘the accurate story, all that the Jesuits in China in propagation
1 Catalogus Bibliothecae, Beate Defuncti Nobilissimi, Et Generosissimi Domini Alberti Nicolai Baronis
Bavariae A Schagen, auction held on 10 and 11 April 1752, The Hague, Johannes Swart and
Mattheus Gaillard, 1752; Catalogus Exquisitissimorum Librorum. Juridicorum, Historicorum, &
Miscellaneorum, auction held on 12 April 1745, Amsterdam, Salomon Schouten, 1745; Catalogus
Praestantissimae Bibliothecae In vario genere & Lingua praecipuè vero Latina, Gallica & Hollandica, auction
held on 18 September 1724, The Hague, Johannes Swart, 1724; Catalogus Van een schoone Party
keurlyke Nederduitsche, Fransche en Latynsche Boeken, auction held on 1 May 1764, Groningen, Hajo
Spandaw, 1764.
2 J. Nieuhof, Het gezantschap der Neêrlandtsche Oost-Indische compagnie, aan den grooten Tartarischen
Cham, den tegenwoordigen keizer van China, Antwerp, Michiel Knobbaert [Amsterdam: Jacob van
Meurs], 1666.
3 G. van Meersbergen, ‘De uitgeversstrategie van Jacob van Meurs belicht: de Amsterdamse
en “Antwerpse” edities van Johan Nieuhofs Gezantschap (1665-1666)’, De zeventiende eeuw,
vol. 26, no. 1, 2010, pp. 73-90.
4 Het profssie huys der Societeyt Jesu, in Nieuhof, Het gezantschap, title page.
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of the religion of Rome, since their first arrival in China, achieved, and all
the bitter and cruel persecutions they have endured there because of their
faith’.1
Van Meurs did not simply alter the paratext to appeal to this new Catholic audience; in many places, the main text was completely rewritten.2 In
the Southern Netherlands, few people invested in Dutch trade with China, and Van Meurs adapted the text accordingly: he removed these details
from his ‘Antwerp’ edition.3 Yet, even when the references to Dutch trade
were toned down considerably, the chapter ‘About the Chinese religion or
sects’ remains (albeit abbreviated) more or less the same. However, the
title of this chapter no longer specifically mentions ‘philosophies’ and focuses solely on ‘religion’ and ‘sects’. Even though the term ‘sects’ may have
been relatively neutral in early modern Europe, ‘religion’ was decidedly
not. The content of the chapter nevertheless follows the same approach
towards Chinese religion and philosophy as the Amsterdam edition of
1665: the Jesuit argumentation is adopted almost verbatim. Clearly, these
different perspectives adopted by Van Meurs in the publication of the Amsterdam and Antwerp editions of Het gezantschap demonstrates the power of
the publisher in influencing the possible interpretation of the texts.
In 1670, five years after Het gezantschap, Jacob van Meurs tried his hand
at another lavishly illustrated folio: Olfert Dapper’s Gedenkwaerdig bedryf der
Nederlandsche Oost-Indische Maetschappye, op de kust en in het keizerrijk van Taising of
Sina. 4 As Dapper never travelled beyond the borders of the Dutch Repub1 ‘Een nauwkeurigh verhaal, van al ‘t geen de Jesuiten in China, verrecht, en wat al ijzelijke
en wrede vervolgingen zy aldaar om ’t geloof uit gestaan en geleden hebben’, in Nieuhof,
title page.
2 Van Meersbergen, ‘De uitgeversstrategie van Jacob van Meurs belicht’, p. 85.
3 For more examples on the extent to which the ‘Antwerp’ edition differs from the ‘Amsterdam’ edition see: Van Meersbergen, ‘De uitgeversstrategie van Jacob van Meurs belicht’.
4 O. Dapper, Gedenkwaerdig bedryf der Nederlandsche Oost-Indische Maetschappye, op de kust en in het
keizerrijk van Taising of Sina, Amsterdam, Jacob van Meurs, 1670. Jacob van Meurs did not
remain idle after Het gezantschap: within five years he published the French, German, and
Latin translations of Nieuhof as well as the second edition in Dutch. Between 1665 and
1670, Van Meurs issued an additional 11 books – all travelogues or descriptions of foreign
countries: Fransche Merkurius, of Bondige beschrijving van geheel Vrankrijk (1666), Athanasius’s
Kircher’s China illustrata (1667), Olfert Dapper’s Naukeurige beschrijvinge der Afrikaensche eylanden
(1668) and Naukeurige beschrijvinge der Afrikaensche gewesten (1668) and their translations in
German, Arnoldus Montanus’s Gedenkwaerdige gesantschappen der Oost-Indische Maatschappy aan
de kaisaren van Japan (1669) in two editions and a German translation, Christian Wilhelm
Hagdorn’s Æyquan, oder der grosse Mongol (1670), and, of course, Olfert Dapper’s Gedenkwaerdig
bedryf der Nederlandsche Oost-Indische Maetschappye, op de kust en in het keizerrijk van Taising of Sina
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Title page of the Antwerp edition of Johan Nieuhof, Het gezantschap der Neêrlandtsche Oost-Indische compagnie, Antwerp, Michiel Knobbaert [Amsterdam, Jacob van
Meurs], 1666 - Special Collections, University of Amsterdam.
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lic, his book relied on descriptions of others; for instance, Baltasar Bort’s
expedition to China in the early 1660s and Pieter van Hoorn’s official second Dutch embassy to the Forbidden City of 1666. As a result, Gedenkwaerdig bedryf offers one of the most comprehensive descriptions of the Middle
Kingdom of its time.
The work consists of two parts. Volume one relates how the Dutch
lost Formosa in 1661 and their attempts to regain the island by negotiating
with Chinese officials in Fujian. It also includes an account of Pieter van
Hoorn’s embassy to the Chinese emperor and an extensive general description of China, mainly taken from Trigault, Semedo, Martini, and Kircher.
The second volume Beschryving des keizerryks van Taising of Sina (‘Description
of the empire of China or Taising’), contains material from almost every
major seventeenth century source on China.1 Again, the Jesuit accounts
were the most important source for this second volume, yet Dapper also
included Mendoza’s work, as well as that of various Dutch writers: most
notably, Johan Nieuhof. Like Nieuhof ’s Het gezantschap, Dapper’s book was
lavishly illustrated with copper plates, among them four large engravings
of Buddhist iconography, obviously based on Chinese examples.2 The descriptions of religion and philosophy closely follow Nieuhof, which is not
surprising as they both used similar sources.
Dapper’s chapter on religion starts out with the now-familiar remark
that three sects existed in China: that of the learned men, of the idolaters, and of the immortals.3 Likewise, when discussing the philosophy of
Confucius, the assertion is made that this sect did not worship idols. The
followers of Confucius are praised for their main commandments, which
centred around peace, prosperity, and education. Then follows a long exposition on the life of Confucius and the struggles and tribulations he had
to endure during his early years. Before introducing the Four Books of
Confucius and their contents, Dapper asserted that ‘Confucius does not
take the place of a god, but is honoured by observances, which attest to an
appreciative heart for the doctrine expounded by him’.4 He also stressed
(1670).
1 Dapper, title page.
2 Dapper, title page.
3 Dapper, p. 81.
4 Dapper, p. 93 (my emphasis).
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the similarities between China and Europe by comparing Confucius with
Plato, Pythagoras, and other classical thinkers and, again, he made the
statement that ‘it is very likely that Confucius has known the true God’.1
The general description of China and specifically that of Chinese religion and philosophy is much more elaborate in Dapper’s Gedenkwaerdig bedryf than in Nieuhof ’s Het gezantschap. However, the general gist in terms of
content and interpretation is the same. Both books targeted an audience of
Dutch readers with interests in trade and the situation of the voc in Asia.
Indeed, the same book sales catalogues (as discussed [above] on page 130),
reveal that many of the people who owned Nieuhof’s work also had a copy
of Gedenkwaerdig bedryf.2
However, Van Meurs may have overplayed his hand. The potential
market for such books was relatively small, owing both to the high cost of
the product and the specific interests of the readers. According to the notarial archive of Amsterdam, Van Meurs did not sell all his copies of Dapper and Nieuhof. In 1678, Van Meurs was summoned to the Amsterdam
court by the notary of fellow bookseller, Otto Koper.3 In 1674, Van Meurs’s
daughter Sara had married Koper, yet the bride price of 12,000 ‘Carolus
guilders’ was still due four years later. As compensation, Koper would
receive several books published by Van Meurs. Among the 3000 rebate
books – with a combined value of 9000 guilders – were ‘five hundred copies of the description of Asia’, and ‘three hundred copies of the description
of America’. Two books were mentioned specifically: ‘a hundred and fifty
copies of the first part of the description of China, Nieuhof ’s embassy’, and
‘four hundred and fifty copies of the second and third part of the embassy
or description of China’. Besides works in Dutch, Coper was also allotted
various works in German, including ‘three hundred and fifty copies of the
[…] first part of Nieuhof’s embassy’, and ‘one hundred and fifty copies of
the second and third part of China’. Koper received those books without
the engravings, which still had to be printed to make the books available
to the market. In total, Koper received almost a million pages of printed
1 Dapper, p. 97.
2 For an overview of the auction sale catalogue consulted, see p. 131, nt. 1.
3 Gemeente Amsterdam Stadsarchief: 5075 Archief van de notarissen ter standplaats
Amsterdam. Notarieel archief Jacob van Loosdrecht, 1998-2018, minuutacten van
compromissen en inventarissen. See also: Kleerkooper and Van Stockum, De boekhandel te
Amsterdam, p. 423.
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paper from the bargain, yet he lacked the 150,000 engravings that would
make the books sellable.1
By the time the case of Otto Koper versus Jacob van Meurs was presented before the Amsterdam court in 1678, Het gezantschap (1665) and
Gedenkwaerdig bedryf (1670) were at least eight years old. The German edition of Nieuhof was older still, having been published twelve years prior in
1666. This court case tells us that Van Meurs had not been able to clear his
stock of these books within a decade after publication. How many books,
in reality, remained unsold? We know that, in the second half of the seventeenth century, an edition generally averaged 750 to 1250 copies. This
number is confirmed by another appearance Van Meurs made before the
court in Amsterdam when he secured a contract with printer Jean Gerard
to produce 1000 copies of the Latin translation of Nieuhof.2 If we follow
this number, it appears that 15 to 45 percent of Van Meurs’s editions of
Nieuhof and Dapper were not sold within eight years. Van Meurs seemingly overestimated the number of people willing and able to buy such a
monumental work, with the consequence that the market for large and
expensively illustrated folios was soon saturated. In fact, 15 years later, we
find on the stock-list for publisher Andriaen Moetjes from The Hague
that he still had some copies of Nieuhof for sale, probably referring to the
Latin edition of 1668.3
While the publication of Johan Nieuhof ’s Het gezantschap and Olfert
Dapper’s Gedenkwaerdig bedryf was less of an economic success than expected,
Van Meurs nevertheless influenced representations of China by way of his
innovative publishing strategy.4 Besides creating a greater impact through
1 Andrew Pettegree and Arthur der Weduwen, De boekhandel van de wereld: drukkers, boekverkopers
en lezers in de Gouden Eeuw, Amsterdam and Antwerp, Uitgeverij Atlas Contact, 2019, pp. 146147.
2 For information on the general output of printers see: Van Selm, ‘“… te bekomen voor
een civielen prijs”, pp. 98-116; Gemeente Amsterdam Stadsarchief: 5075 Archief van de
notarissen ter standplaats Amsterdam. Notarieel archief Johanne Hellerus, 2049-2082,
minuutacten in ‘Protocol’; Kleerkooper and van Stockum, De boekhandel te Amsterdam, pp. 419420.
3 Stock catalogue of Adriaen Moetjens of The Hague, found in Antoine de Varillas, Histoire
de Charles VII, The Hague: Adriaen Moetjens, 1691. With thanks to Rindert Jagersma.
4 After the relative success of Gedenkwaerdig bedryf, Van Meurs continued to publish various
lavish works on foreign countries. In 1671, Van Meurs published Arnoldus Montanus’s
De Nieuwe en onbekende weereld, of Beschryving van America en’t Zuid-land, which is devoted to Asia
and the Americas. China is mentioned, but much more concisely than in either Dapper or
Nieuhof. This book described Chinese religion and philosophy in the now familiar terms of
‘benighted idolatry’. A. Montanus, De Nieuwe en onbekende weereld, of Beschryving van America en’t
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his copper engravings of the Middle Kingdom, Van Meurs’s biggest contribution was that he made Jesuit sources widely available in books on foreign countries that were not necessarily aimed at a Catholic readership. By
combining sources that were once only available in Latin (or in a severely
abbreviated form), Van Meurs had adapted knowledge on China with a
distinctively Jesuit viewpoint for a broader public of readers.
Compiling China: Simon de Vries
In the last quarter of the seventeenth century, an increasing number of
books on China were published in the Dutch Republic. Thanks to Jacob
van Meurs’s publications, authors and writers now had easier access to
knowledge about the Middle Kingdom. These authors and writers broadened the transtextual reach of knowledge and used China in a variety of
ways: from supplementing descriptions of the non-European world or a
general exposition on religion, to illustrating seemingly barely relevant
writings with ‘fun facts’ avant la lettre.
As stated by Genette stated in his work on the manifold relations
a text may have with prior texts, the object of the study of literary discourse is ‘not the text but its textual transcendence, its textual link with
other texts’.1 In the case of the works discussed in this chapter, these
transtextual links became more distinct in the last decades of the century.
For instance, China was not the sole subject of large monographs and
the Middle Kingdom was invoked whenever required, often alongside
descriptions of other foreign regions and peoples. Regarding China, it
was not simply intertextuality – interconnection at its most basic level
– that influenced the manner in which the country could be interpreted
by readers. As will become clear, almost the entire corpus of Dutch texts
about the rather divergent foreign world became involved in shaping images of the religion and philosophy of the Middle Kingdom. The Dutch
professional writer Simon de Vries is a good example of this phenomenon. He collected much that could be known about China from printed
sources and assembled them in his Curieuse aenmerckingen der bysonderste Oost
en West-Indische verwonderens-waerdige dingen of 1682. However, the information was arranged in such a manner that his descriptions of Chinese reliZuid-land, Amsterdam, Jacob van Meurs, 1671, pp. 33-34.
1 Genette, Palimpsests, p. IX.
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gion and philosophy could only be understood and explained in relation
to the texts he had sourced his information from.
In the second half of the seventeenth century, publishing strategies
concerning the Middle Kingdom became increasingly focused on introducing Chinese curiosities into texts. A genre of ‘catalogues of wonder’,
resembling the livres des merveilles of the late Middle Ages, emerged during
the second half of the seventeenth century. These books focused on curiosities of the natural world, and the recently discovered territories of
Asia, Africa, and America provided ample inspiration.1 Not surprisingly,
this genre appealed to the ambitions of the ‘cultural entrepreneur’. Many
Dutch producers, among them Lambertus van den Bosch, Petrus de Lange
and Simon de Vries, employed (and perhaps exploited) China and its religious and philosophical customs according to the decidedly economic laws
of cultural consumption. The supposed tastes and wishes of the intended
audience was the decisive factor in the representation of the Middle Kingdom. This is, of course, not to say that individual sentiments – be they
religious, cultural, or political – played no part, but a common perspective
can be discerned.
These prevalent and somewhat collective characteristics of China
are composed of various elements. One element is the role of the Jesuits: clearly visible, as they had provided the bulk of information. In this
regard, the Jesuits are invoked either directly or indirectly through references to intermediaries such as Nieuhof and Dapper. However, as the
following paragraphs demonstrate, the relationship between Jesuit information and Dutch authorship proved somewhat strenuous. Another element contained in these descriptions is the fact that they are coloured by
Dutch mercantile interests in the Asian world: more so because the second
tier of information from merchants consisted of travelogues, writings on
trade and (to a lesser extent) conquest. Yet, the decisive element in how
descriptions of China could and would be interpreted by the more general
public was not so much determined by what was written, but more by how
this information was arranged on the pages of the respective books. Since
China was rarely the sole topic or theme but usually part of expositions on
1 E. Jorink, Het ‘boeck der natuere’: Nederlandse geleerden en de wonderen van Gods schepping, 1575-1715,
Leiden, Primavera Pers, 2006, pp. 361-395.
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the foreign world, the arrangement of information heavily influenced its
representation to the early modern Dutch public.1
Arguably, this new genre led to the increasing ‘fragmentation’ of books
on China. One example of this phenomenon is Lambertus van den Bosch’s
’t Oude nieuws der ontdeckte weereld of 1667.2 This rambling collection of famous
cities, palaces, temples, towers, churches, mountains, bridges, ships, trees,
and plants devoted much space to China; in fact, the country occupies
more lines than any other area outside Europe.3 Petrus de Lange’s Wonderen
des werelds of 1671 is a similar collection of curiosities.4 In only two pages,
this little-known writer from Amsterdam discusses diverse subjects ranging from ‘how women are punished by their spouses’, ‘the horrible practice of eating humans’, ‘sheep grazing on the roof of houses’, to ‘a Jew was
murdered in secret, and why’.5 None of these events referred to the same
country, time, or place; nevertheless, they were grouped together to illustrate ‘excellent rarities and things of wonderment’.6
De Lange, of course, mentioned China, that country on the other side
of the world with its strange customs of ‘nobody may rule in his city of
birth’, ‘the wonderful wall of China’, and the more curious ‘sea that changes
iron into copper’.7 There seems little rhyme or reason in the subjects chosen by De Lange, even though his references mention Athanasius Kircher
and Van Linschoten. This seemingly random attitude towards collation
of information is perhaps best expressed in De Lange’s preface: the book
was simply meant as ‘a sweetmeat or ‘appetiser’ for curious readers. In the
last decades of the seventeenth century, China provided enough fodder for
anyone ready to engage in theological, political, and economic discourse.
Yet the country also began to provide more than enough material for entertainment and wonder.

1 G. Lehner, China in European encyclopaedias, 1700-1850, Leiden and Boston, Brill, 2011, pp. 1-7.
2 L. van den Bosch, ’t Oude nieuws der ontdeckte weereld, Amsterdam, Cornelis Jansz Zwol, 1667.
3 Van Kley, ‘Qing dynasty China in seventeenth-century Dutch literature, pp. 217-234.
4 P. de Lange, Wonderen des werelds, Amsterdam, Marcus Willemsz Doornick, 1671; E. Oste
Gaspard and A. van der Lem, Repertorium van geschiedschrijvers in Nederland, 1500-1800, The Hague,
Nederlands Historisch Genootschap, 2000, lemma 287.
5 De Lange, Wonderen des werelds, pp. 150-151.
6 ‘De uytstekenste vreemdigheden en verwonderenswaerdige saken’, De Lange, title page.
7 In China mach niemandt in sijn geboorte stadt regeeren’, ‘Wonderlijcke muur in China’,
‘Zee die ’t Yser in Koper verandert’, in De Lange, p.6, p. 73, p. 82.
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Frontispiece by Romeyn de Hooghe in Simon de Vries, Curieuse aenmerckingen der
bysonderste Oost en West-Indische dingen, Utrecht, Johannes Ribbius, 1682 - Special
Collections, University of Amsterdam.
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Simon de Vries’s Curieuse aenmerckingen der bysonderste Oost en West-Indische
verwonderens-waerdige dingen (‘Curious remarks of the most special East and
West Indian things’) of 1682 collected as much as could be known about
China from published sources.1 According to the title page, De Vries aimed
to present his readers with ‘everything important, that has ever meticulously been recorded by a great number of credible eyewitnesses from
all over Europe, about rarities of these countries: the shape of the earth,
mountains, crops, seas and rivers, morals and religions of the people, &c.’2
The title further pointed out that this wealth of information was based on
eyewitness reports, and had been ‘put in order and enhanced with investigative as well as comparing discussions’ by De Vries himself.3 This resulted
in ‘a superb example of what could be known about China in 1682 from
published sources’.4
Curieuse aenmerckingen der bysonderste Oost en West-Indische dingen was published by Johannes Ribbius of Utrecht in 1682. The work appeared in two
volumes in four parts, illustrated with 65 engravings made by Romeyn de
1 S. de Vries, Curieuse aenmerckingen der bysonderste Oost en West-Indische verwonderens-waerdige dingen,
Utrecht, Johannes Ribbius, 1682.
2 ‘’t Voornaemste van alles, wat oyt nauwkeurighs en seldsaems van deese landen, ten
opsight van der selver gelegenheyd is ondervonden en opgeteeckend van een seer groote
meenighte der geloofwaerdighste ooghgetuygen onder meest al de natien in Europa: gestalte
der aerd, bergh-wercken, gewassen, zeeën, rivieren, seeden en godsdiensten der menschen,
&c.’, in De Vries, Curieuse aenmerckingen, title page.
3 ‘Is ondervonden en opgeteeckend van een seer groote meenigteder geloofwaerdighste
ooghgetuygen onder meest al de natien in Europa. En uyt deselve in een bequaeme orde
gebraght; oock soo met ondersoeckende als vergelijckende redenvoering verhandeldt’, in De
Vries, title page.
4 Van Kley, ‘Qing dynasty China in seventeenth-century Dutch literature’, p. 229; A.
Baggerman, Een drukkend gewicht: leven en werk van de zeventiende eeuwse veelschrijver Simon de Vries,
Amsterdam, Rodopi, 1993, pp. 269-302; T. Dijkstra, “‘Tot eeuwige memorie de druckerye-konste”: Simon de Vries’s discourse on the Chinese art of print (1682)’, Quaerendo, vol.
48, no. 4, 2018, pp. 206-232. Indeed, De Vries could easily access a substantial number of
books on China; according to the book sales catalogue made after his death in 1708, he held
the following in his collection: Nieuhof ’s Het gezantschap in three copies (1665) and Zee en
lantreize door Oostindien (1682), Dapper’s Gedenckwaerdig bedryf in three copies (1670), Naukeurige
beschryving van Asia (1672) and (1680), and Naukeurige beschryving van Asie waarin Arabie, Mesopotamie, Babylon (1678), Kircher’s Tooneel van China (1667), Van Linschoten’s Voyasie, ofte schip-vaert
[1624], and Itinerarium [1596], Louis Le Comte’s Beschryvinge van het machtige keyserryk China
(1698), Charles le Gobien’s Histoire de l’édit de l’empereur de la Chine (1698), Martini’s Historie
van den Tartarschen oorloch [1654], and Cornelis de Bruyn’s Reizen (1698). See: Catalogues van veele
schoone Neder-en eenige Hoog-Duitsche boeken, nagelaten by Simon de Vries, Utrecht, Willem van de
Water, 1708. See also: E. van Schaik, ‘“Van lees-aert tot schrijf-aert”: over de werkwijze van
de zeventiende-eeuwse veelschrijver Simon de Vries, MA thesis, University of Amsterdam,
2017, pp. 90-110.
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Hooghe. A dedication by Ribbius to the ‘Gentlemen […] great authorities of the Dutch East India Company’ is found in the first part.1 Each of
the work’s four parts holds numerous references to China. Since the first
volume is devoted to the natural and cultural world broadly defined, the
Middle Kingdom is used to illustrate such varied subjects as ‘tree wool
[cotton] is very much prevalent’, to ‘Chisung, a marvellous wind-predicting herb’.2 The second volume dealt with the geography of various Asian
and American countries, in which China’s curious ‘yellow earth’, ‘special
caves’, and ‘mountains, famous for some remarkable examples’ provide
enough interesting reading material.3 Here, De Vries also referenced the
religion and philosophy of China: he noted that the Chinese ‘Pussa and
the Japanese Amida’, were the same gods as the Greek Cybele and Isis.
He guessed that perhaps this Ancient European idolatry was shipped to
Asia, where the Chinese apparently were also familiar with the ‘two-, and
four headed Janus the old, and the hundred-handed Briareus’. 4
The third part is specifically devoted to religion, philosophy, idolatry,
devil-worship and everything in between. The chapters bear titles such
as ‘the heathen processions’, ‘the chastisement of the flesh’, ‘the beautiful houses of idolatry’, and ‘the false religion and horrible devil-service’.5
Interestingly, the reader is not told which countries, regions, or even continents these chapter titles refer to. However, the table of contents to this
volume proves to be more enlightening when it comes to denoting the
peoples related to these various subjects. However, this table also immedi1 ‘Heeren [...] Groot-Gesaghhebberen der Oost-Indische Maatschappye’, in De Vries,
Curieuse aenmerckingen, dedication.
2 ‘Boom-wol is in China seer meenigvuldigh’, and ‘Chisung, een wonderlijck wind-voorseggend kruyd in China’, in De Vries, register I.
3 ‘Geele aerde in China’; ‘In China, van een bysondere grotte’; ‘Bergen in China, beroemd
door eenige aenmercklijcke gevallen’, in De Vries, register II.
4 ‘De Chineesche Pussa en de iapansche Amida’; ‘Den twee en vier-hoofdigen Janus der
Oude, en van den honderdhandigen Briareus’, in De Vries, p. 596. The Chinese Pussa may
well refer to Guanyin 觀世音, and the Japanese Amida to Amitabha 阿弥陀仏 and 阿弥
陀如来. This correlation comes from Athanasius Kircher, who equates the Chinese ‘Pussa’
– a Buddhist Bodhisattva – with ‘Cybele or Isis of the Chinese’, an idol that was probably
worshipped by the Brahmins. See also: T. Weststeijn, ‘The Chinese Isis, or the SinoEgyptian hypnotises’, in M. John Versluys (ed.), Temple - monument - lieu de mémoire: the Iseum
Campense from the Roman Empire to the modern age, Rome, Quasar, 2019, pp. 301-313.
5 De heydensche processien; De kastijdingh des vleesch; De praghtige afgods-huysen; De
valsche Gods-dienst, en grouwlijcke Duyvels-dienst, in De Vries, Curieuse aenmerckingen,
register III.
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ately points to a fundamental characteristic of Curieuse aenmerckingen: since
De Vries aimed to inform his readers about ‘wondrous East and West Indian things’, the resulting amalgamation of whole of the world (with the exception of Europe) into one narrative could perhaps be described, at best,
as ‘informed confusion’. This approach may constitute a form of transtextuality which is concerned not so much with other texts that are juxtaposed
against the focus text, but those that sets the text in relationship with itself.
In other words, how is De Vries’s description of China related to other
descriptions of foreign countries and their systems of belief?
This phenomenon may be referred to as ‘interparatextuality’, whereby
intertextuality’s interconnection between similar or related works can be
understood within the context of the paratext’s clarifying designation of
the relation between one text and its surroundings.1 Take for instance, the
general subject of ‘idols’. The index lists all subjects to be discussed under
this header:
Idols of the Indian heathens, horned devil statues, ten thousand statues in a building, foolish piety and ridiculous compassion of a Chinese
emperor for an idol, horrible idols in the Indian temples of the Benjans [merchants from Eastern Mughal empire], whether the Chinese
literati worship idols or not, large crowd of Chinese idols. Materials
of which these idols are made, the statue of Miniso, the god of lechery
in China. About the god of immortality, and how he is pictured. The
idol of Ticam, which is the Chinese Pluto, other Plutonians [kings of
the Underworld] which stand with him. The bellies of Chinese idols
are full of gold, silver and precious stones; the appearance of the statue
of the Chinese idol Kingangh; the statue of a false goddess – thirty
feet high – thickly gilded and silver plated. A stone idol which moved
itself to its position; twelve-hundred large statues of men for the
temple of the idol Tanhinarels, all made of copper; a sinisterly large
copper snake, which holds with his tail a horrible man-sized statue a
hundred feet high. A female statue with a horrible countenance, which
represents the goddess of fire; the god of the stormy winds and how
1 Not to be confused with ‘paraintertextuality’, where paratexts exploit their paratextual
forebears.
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it is designed. Japanese idols; idols of the creator of all things; many
headed idols of the Indian heathens; other idols and the wonders
which the heathens attribute to them. The length of the idols after
Adam’s size are fifty feet tall. Idols and idolatry in Pegu [Myanmar],
in the temple of the idol Tinagogo; expensive idols in Peru; statues of
bears, that are house gods in Jucatan.1
In this recital, China certainly takes pride of place – just as it does on the
title page and in the preface – yet the country and its customs nevertheless get lost in the seemingly endless summaries of topics discussed by De
Vries. As a result, the readers are introduced to the intricacies of Chinese
religion and philosophy and are challenged to interpret and digest this information alongside knowledge about many other (completely different)
foreign belief systems. Can a subject as complex as ‘whether the Chinese
literati worship idols or not’ truly be introduced as unbiased – as this statement tries to indicate – when it is preceded by titles such as ‘horrible idols
in the temple of the Benjans’ and followed by ‘statue of Miniso, god of
lechery’ (hardly a commendable quality for a deity)?
The index also points to two chapters in the main body of the text
in which Chinese religion and philosophy are discussed in more detail.
Chapter VI on ‘the idols’ begins with an exposition on Indian religion and
1 ‘Afgods-beelden der Indiaensche heydenen, gehoornde duyvels-beelden, thien-duysend
beelden in een gebouw, dwaese godvruchtigheyd en belagchlijck meedelijden eener keyseren
van China tegens een afgods-beeld, afgrijslijcke afgods-beelden in d’Indiaensche tempelen
der Benjanen, andere afgrijslijck afgods-beeld, of de geleerde in China d’afgodsbeelden
eeren of niet, groote meenighte der Chineesche afgods beelden. Stoffen van welcke deselve
sijn gemaeckt, ’t beeld van Miniso, of den God der wellust in China. Vanden God der
onsterflijckheyd, hoedaenigh voor gesteld. ’t Afgodenbeeld Ticam, sijnde den Chineeschen
Pluto, Anderen by hem staende Plutonen. De buycken der Chineesche afgods-beelden
steecken vol goud, silver en eedele gesteenten, ’t beeld van den Chineeschen afgod
Kingangh, hoedaenigh toegericht, van een afgodin, dertigh voeten hoogh, dick verguld en
versilverd. Steenen afgods-beeld, ’t welck van sich selven nae sijne plaets gingh, twaelfhonderd groote rensen-beelden voor den tempel des afgods Tanhinarels, al t’saemen van
koper, onguer-groote kopere slangh, omvattende met sijnen staert een verschricklijck
mans-beeld van honderd voeten hooghte. Vrouwen-beeld van een vreeslijcke gestalte,
beteeckenende de godin des vyers, god der storm-winden, hoedaenigh af-gebeeld. Japansche
afgodsbeelden, afgods-beeld van den schepper aller dingen, veelkoppige afgods-beelden
der Indiaensche heydenen, andere afgods-beelden, wonder-wercken, van de heydenen aen
deselve toegeschreven. Lenghte der afgods-beelden nae Adams grootte, hoedaenigh, van
vijftigh voeten hooghte. Afgods-beelden en afgodendienste in Pegu, In den tempel des
afgods Tinagogo, kostlijcke afgods-beelden in Peru. Beere-beelden, sijnde huys-goden in
Jucatan’, in De Vries, Curieuse aenmerckingen, index.
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idolatry, or ‘the fables of the Indian Braminen’.1 After several pages that
recited the names of all these Indian idols, the ‘sect of the literati in China’
is introduced. While De Vries, according to the reference, obtained his
information from Trigault, it seems that he does not entirely adhere to the
Jesuit perspective. Like many writers before him, De Vries condemned the
sects of Buddhism and Taoism outright. Yet, counter to the Jesuit perspective (adopted in large part by Nieuhof and Dapper), he also showed some
reserve towards the teachings of Confucius:
Trigault expressly states, that this sect of the literati in China honour
no idols, but believe in one god, who rules everything under the heavens. However, they also do honour some spirits, yet with small honours. […] Nevertheless, the best among the literati do not recognise this
highest and true God for the creator of the world. [They] also do not
believe in the beginning of this world, but an eternity of the same.2
De Vries did indeed provide information about the Confucian absence of
idol veneration, which was essential to the argumentation of the Jesuits;
however, he immediately retracts from this position by the qualifying terms
of ‘however’ and ‘nevertheless’.
The next chapter on ‘the false religion, and horrible devil-service’ follows a similar pattern. Again, the text begins with India, where (according to
De Vries) three distinct ‘main-religions’ (notice the use of the term religion)
are customary: that of the Christians, Mohammedans, and the heathens.3 De
Vries had more than enough ammunition to attack both the Mohammedans and the heathens: Christianity is, of course, praised. However, like some
Dutch authors before him, he revealed his dislike for the Society of Jesus
by remarking that the progress of Christianity in India was not helped by
the Jesuit presence there: ‘In passing, we have to mention that the progress
1 De Vries, p. 149.
2 ‘Trigautius seghd uytdrucklijck, dat deese secte der geleerde in China geen afgods-beelden
eerd, maer een eenigh God geloofd, door wien alles, wat onder den hemel is, geregeerd en
onderhouden word. Evenwel dienense daer benevens eenige geesten, doch met geringer eerbewijsingh […]. Echter erkennen de beste onder de geleerde dien hooghsten en waeren God
niet voor den schepper der wereld. Gelooven oock niet een begin deeses werelds, maer een
eeuwigheyd der selve’, in De Vries, p. 153 (my emphasis).
3 De Vries, p. 194.
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of the Christian religion in the empire of the Mughals by the Jesuits is not
very large’.1 Yet, he may have exaggerated somewhat when recounting how,
‘through the diligence of the reformed teachers [Calvinist missionaries] 62,
558 Christians – men and women – are found in the small region of Jasnapatan in Ceylon’.2
After an earlier-announced exposition on the numerous religion and
philosophies of Asia, from Hindustan and Calcutta and the coast of Coromandel to Siam, the chapter arrives at China on page 235. This section essentially consists of a summary of De Christiana expeditione apud Sinas. The familiar three sects are discussed and, again, the sect of Confucius takes pride
of place, because ‘those belonging to this sect do not worship statues but
a single god’.3 However, unlike Ricci and Trigault, De Vries paid scant attention to Confucius, providing neither biography nor description of his
teachings. The sect of the literati is examined in detail, but the connection
with Confucius is not explicitly made. De Vries did mention the conflict between Confucianism and neo-Confucianism, in which the Jesuits had been
involved since their first foray into China.4 In the context of De Vries’s general description, this short mention of the conflict makes little sense, yet in
the following decades authors would return again and again to the question
of Chinese orthodoxy represented by the discord between the ancient and
modern Chinese interpretations of the teachings of Confucius. This debate
becomes most visible in the learned journals which were published during
the second half of the seventeenth century. How China and Confucius are
discussed in these journals will be the subject of chapter 3.
In his accounts on ‘the false religion’ of China, De Vries has relied
heavily on Ricci and Trigault. With a few minor exceptions, he seems to
follow the Jesuits when it concerns the interpretation of Chinese religion
and philosophy, even though the emphasis on Confucius is reduced. While
the content may very well be comparable, the presumed interpretation by
1 ‘In ’t voorby gaen moeten wy hier aenmercken, dat den voortgangh der Christelijcke religie door de Jesuiten in ’t Rijck des Mogols soo seer groot niet is’, in De Vries, pp. 194-195.
2 ‘Waer tegens, door de vlijt der gereformeerde leerraers, alleen in dat kleyne streeckje lands,
Jasnapatan in Ceylon, wierden gevonden twee-en-tsestigh duysend vijfhonderd aght-en-vijftigh Christenen, soo mannen als vrouwen’, in De Vries, p. 195 (my emphasis).
3 ‘Degeene, die ‘t met deese secte houden, zyn aen geenen beelden-dienst verknoght, maer
eeren een eenige God’, in De Vries, p. 236.
4 Rule, K’ung-tzu or Confucius, pp. 76-173.
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both author and reader is not. De Vries deliberately chose to keep his description of China to a limited length ‘to make our treatise not too big’,
which would allow him to ‘recount in short something about the false gods
and devil-worships of some other people’.1 This is probably also the reason
why his exposition on Confucius is rather brief; aside from the issue of
length, it would only distract from the general summary of religious and
philosophical ideas. Regardless of minor changes in the content, the image of the various Chinese systems of belief are first and foremost shaped
by the surrounding text through interparatextuality. Both the paratextual
elements – the titles of the chapters, the use of comments in the margins,
and the construction of the index – together with the content of preceding
and successive sections primed readers to view China in a certain light,
which was aimed at defining notions of foreign religion and philosophy as
idolatrous. That De Vries may have demonstrated his skills in effectively
summarising a wealth of sources by exhibiting a relatively nuanced understanding of Ricci and Trigault is therefore of secondary importance, as the
consumers of the book must have been highly skilled in the act of reading
to separate the Chinese wheat from the more general foreign chaff.
By the last quarter of the seventeenth century, Dutch demand for
information about the non-European world had outstripped the supply
of travelogues of writers who had actually been overseas. To cater to the
growing public wanting to buy printed materials on the subject of Asia,
Dutch printers and publishers started to churn out a variety of compilations penned down by professional writers. Besides satisfying the need for
additional publications, these works also met the needs of readers who (for
whatever reason) were not in the position to buy or read the wealth of
books already available. In his preface, De Vries identified five groups of
potential readers. The first were those for whom the purchase of books
would soon prove too costly (‘sou ‘t te kostlijck vallen’).2 The second
group comprised of readers who had the money but not the time to read
‘so many writers’.3 The third category lacked the necessary knowledge of
1 ‘We moeten de Chineesen verlaeten, om onse voorverhandelingh niet al te groot te doen
worden; en sullen kortlijck noch yets verhaelen van de valsche Gods jae oock Duyvels-diensten eeniger anderer Volckeren’, in De Vries, Curieuse aenmerckingen, p. 248.
2 ‘Zou ‘t te kostlijck vallen’, in De Vries, fl. recto ***3.
3 ‘So veelerley schrijvers’, in De Vries, fl. recto ***3.
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foreign languages; the fourth group might have had the money, time and
skill of language, but not the desire to read such a great number of books.
And rightly so, according to De Vries. Many travelogues were needlessly
long-winded, and much content overlapped between books anyway. The
last group consisted of those who lacked the necessary knowledge to independently read and analyse travelogues: they were not really in a position
to judge ‘who has best recorded the subject [and] captured it the neatest’.1
While De Vries also worked as a bookseller and publisher in Utrecht,
he at least partially depended on income gained from his writings, with the
consequence that these publications needed to appeal to as large an audience as possible.2 Here, the difference between liefhebber – the amateur with
a love for the art – and ‘professional’ is of importance. The benevolent
and appreciative amateur writes for his or her own pleasure (and perhaps
that of like-minded readers). In contrast, it is no coincidence that both the
Dutch word for a professional writer, broodschrijver (literally ‘bread-writer’)
and the English equivalent of ‘potboiler’, announce how the main purpose
of the literary creator was to pay for daily expenses.3 Both expressions
(along with the related ‘hack-writer’) also include in their definition that
notion that the writings, which resulted from such labours, cater to popular
taste. This is also indicative in Simon de Vries’s books, which attempted
to appeal to a more general readership of people interested in Asia. While
he did not exactly write for the ‘masses’, his preface alludes to how a more
general Dutch readership could perceive the Middle Kingdom during the
later Golden Age.
De Vries never travelled beyond the borders of the Dutch Republic, yet
his Curieuse aenmerckingen offered an excellent summary of European knowledge about the East and West Indies during the final decades of the seven1 ‘Wie de saeck best heeft aengeteeckend en aldernetst getroffen’, in De Vries, fl.***4.
2 Paul Dijstelberge and Elise van Schaik calculated the possible income of De Vries. They
conclude that his activities as publisher, and later as writer, would not have been enough to
make ends meet and that his income was possibly supplemented by an inheritance and the
support of his (bachelor) son. Between 1671 and 1708, De Vries earned 194 guilders a year
on average from his writings alone. See: Van Schaik, ‘“Van lees-aert tot schrijf-aert”, pp. 1315; P. Dijstelberge, ‘Een zegen voor de mensheid – en voor de schrijver natuurlijk: Simon de
Vries (1624-1708) en de wereld van het boek’, De boekenwereld vol. 25, no. 1, 2008, pp. 31-40;
Baggerman, Een drukkend gewicht, pp. 129-133.
3 Merriam Webster Online, www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/potboiler, last accessed 23
August 2018.
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teenth century. Such compilations were highly valued in their time as they
offered the essence of writings in an easily digestible form. While much of
De Vries’s writings are unapologetically derivative and contain little new
information, it would be a mistake to regard his books as ‘mere compilations’.1 In his analysis of Dapper, Adam Jones has rightly asked the question of whether ‘we can really afford to relegate [compilations] to the status of a secondary source and concentrate our attention on more important
works?’.2 Primary sources might always remain ‘those pieces of information
which stand in the most intimate relationship to an event or process in the
present state of our knowledge’; however, an examination of De Vries offers
perspectives on Chinese religion and philosophy and its culture of print that
go beyond the mercantile and missionary view of the primary sources and
focuses on that of the cultural entrepreneur.3

Conclusion
Over the course of the seventeenth century, Dutch representations of
Chinese religion and philosophy in print underwent considerable changes.
Merchants employed by the Dutch East India Company and missionaries
of the Society of Jesus brought back an increasing amount of knowledge
about the Middle Kingdom, gradually opening up the country to Western scrutiny. Quickly recognising the commercial appeal of these firsthand accounts, Dutch printers and publishers used them to turn out an
ever-growing number of books about China. How the Middle Kingdom
and its religion and philosophy was represented in these books was often the result of carefully considered publishing strategies. To appeal to
their potential readership, book producers presented Chinese systems of
belief from a mercantile, missionary, or cultural entrepreneurial perspective, sometimes adding illustrations to boost economic and cultural value. These strategies not only influenced the form of the book, they also
1 A. Jones, ‘Decompiling Dapper. A preliminary search for evidence’, History in Africa, vol. 17,
1990, p. 171-209.
2 Jones, ‘Decompiling Dapper’, p. 180.
3 D. Henige, ‘The race is not always to the swift: thoughts on the use of written sources for
the study of early African History’, Paideuma, vol. 33, 1987, pp. 53-79, p. 54.
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determined how knowledge about China was subtly altered through the
book-making process.
The mercantile perspective was motivated by justifications of direct trade:
an aim that was shared by early Dutch merchants-travellers, their publishers, and the envisaged buyers of their travelogues. Jan Huygen van
Linschoten’s Itinerario (1596) and Willem Lodewijcksz’s Historie van Indien
(1598) generally gave positive accounts of China, in which the religion and
philosophy of the Chinese was considered misguided yet not necessarily immoral. Dutch travellers presented China in this way to justify their
trade ambitions. In a similar fashion, their publishers, most notably Cornelis Claesz of Amsterdam, intended these books for readers with interests
in trade with China. This conscious effort towards cultural and religious
alignment resulted in a representation of familiar otherness: Dutch mercantile books mention the adoration and ritual glorification of idols; yet,
this ‘benighted idolatry’ is not outright condemned. By describing Chinese
religion and philosophy in terms of (tolerated) idol-worship, early Dutch
travellers and their publishers presented an ambiguous image of the Chinese belief system. From the analysis of mercantile texts, such as Itinerario
and Historie van Indien, it becomes remarkable clear that their ambiguous
representations of Chinese religion and philosophy stemmed from the
uncomfortable partnership of idolatry and trade that marked interaction
between the two cultures. While the former was repellent and caused no
end of spiritual dilemma, the lure of the latter was too tempting. On this
evidence, we might conclude then, that those such as Van Linschoten and
Lodewijcksz were merchants eager for profit and therefore willing to close
an eye to local heresies and Christians searching for compatible frameworks to place newly encountered world views in. These economic considerations of cultural consumption and production often overlapped, and
the image of familiar otherness that resulted met the wishes of author, producer, and potential reader.
Dutch mercantile books on China were often illustrated with woodcuts or copper engravings, which regularly depicted Chinese deities or religious customs. Illustrations may be considered the most persistent form
of paratext and, as such, they are able to change the possible reception and
interpretation of the text they surround. The so-called Devil in Calicut
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is one of the most persistent visualisations of Chinese religion and philosophy of the seventeenth century. While the Devil started out as an illustration of an Indian deity, it was soon transformed into a Chinese idol
by paratextual decisions made by Cornelis Claesz and Theodor de Bry. By
determining the visual and textual trajectory of the Devil in Calicut, these
publishers changed the possible interpretation of the image according to
the presumed wishes of their intended audience. Consequently, image and
text are in dialogue with one another with the publisher acting as intermediary, creating a new and enduring visual image of Chinese religion and
philosophy in print.
The missionary perspective originated from Jesuit accounts propagating their accommodating missionary policy in China, and from Calvinist Dutchmen who reacted to it. To convert the Confucian elites, Jesuit
missionaries accommodated Chinese rituals, arguing that adherence to the
Christian faith was not incompatible with such rites as ancestor worship.
In Europe, reports by Jesuit missionaries Matteo Ricci, Nicolas Trigault,
and Martino Martini were soon disseminated in print, especially in the
Catholic Southern Netherlands. Dutch publishers like the Elzeviers of
Leiden and Amsterdam utilised the Jesuit’s descriptions of China and its
religion and philosophy; however, they took a different approach to their
southerly colleagues. By removing most references to the mission from the
paratext, books such as Regni Chinensis descriptio (1639) concentrated mostly
on China itself. The Jesuit representation of China was maintained but,
since a clear missionary view was lacking, these books appealed to broader
group of general readers.
While the Protestant mission in mainland China only took off in the
early nineteenth century, some members of the Dutch Further Reformation did engage with China and its religion and philosophy during the
seventeenth century. Even though they belonged to the same denomination, Calvinist writers were not uniform in their representations and interpretations. Gisbertus Voetius and Johannes Hoornbeeck relied heavily
on Jesuit sources, which made for a strangely equivocal representation of
Chinese beliefs. And while they were not eager to adhere to the Catholic perspective, they nevertheless took the same accommodating approach
to argue for evangelisation. The followers of Confucius were regarded as
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civilised, well-educated and with high moral standing: perfect candidates
for evangelisation. However, by their form and content, these books were
specifically aimed at an educated elite of wealthy European buyers. As such,
this learned Calvinist representation of Chinese religion and philosophy
had little impact on the Dutch representation of China among the popular
classes.
Calvinists Willem Teellinck and Godefridus Udemans did publish their
views on Chinese religion and philosophy in Dutch, and their approach
is markedly different. By comparing the ‘heathens’ of Asia and America
to their own Dutch readers, Teellinck and Udemans held up a mirror for
self-reflection. Since their readership consisted of Dutch merchants from
Zeeland, their readers also had commercial ambitions, in addition to missionary aims. Teellinck and Udeman’s books reflect this missionary and
mercantile perspective. They were published in Dutch, without illustrations, and in a small and cheaper size: perfectly suited for merchants on
their way to Asia aboard a voc ship. Thus, in these works, Calvinist conviction and calls to conversion were joined with mercantile considerations.
The large majority of books on China published in the Dutch Republic during the second half of the seventeenth century were the result of
carefully construed cultural entrepreneurial strategies. Motivated by economic
and cultural considerations, producers developed new and different ways
to presents China to as large an audience as possible. Cultural entrepreneurs like Theodor de Bry, Jacob van Meurs, Jan Jansz Deutel, and Simon
de Vries were focal points around which new ideas coalesced, and their
publications rapidly disseminated new ideas about Chinese religion and
philosophy in print. Their publications engaged in varying degrees with
the Middle Kingdom, moving from distant by way of functionally indifferent to digestible.
De Bry’s publications were among the first to appeal to the commercial
potential of travel collection with India Occidentalis and India Orientalis of 15901634. As they were hardly bound by any mercantile or missionary restraints,
Chinese religion and philosophy were presented as ‘distant’ from European
Christianity. This interpretation is most strikingly visible in the margins
and the illustrations. There, by significant conjunction in text and image,
the ‘otherness’ of the Chinese could be emphasised. One of the most popu-
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lar Dutch books of the seventeenth century was Willem IJsbrantsz Bontekoe’s Iournael of 1646. As this chapter revealed, China played an important
supporting role in this book, particularly, as the foreign ‘foil’ to Bontekoe’s
swashbuckling exploits. As this was clearly the publishing strategy of Jan
Jansz Deutel, the religion and philosophy of China are hardly mentioned.
Nonetheless, this type of representation is helpful as this ‘functionally indifferent’ attitude may indicate a more generally held attitude towards China. These inconsistent and rather indifferent characterisations of Chinese
religion and philosophy may reflect the perceptions of a less affluent and
not particularly intellectual Dutch readership.
In the second half of the seventeenth century, publisher Jacob van
Meurs adapted earlier travelogues and Jesuit accounts in such a manner
that the resulting representation of Chinese religion and philosophy became broadly appealing and easily ‘digestible’. Johan Nieuhof and Olfert
Dapper’s heavily illustrated books on China were not always economically
successful; yet, Van Meurs’s publishing strategy was certainly innovative.
He relied largely on Jesuit sources in his representation of Chinese religion and philosophy and, since the mercantile interest of his readers often coincided with the missionary perspective of the Jesuits, Van Meurs
modified his descriptions only slightly. His detailed and lavish copper engravings would have an impact on visual imagery of China; however, his
greatest contribution was to make Jesuit sources widely accessible in books
on foreign countries to a larger, non-Catholic demographic. By combining
sources that were previously only available in Latin or in severely abbreviated form, Van Meurs adapted knowledge on China with a definite Jesuit
viewpoint for a broader public of readers.
By the last quarter of the seventeenth century, an increasing number of
books on China were published in the Dutch Republic. Authors, writers,
and publishers had easier access to knowledge about the Middle Kingdom.
They broadened the transtextual reach of China, utilising the country in
a variety of ways. The Middle Kingdom was no longer primarily the subject of large monographs. Instead, information about the country was fragmented: invoked alongside descriptions of other foreign regions and peoples. Therefore, it was not just intertextuality that influenced the manner
in which China was represented. The entirety of Dutch works about Asia,
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Africa, and the Americas came to be involved in the formation of images of
Chinese religion and philosophy, as we saw with Simon de Vries’s Curieuse
aenmerckingen. This process may be considered interparatextuality, where
representations of Chinese religion and philosophy were understood in
relation to its surrounding texts on other countries.
The growth and diversity of representations of Chinese religion and philosophy would provide fertile ground for the future. In the 1700s, readers
became increasingly occupied with the Middle Kingdom and knowledge
about Chinese religion and philosophy reached its early modern apogee in
1687 with the publication of Confucius Sinarum philosophus by Daniel Horthemels in Paris. This, like many other texts we have encountered, was a Jesuit project. It was the first annotated Latin translation of three of the Four
Books that traditionally made up the Confucian canon, and the knowledge
it contained would go on to greatly influence the European debate on Chinese religion and philosophy. Even though it was a Jezuit undertaking, many
non-Jesuit actors were involved in the production process of translating,
editing, publishing, explaining, and criticising the translation of Confucius.
The involvement of Dutch interlocutors makes clear that the dissemination
of Confucius in Europe was a variegated process, in which the transmission
of text and image through print played a fundamental role.
n

